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Senior Class Officers: Meredith Lepore, Matt Fantasia, Kihara Kiarie 

and Brian Byrne. 
Student Advisory Committee: Julie Struthers, Ben Haskell, Nicole Sweeny and 

Melissa Ehlert. Missing from photo: Mike Grande. 
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Billy Branley and Anne-Marie Brophy take time to share a memorable moment. 

Mark Donnellan tries to steal a kiss from Jason Capadanno, as Dan 

McGrath waits in line for his. 

I Junior girls gather together for a picture at the Pep Rally. Soccer captains Chris Oliver and Mike Cramer can kick the 

ball but don't know what to do with a microphone. 
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Chris Ebanksposes as "The Mighty Sachem Man!" 

Some senior ^ys share a male-bonding moment with the photographer. 

"The future is far nearer than most of us would 

dare hope." 

- Ronald Reagan 

Andy Nolan tries to concentrate on his work; whether he is successful or rwt is another story. 5 

f 
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"Superior people never make lone visits." , , , , , , 
^ ^ ^ Diana Grandcy Kathryn Wilsony Elizabeth 

- Marianne Moore Hare, and Catherine Doherty don't seem to 

mind stopping for a picture. 

Heather Murphy andLee-Anne Perrone try to 

run but they can't hide. 

Brian Byrne and Sarah O 'Grady share a moment as Brian proposes to her. 
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Too tired to study at home, Alexis Roche and 

Joanna McLucas resort to the library. 

"Everything is funny as long as 

pening to someone else." 

• I 

It s hap- 

These three seniors show off their Sachem spirit WELL Who says the footballplayers don't appreciate the cheerleaders? 
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Get to class, guys! 

Pat Savicki: Cut that out! 

Dan McGrath thinking hard as usual. 

"Every day more than 20,000,000 Ameri¬ 

cans read their horoscope." 
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Dr. Ritchie proudly introduces the teams at the Pep Rally. 

Smile for the camera! 
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Do you know what you're doing? 

"There are three times as many cows in 

Minnesota than there are people." 

Heidi Reinfeld teaches Ms. Ott a thing or two. 
I 

I 
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Guy Lev takes a little rest from his hard work. 

"On July 22, 1972, a lady in Rome gave birth to 

quindecaplets- 10 girls and 5 boys." 

Just making a quick call between classes! 

Adam Piandes and Hugh Turcotte spend some quality time together. 
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Matt Fantasia tries to teach mathy but isn V successful. 

■\A student intently studies in the library. 

\ 

Alison Lynch flashes a quick smile for the camera. 

Mr. Smith is attacked by one of his classes. He isn’t that bad, is he? 



Chrissy Battinelli and Dan McGrath having a great time at the Junior-Senior Semi. 

Sachem Savings Bank has valuable employees such as Chuck Keefe. 

That 5 minutes always seems so short. 

Ruth is such a good lunch lady, and Evan Matza agrees. 
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" What can you say about 

something that was truly 

wonderful?" 

"Are you guys having a good time?" 

Junior Prom: 

Best friends always smile when they're together. 



“Wonderful Tonight” 
A MAJOR MILESTONE 

On May 10th 1991, there was an 

unmistakable tingle of electricity in the air. For 

on that night, the class of 1992 experienced 

their first prom... 

Preparations for such a monumental 

event began weeks before - dates were found, 

limos were booked, dresses were bought, tuxes 

rented, restaurant reservations made, shoes were 

dyed, tickets were purchased and finally flowers 

were ordered. 

All the stress was worth it because it 

was a perfect night. Everyone arrived at the 

same time, which resulted in an extremely long 

line of prom couples waiting to get in. Mean¬ 

while, a sizable crowd of onlookers were 

gathered outside the town hall, snapping 

pictures and taking videos at every angle. 

Once inside, couples filed downstairs 

to get their pictures taken. The guys looked 

great in their tuxedos, and the girls were 

stunning in their dresses. And every smile 

photographed was genuine. 

Back upstairs, the dance floor was the 

place to be, and most people were there all 

night. With a continuous flow of requests the 

DJ did a great job of playing a variety of tunes 

to suit everyones taste. And for those with a 

strong palate, an entire table of enticing goodies 

and refreshments graced the back of the Hall. 

The hours raced by, and suddenly it 

was all over. Nonetheless, everyone was given a 

small token to remember this night by - a 

keychain with the theme stamped on it, 

“Wonderful Tonight”, and that it was! 

-Wendy Beth Russo 

Sara and Sarah, don't they look pretty? 

Junior Prom 



All Psyched Up!! 

In order to start off with a winning season, there had to be something to psych up all the players, as well 
as fans, for the upcoming games. As a result the Pep Rally put everyone in a spiritual mood. 

As the energetic cheerleaders led by captains Leanne Perrone and Patti Boyle, started it off by dancing 
wildly to ''Wipeout", all eyes were focused on their synchronized moves. They looked great for their first 
performance due to the hours practicing by old members as well as newcomers. 

Instead of having an all boys golf team this year, it was changed to the boys and girl golf team. Sophomore 
Rebecca Gulati joined the team to become the first girl participant in the division. 

Next, each teams' captains spoke a brief word about their team and introduced their participants. The 
girls soccer team captains, Julie Struthers, Jen Gilpatric, Jessica Murphy and Sara Noonan, introduced the 
nation's leading soccer team. Next the boy's soccer team, field hockey, cross country, and swimming/diving 
team were introduced. 

Finally was none other than the football team. They were introduced by captains Bill Branley, Rob 
Bourque, Todd Rotondi and Dan McGrath. They were anxious as well as confident about the big game the next 
day against Somerville. 

The first pep rally of the season was definitely a success. It gave the whole school a chance to get to know 
the new players as well as see the old players once again and to celebrate the upcoming season. 

- Nicole Nacamuli 

Pep Rally 



The girls' soccer team shows their Sachem pride by 

dressing alike for the pep rally. 

The band begins to entertain the student 

body as everyone files in for the pep rally. 

The cheerleaders show the crowd one of their 

excellent stunts, the pendulum. 

Lonny Fidalgo gets a little silly as he high-fives the rest of the 

football team. 

Pep Rally 





Orchestra Quiz 

I What is orchestra class? 

] A) Musically-conscious individuals playing boring music. 

^ B) Classical tunes by composers with foreign names, lasting for 20 minutes. 

I C) Odd shaped instruments squeaking in time while watching a plastic stick. 

D) None of the above. 
|l 

If you picked anything other than D, then you are intellectually 

narrowminded and don't even deserve to finish this article. Now, continuing 

with those who can appreciate music, listen up. Orchestra is actually a fun 

class. Because of its small size, nobody goes unnoticed and it isn't very likely 

to find a student hiding behind a music stand in fear of being called upon. 

Class combines the energy of students like Tara Juwa and Helen Martinelli 

with the intelligence of students like Jen Arnott and Elizabeth Armstrong to 

come up with a unique bunch of kids. Many students contribute their 

talents, whether serious or just plain silly, to make 55 minutes in this so called 
I institute of learning worthwhile! 

- Carrie Regan 

Sing, Sing, Sing 
Chorus is not just singing. Walking into the music department 
gives one a feeling of companionship and fun. The instructor, Mrs. 

Rahmeier, gives this class a bit of flair that is not normally present 

in others. Instead of a rigid, backbreaking study, seventh period 
, chorus is more like an informal get-together. From "The Nighting 

All" to "Witness", every song is sung from the heart with fervor and 

excellence. Actually, I'd be lying if I didn't say we concentrate just 

on singing. Between the tenors' creative (and sometimes wacky) 

choreography and the sopranos' high-spirited sense of humor, the 
choir entertains your mind as well as your ear. So come one, come 

all, for great times and great music! 
- Amy Galatis 

Orchestra/Chorus 



Marching Band Keeps ' 
To The Beat! 

The Marching Band performs their show during half-time of each football game. 

Who's the only team out on the field at 6:30 am? Winchester High School Marching Band! And this group of people 

are a TEAM in the full sense of the word. They put in a lot of time, energy, and effort into all their practices, whether it be 

at 6:30 in the morning before school or 8:00 am on Saturdays. Ninety degree weather or 20 below zero. It's a lot of work 

to put on a successful half-time show, and this years band does it wonderfully. ; 

Everyone in the band has a flip folder filled with music to learn. Four songs, drum drills, and dancing, together with , 

a half-time show keep them busy. Once the music sounds good, the band members are taught drills to march to. This is a i 

hard thing to do. They have to learn where to go, when to move, while keeping in step with the instruments held high, which . 

results in a spectacular display of group pride. 

The band is very involved in school spirit. You can hear them playing at pep rallies, at the football games, marching down i 

the street in parades, or at the winter and spring concerts. 

The band also does fun things as a group. They have band breakfasts at 6:30 am before Saturday practice. After a Friday | 

night football game, they go out to dinner and have a great time. On Thanksgiving day one of the band members donates | 

her house to the whole band, so they can all have breakfast together before the big game. jp 

This year was a special year because the band was invited to play in Disney World, marching down Main Street in a parade. 

It is a great honor to be invited and the band was psyched to be able to go. : 

The band doesn't march alone. With them there are the cheerleaders and the flag corps. They add color to the band : ^ 

and do a wonderful job, but not without a lot of practice as well. 

The band works hard and has a lot of fun with what they do. The long hours and hard work is all worth it when the I 

final half-time show is through. The head people that keep the marching band all together are Priscilla Miller (Band Director), ^ 

Mary-Catherine Segota and Derek Meehan as the Drum Majors, and Patti Williams and Patty Cummings as the Drill 

Instructors. Also leading the troops are Mel Schenks (Drum Instructor) and Mark Baldwin as Drum Captain. The leaders 

of the flag corps also do a great job. These people, along with the rest of the band, make up the proud Marching Band of 

Winchester High School. 

24 Marching Band 

- Mary-Catherine Segota 



Mary-Catherine Segota conducts the band 

beautifully! 

Most people are familiar with the marching band that performs at football games and 

parades, but how many people realize that there is a group of musicians who play in the 

Winchester High Stage Band. The eighteen musicians who form the stage band were required 

to audition before being chosen for this select group. 

The first thing a passerby might notice about the band is the different type of music that 

it plays. Contemporary hits like "Theme from Saturday Night Fever", "Copacabana", the 

lively "Pennsylvania Polka", "The Blues Doctor" and old "Lullaby of Broadway" can be heard 

on any given day. Because of the fine musicianship in this band, there is a high level of difficulty 

in the music played. The musicians practice sixth period each day and work hard to perfect 

their music. 

This special band is under the direction of the very special Ms. Miller who all the members 

of the band respect. Her unique personality and way of dealing with different situations 

reflects upon the way the musicians play and perform. "The respect we all have for Ms. Miller 

as a teacher and musician drives us to perform not only for ourselves but for her and the 

audience" remarked Hugh Turcotte, the funky first trumpet player. Besides conducting the 

Stage band, Ms. Miller also leads the Marching Band, the McCall Middle School Jazz Band 

and teaches instruments to elementary students. When asked to comment on the Stage band 

she said "This year's jazz band is a group of wonderful dedicated and talented musicians. They 

are one of the best Jazz ensembles I have had since directing the group at W.H.S.!" 

This year the Jazz band is slightly larger than years before. It is composed of five 

saxaphones, one flute, six trumpets and a piano. There are no trombones but the bass section 

composed of four highly capable musicians makes up for that. The percussion section is made 

up of two drummers with senior Mark Baldwin playing the drum set. 

The stage band takes numerous trips to perform for various groups and events. This is 

where the band shines the most. "We all get up for a performance and really look forward to 

it" says Mike Arian, the lead alto saxaphonist for the group. Some memorable performances 

include playing for the residents at the Jenk's Center, Town Day, which always turns out to 

be a good time and the infamous concert in Cummings' Park, Woburn. Who knows where 

we will end up next! 

-Mark Baldwin 

Stage Band 



Junior/Senior Semi: 

This couple really gets into the dancing! 

Junior/Senior Semi 



what A Blast! 1 

Getting a little carried away you guys? 

Mr. Skinder explains why Jason should be dancing. 
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Smile for the camera! 

junior/Senior Semi 27 
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Creative Writing Club 
The Creative Writing Club offers students a chance to express writing skills that may be 

overlooked in the classroom. For most high school writing assignments, students tend to go into ‘essay 

mode’; stiff, formal writing. The Creative Writing Club gives a chance to express one’s thoughts rather 

than follow convention, either in prose or poetry. 

If there wasn't an organized club with this purpose, many students with great potential would 

probably have no will to take the trouble to write something, since nobody else could appreciate it. The 

club is an incentive to write for both members and non-members, because it is an opportunity for effort 

and talent to be recognized, and the writing may be published in The Labyrinth. 

At the meetings, one can bring in things one has written and read them aloud , or have someone 

else read them. vAfter pieces are read they are critiqued by the others at the meeting. Listening to this 

is very helpful in improving one’s writing style. Writing that is good enough can be published in the 

Labyrinth, a biannual literary magazine, and distributed to the students. 

The Creative Writing Club gives an opportunity for out-of-classroom expression, and is a group 

of people with different interests working for a similar goal. 

- by Jenn Copas 

Red & Black 
The Red and Black has been going on for over 100 years. New York City’s Columbia 

University has recognized these talented journalists with a Scholastic Press Award. The Red and 

Black staff receives this award annually. These talented and insightful journalists serve their school 

with interesting articles concerning school, local, and national events and issues. 

Every issue is colorful and professionally printed in another state and then sent to our school. 

Then, the Red and Black staff sell it to the students and faculty of Winchester High School. 

Everyone enjoys reading the Red and Black because of its different yet funny articles about school. 

One particular part of the newspaper everyone finds amusing is the horoscope. It is great because 

of its outrageous insights on the future. The Red and Black has certainly earned the awards and 

recognition in the past, and will extend the legacy into the future. 

- Demetra Barlas 

Creative Writing Club/Red & Black 



The cast of Seven Keys To Bald Pate. 

"There is only one key to Bald Pate, and I have it." Wrong! There 

were seven keys to Bald Pate, each of them owned by people who came to the 

closed up summer hotel in the dead of the winter. Mr. William McGee, a 

writer of popular novels, came to settle a bet, where he was to write a novel 

in twenty-four hours. He was given his key by the caretakers, and was told 

it was the only one. No sooner did they leave, than the other owners of the 

key showed up, one by one, bringing in with them money, politics, con¬ 

spiracy, murder, and of course, love. A newspaper reporter, a widow, a crazy 

old hermit, a clever crook, a sneaky young girl, a businessman, the mayor and 

his crony all gave Mr. McGee plenty to write about. The story concludes with 

a surprising twist and a resurrection of the dead, ending with a good laugh and 

a good kiss. 

Cast: 

Elijah Quimby : Mark Waterbury 

Mrs. Quimby : Debbie Lerman 

Mr. William McGee : Phil Obbard 

Lands : Brendan McWilliams 

Mary Norton : Ann Mclndoe 

Ms. Rhodes : Emily Delpino 

Peters : Will Thilly 

Myra Thornhill : Emily White 

Mayor Cartigan : Matt Ducharme 

Max Friday : Brett Rautenberg 

Mr. Hayden : Alex Kushnirsky 

Chief Kennedy : Ben Bloodwell 

Cop : Joshua Johnian 

- Amy Galatis 

Just another day rehearsing the lines! 

Seven Keys To 

Bald Pate 
Fall Play 29 



The place where 

ODE TO YEARBOOK 

To be part of yearbook, 

you must have talents galore, 

we don't have a special look, 

other than, we're quite a bore. 

Of course, we're just joking, 

we have lots of fun, 

between layouts and cropping, 

we're number one! 

The staff works hard, 

at what they do best, 

one is a retard, 

but we like all the rest. 

(Just kidding!) 

Buck and Chris are the editors, 

we have become one, 

Fran and Elvira will agree, 

it really hasn't been fun. 

We would like to say thanks, 

to those who helped this year, 

and just one last thing, 

WE'RE OUT OE HERE!!! 

-BUCK AND CHRIS 

30 Yearbook 





"Best friends should al¬ 

ways stick together 

through good times and 

bad." 

"I don't think anyone 

used the locker that 

they were assigned to. 

We all seem to have 

one on the second 

floor." 

CANDIDS 









This is the girls way of getting psyched up. 

Jessica Lanzo getting ready to kick some butt! 
The four captains, Jen Gilpatric, Sara Noonan, Jessica Murphy, and Julie 

Struthers listen attentively to their coach. 

Expectations reigned high for the# 1 team in the nation. The precedingyear was just about perfect; a League Title, State 

Champs, and being named the very best in the nation. Now it was time to get down to business and try to do it all again. 

But the Sachemettes were upset in their very first game, a non-league affair with Marlboro. From then on, it was the 

Sachemettes of old, storming through the League. 

The front line kept pumping in goals thanks to Melissa Mandracchia on the left, Daisy Lewis on the right and Jessica 

Lanzo in the middle. They were always scoring four or five goals a game. When they got tired, Diana Grande, Katie Branley, 

and Heidi Reinfeld would step in and do the same. A lot of the Sachemettes success was due in a large part to the control of 

the mid-field, which was led by Jenny Gilpatric. Gilpatric, along with Dauren Nowell on her left and Jessica Murphy on her 

right, fed the ball to the line for scoring chances. They set up a lot of chances for the Sachemettes. When it was time to make 

a call to the bench, Cheri Frost, Alyssa Ewald, Denise Lindmark and Jen Dooley responded with strong efforts. 

At the defensive end of the spectrum, the Sachemettes were very strong, limiting opposing teams to just a few shots a 

game in most cases. The defense was made up of Sara Noonan, Catherine Doherty, Julie Struthers and Kristina Szczepanski 

with Jenna DeSimone seeing lots of action. The defense was phenomenal throughout the season, sometimes keeping the ball 

in the oppositions half for most of the game. Colleen Campbell, Kelly Smith and Kathryn Wilson did a fine job when called 

upon. The Sachemettes always had an ace in the hole with all-star keeper Jen Russo shutting down opponents at will. 

The Sachemettes finished the season 17-1 winning the league, and gearing up for another state championship run. But 

in the north finals the Sachemettes ran into Framingham. The Sachemettes controlled the game for most of the 110 dead¬ 

locked minutes, but they just couldn't put the ball in the net. The loss of Liz Kelley loomed large as they were unable to get 

the big goal. When the final gun sounded the Sachemettes had lost in breakaways. The Winchester crowd was paralyzed with 

disbelief, as tears strolled down the soft, rosy cheeks of the Sachemettes. The sophomores and juniors clung on to the hope 

lor next year, while the seniors hung onto the accomplishments of the years past. 

- Andy Nolan 

36 Girls Soccer 



Girls Take Middlesex 
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Sara Noonan won’t let anyone trip her up! 

Jenn Russo saves the game, as usual! 

What a game! 

Girls Soccer 



Dean McClearn gets into his work. 
Eric Hood plants a strong foot on the ground. 

The boys soccer team was a team of potential. They had lots of young players as well as newcomers who just arrived to 

the community. The stalwart part of the Sachem team was at the defensive end of the field, goalkeeper Kris Oliver and sweeper 

Mike Cramer, who were the glue that held the Sachems together. These two were also the captains and the field generals who 

directed the team. Also on "D" was the stable returning varsity starter Dave Hood on the outside and young stars Dean 

McClearn and Jeff Rotundi splitting the duties on the other side. Dave Murphy and Sean Ducey held the stopper chores. 

This strong defense allowed only 14 goals through the course of the season, second lowest in the league. 

A lot of the success can be attributed to goalie Kris Oliver and his understudy Andy Nolan. Sophomore Brian Keefe 

controlled the middle of the field with help on the outside by Eric Hood and Jason Capadanno. Brian Taylor was the first 

off the bench to give Hood and Capa a respite when needed. Other halfbacks like Campbell Foster and Mike Grande filled 
in when needed. 

The offense was in the hands of returning juniors Sean Oliver and Peter French. Oliver ended up leading the league in 

scoring with 21 points with French finishing third, 2 points behind. The Sachems couldn't get the big goal when they needed 

as seen by seven ties through the course of the season. Their was also some defensive lapses at the most inopportune times. 

Newcomers Kenny Yamamuri and Henry Kayulu added some spark to the Sachem frontline. Matt Krumme came to 

the for-front when the Sachems switched to a four-forward offensive. Also off the bench came Mark Chlorety who added some 

punch. The Sachems had the speed and skill to go far in the tournament. The outlook rose as the Sachems finished the season 

9-2-7 with a three-game winning streak shich included a strong 2-0 win over eventual Division 1 North Champion Woburn 

Tanners. The Sachems were tied for second in the Middlesex League with eventual Division 2 North Champion Burlington 
Red Devils. 

After overcoming East Boston 5-3 in overtime in Round 1 the Sachems traveled to Danvers, where they were knocked 

out a year ago. As Yogi Berra once said. It was deja vu all over again." Danvers eliminated the Sachems by a score of 3-1. 

Lack of key scoring and defensive lapses cost the Sachems a chance at advancement. 

The Sachems were riddled with a few injury problems through the course of the year. The two most notable injuries 

happened before the season even began. Sophomore Dave Swallow broke his ankle in a pre-season contest, while junior Jeff 

Tahnk, a varsity starter as a freshman, was forced to have major reconstructive knee surgery that shelved him for the entire 

year. With Swallow and Tahnk returning as well as seven starters, the potential for the Sachems Is there again. This time 

though, with more years of maturity under their belts, the Sachems can ride the roller coaster of success right to a state title! 

- Andy Nolan 

38 Buys Soccer 
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Jason Capodanno looks to pass to someone, anyone! 

Mike Cramer heads the ball with all his power. 
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Kris Oliver sends the ball to the other end of 

the field with one mighty throw. 

Boys 

Potential 

Keeps 

Building! 
Boys Soccer P39 



Alexis Roche fights for the ball 

The Field Hockey team's record does not reflect the spirit of the players. Although we only won one game, our ties are much 

more reflective of our ability. The biggest tie was against Reading, who went on to win the league. 

The team was lead by co-captains Margaret Behnke and Julie Chamberlain. Their undying enthusiasm really held the team 

together. Without Alyssa Berman's and Melissa Ehlert's skill we would not have been able to hold our own. AJyssa was named 

to the league all-star team and Melissa was our leading scorer. 

Other goals were had by Erin Rogers, Margaret Behnke and Marilyn Mawn. The defense was held together by such key 

players as Christ! McGonagle in goal and Sarah Colella at sweep. All in all, the season was a great success! 

- Marilyn Mawn 

Field Hockey: Getting 

Better Each Year! 
40 Hockey 



jirah Bonnell runs to the best of her ability. 

The seniors on the cross country team. Ray Regan is off and running. 

X-Country Is Running Wild! 
In the early stages of the season, the cross country team, with only four seniors on the squad 

and one first year member, looked young. In their first meet, Winchester took the first 12 places 

including sophomore sensation Sarah Bonnell beating both the boys and girls team. Despite her 

performance, the girls lost. The boys continued on the winning streak as the varsity took four out 

of the top six places. 

The season went downhill for a bit with tough losses to the strong Reading, Stoneham and 

Lexington teams. The boys pulled one out of the fire, despite debate by an angry Belmont team. 

The girls lost to eventual league champions, Belmont. Winchester's Ray Regan had severe trouble 

in their next meet against Wakefield, but the team picked up the slack for a victory. 

After a tough loss to Melrose, despite some spectacular times, on a course of pure terror, 

Winchester was now even at 4 and 4. Woburn, the team's arch rival was next and after taking places 

one, two, five, six, thirteen and fourteen, the Sachems upstaged a tough Woburn team with a 26- 

31 victory. 

The real story came in an exciting, down to the wire JV race which pitted an unbeaten 

Woburn JV team against a pumped up, somewhat crazy Winchester team. This meet showed the 

view of years to come, as the JV team tied 29-29, but won because our sixth runner Mike Kenny 

beat their runner. And thus, another tie came to a close, along with a good season. 

Cross Country Ml 
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Girls Swimming 

Keeps Splashing! 
The 1991 Girls Swim Team was one of great talent and 

devotion. The team was led to their 5-2 record by senior tri¬ 

captains Maura Riley, Amy Provenzano and Brooke Foley. 

The other seniors on the team were Alexis Christopher, 

Laurajohnson, Clare Krebs and Janice Nelson, all ofwhom 

played a key role in the success of the team. 

The Girls two biggest meets were against Belmont and 

Reading. Unfortunately for the Girls, Reading had gained 

some talented underclassmen that came as a surprise to 

Winchester. Belmont was also a big upset. The meet against 

Belmont came down to the last relay: Winchester only lost 

by inches. The Sachemettes dominated the rest of the teams 

without much competition. 

Rich Cheney, the Girls coach, had a great effect on 

them. His good-natured up-spirited attitude always brought 

a smile to the girls faces when things got tough. He helped 

them through thick and thin. He taught the team to always 

be proud. 

Sachemette swimming had one of its best seasons ever 

during the 1991 year. They may not have pulled it off in the 

states, but it was a year of great accomplishment and dedica¬ 

tion. 

- Amy Provenzano 
Brooke Foley shows us her expertise in diving. 

Girls Swimming 

This swimmer performs with Sachemette power. 



Diving deals with tight and strong form. 

Coach Cheney poses with captains Brooke Foley, Amy Provenzano and Maura Riley. 

Keeping the energy up to complete the race is just one of the tough parts of swimming. 

Swimmers take the time to become one. 

Beginning a race needs lots of strength. 

Girls Swimming 



Taking The Plunge! 
The Winchester High School mens swimming team consisted of a 

diverse group of people in the 91-92 season. Within the group there were 

fantastic artists, musicians, actors, and scholars. The Winchester mens swim¬ 

ming program has a great tradition of bringing these very different personalities 

together and producing a winning season. This is due to the very successful 

coaching style of Richard Cheney. Leading the team in and out of the pool were 

captains Scott Manahan, Zach Gaumer, and James Potter. Among the great 

swimmers on this very talented team, most valuable were the seniors. This class 

of seniors provided leadership, both at the wee-hours of the morning, before 

school during practice, and after school at the meets that made our season. These 

seniors were Mike Shannon, Jeff Maney, and Ben Haskell. There were a slew of 

new additions to the team this season that were another component in our 

success. This team had great depth and more spirit than one could imagine. 

The Middlesex League became very competitive this year. Every team 

in the league had its stars, along with great depth. As two time defending league 

champions, the Winchester swim team was the team to beat in the league. The 

two losses the team suffered were both by a difference of less than 5 points. This 

season the team finished in second place, with an overall record of 5 and 3. 

The 1991-1992 mens swim team was a group of people full of spirit and 

class. They pushed themselves to the limit and achieved great success. This is 

why the WHS mens swim team is a premier team at Winchester High School. 

- Zach Gaumer 

Ben Haskell shouting some encouragement. 

The guys getting a little silly! 

Boys Swimming 
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f Mike Shannon looks ahead to a win! Jeff Maney takes a quick breath to finish off the race. 

i: 

Boys Swimming 



In the years to come the 1991-1992 Winchester High Boys Basketball Team will not be 

remembered for its exploits on the court. In fact, this season may slip unconsciously into the past, never 

to be heard of again. But for the few who were part of this team, it was an experience they will never forget. 

Though this team may not have won a state championship, or even a league title, this was a team 

that shared a closeness unknown to teams of the past. As the season progressed from its birth in late 

November, the players on the team became friends, not just people who were on the same team. From the 

six (once seven) seniors down to the two sophomores this group of young men lived up to the word “team”. 

Leading the club was three-year starter. Captain Adam Piandes. Capt. Piandes started the season 

off with a stress fracture in his leg. He did not let this set back smother his desire to win. To cite one example, 

at half-time of the second game of the season Adam told the boys how he really felt about them. They in 

turn gave it all they could possibly give to win that game, but came up a bit short. 

At center was Rob Bourque. Rob’s yearning to play the game of basketball was evident in every 

action he administered on the court and off. He saw the inside game standing at a towering six foot-two 

inches. Rob will go down in the record books as possibly the greatest rebounder in the history ofWinchester 

High. 

Jeremy Teahan and Jamie Morrison patrolled the small forward position. Jeremy’s respect and 

admiration for the program was proven true as he physically objected to a player on another team which 

resulted in a one game suspension. Jamie was a stellar player who put basketball as first priority in his life. 

His attitude never once faltered during the year. 

Kris Oliver and Chuch Keefe filled the guard spots. Kris was “Mr. Hustle” during the year giving 

every last effort in practice and games. Chuck’s moments of glory were few and far between, but when they 

occured he let the opposition know about it. During the year he “accidentally” brought two players on the 

other team to the floor and caused one of those to leave the game for a short period of time. 

ITere were also the underclassmen. Todd Sundstrom was a power forward and Peter French and 

Kirk Minihane played small forward. Giving Bourque a rest at center was Mike Collins, Brian Keefe and 

Mark “Dever” Morrison were large contributions on the court. 

There will be many fond rememberances of this past season; Adam Piandes scoring 26 points in 

one hall, the sparring exhibition against Stoneham, Rob Bourque’s “guns”, and of course Mark Morrison’s 

inclinaton to intimidate opponents with his voice and his tendency to find the floor. This team may not 

have been great, but they had fun. 

- Chuck Keefe 
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Jamie Morrison looks for someone to pass to. 

Brian Keefe planning out his next move. 





A Season Of 

Improvement is the key word for 

this year’s girls basketball team. With a 

record like last year’s, it’s near impossible 

to do worse, but the team really took it 

upon themselves to make great strides of 

improvement. Not every game was a 

“W”, but defeat didn’t diminish the team’s 

work habits and enthusiasm. The team, as 

a whole, definitely had a more positive 

attitude towards their play and towards 

their potential as a team. This attitude 

carried into their play and brought home 

a few wins. This year, Winchester became 

a team that opponents couldn’t just take 

lightly. 

With three hard working and dedi¬ 

cated captains, Sydney Sawyer, Julie 

Struthers, and Kristina Szczepanski, the 

team possessed the leadership it needed. 

Practices were competitive and games 

showed intensity. This team showed a 

communal enthusiasm for the sport and a 

true desire for improvement. 

If one was to measure a team’s 

success by its improvement, this team 

would definitely be deemed successful. 

The true stature of a team can only be the 

product of the individuals’ attitudes, not 

the number of wins and losses. When 

Coach DiSarcina says, “This year was an 

excellent example for improvement in fu¬ 

ture years,” and that the future for WHS 

basketball looks very bright, he really sums 

up the achievement of this year’s team and 

alludes to high expectations for years to 

come. Good luck to next year’s team!! 

- Jessica Murphy 

Jessica Murphy stretches to make that block. Jenn Russo & Julie Struthers are happy! 
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IMPROVEMENT! 

Coach DiSarcina looks concerned about the score. 

Sydney Sawyer wants the ball for herself! 

Kristina Szczepanski knows this one will go in! Esme Baker jumps to block the shot. 

Girls Basketball 49 



On The Run! 
Coming off a 5-4 record last year, the Winchester High boys indoor track team looked to improve on that 

mark this year. After losing a lot of fine seniors, Coach Tom Kline looked to integrate some youth into this year’s 

team. “If we can put one person in each event we should be all right,” said Kline. “Our biggest problem will be a 

lack of depth in the distance events.” 

The team elected tri-captains this year, and they were looked to for leadership during the year. The tri¬ 

captains were David Ficociello, Michael Grande, and John Osborne. There are seven other seniors joining them 

on this year’s team. Ficociello ran the 45 yd. hurdles along with Dan McGrath while John Chen ran the 45 yd. dash. 

Bill Riley ran the 600 yd. run along with John Hamilton, Ovidiu Marina, and Justinian Marina. Grande and 

Osborne provided strength in the distance events. Grande ran the 600 yd. run and the 1000 yd. run, while Osborne 

ran the 1000 and the mile. Chris Parks once again remained the heart of the shot put team. 

Many talented juniors left their mark on this year’s team. Soccer all-star Shaun Oliver ran the dash and 

the 600, while Brian Lindmark ran the 300 yd. run with Paul Albiani, Rob Donlon, Angelo (Redskin) Amico. 

Michael Szczepanski and Tony Celia provided much-needed depth in the 600 and showed much improvement over 

the course of the season. Ray Regan proved again that he is among the best in the league at the 2 mile, and Justin 

Simeone threw the shot put along with Parks. Once Matt Tavares decided to join the team in January he showed 

everyone that he could high jump with the best of them. 

The sophomore and freshman classes contributed many runners who should leave their mark on the 

league in years to come. Sophomores Alain (Manure) Toussaint legged out the mile and the two mile with Andy 

Ratner, while Jason MacFarland ran the 600 and the 300. Ben Simeone ran the hurdles and also high jumped. The 

freshman class was not to be outdone, however. Yash Katsumi ran the 1000 while Tom Krajewski ran the 600. 

Freshman standout Ron (Malcolm X) Hall tied the school record of 5.2 seconds in the dash and is sure to break it 

next year. 

The 4X400 relay team was among the best in the league, as Coach Kline mixed up the team all year. Shaun 

Oliver, Brian Lindmark, Michael Grande, Dan McGrath, Rob Donlon, and Paul Albiani all ran on the team at 

some point this year. The team would like to give a special thanks to Mr. Kline for all he did for us this year. Without 

him, there simply would not be a team. 

- Michael Grande 

Bovs Winter Track 
Matt Tavares jumps with great agility. 

Bill Riley is making great strides. 



Joanna McLucas has long passed all the others! 

Nicole Giambro flies over the hurdles. Julie Chamberlain can't wait to get home! 

Picture freezing weather, cold fingers, runny noses, sweatpants full of tissues, a gust of wind 

blowing, four miles worth of running in front of you, and you will be seeing what the girls winter 

track is made of. No matter how cold, how wet, how slippery or how tired these 30 girls were, they 

went out to run 6 out of 7 days a week to prepare for their 9 meets. The team was extremely 

competitive and as the season progressed so did their improvement. 

Megan O’Neill, the team’s captain, led the team in the 600m, 4X440 relay, and high jump. 

This year Megan topped the school’s record in the high jump clearing 5’3". Patti Looney and Clare 

Krebs had excellent performances in the shot put. Other top performances were Sara Bonnell in the 

mile, Deidre Murdock in the two mile, Nicole Giambro in the hurdles, Colleen Campbell and Julie 

Millerick in the dash, and Laura Aleo and Sarah Collela in the 300m. Also, there was Joanna 

McLucas and Julie Chamberlain in the 600m, Heidi Reinfeld in the 1000m, and Melissa Ehlert in 

the 4X440 relay and the high jump. The team’s record was 3-6, but many of the races were lost by 

only two or three points. Through the cold air, the warm hearts of the team transpited with 

dedication and enthusiasm which created a superb season. 

- Heidi Reinfeld 

Nothing Will Stop 
These Girls! 

Girls Winter Track 



Hockey Team: 

Chris Dowling gives the camera a quick smile! 

Len Nolan is happy with the goal he just scored 

^2 Hockey 

Phil Vultaggio does a great job blocking the shots. 
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Looking Better! 

Steve Lucero takes a shot at the goal. 

Matt Fantasia looks ahead to get the puck. 

— 

Captains Matt Fantasia, Phil Vultaggio, & Len Nolan. 

Before the first day of hockey this season, one member of the team 

made a prediction. “Sachem hockey, Garden bound” was what he proclaimed, 

meaning he thought the team was going to make post-season play and play at 

the Boston Garden. It was this sort of enthusiasm and optimism that made 

this years team remain positive, regardless of record, from start to finish. 

There were a lot of new faces around the locker room of the mighty 

Sachem hockey team this season. For coach Jack Newhall, it was to be a 

rebuilding year, with incoming freshman class providing a great deal of 

promise. As the team began its 1991-92 campaign, a total of fourteen 

underclassmen were members of the varsity team, including seven freshmen. 

The team was lead by tri-captains Matt Fantasia, Len Nolan, and Phil 

Vultaggio, along with seniors Ghris Dowling, Steve Lucero, and Tom Gonlin. 

Together with the many underclassmen, the team was a solid blend of 

experience, leadership, youth and enthusiasm. Many of the team’s younger 

players were able to step in right away and help the team, while many of the 

others were not far off from doing the same. 

Everyday the team practiced at either LoGonte Memorial Rink in 

Medford or Gronin Memorial Rink in Revere. Although these two locations 

are a bit of a hike for the players, the daily turnouts for practice were strong, 

much to the delight of Coach Newhall and Coach Cronin. No matter where 

the practices were held, the team always seemed to enjoy themselves and the 

game of hockey. The two main aspects of most any team is its offense and its 

defense, and the hockey team was fairly well-off in both areas. In goal, senior 

Phil Vultaggio was very solid and always came up big for the team. Because 

of the record of the team, many overlooked the talent this years team had 

between the pipes. In front of Phil on defense, seniors Matt Fantasia and Len 

Nolan lead a relatively young defensive group who gained valuable experience 

for seasons to come. Nolan was often looked to for leadership on the ice 

through his consistently strong play, providing much needed scoring power 

throughout the season. At the forward position. Coach Newhall was able to 

piece together numerous combinations for the two lines he usually used. 

Seniors Chris Dowling and Steve Lucero led the way up front, with juniors 

Anthony Bonfilio and Andy Nolan also contributing greatly. These four also 

lead the five freshmen forwards who undoubtedly are headed for greatness in 

the Middlesex League in years to come. Although this years edition of the 

hockey team was quite young, their exposure to varsity play will definitely 

benefit Sachem hockey in years to come. 
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The 1991 Winchester High School golf team had a stellar season this past fall. 

For the first time in the team’s history, they appeared in the state tourney and missed the 

State Championship tournament by only six strokes. The team was led by senior captain 

Steve Lucero who played at the number three position in the lineup. In the number one 

slot was sophomore Dave Fiorentino and at number two was junior Tony Bonfilio. Mike 

McGinty and Brian Lapointe played at numbers four and five respectively. Positions six 

through eight saw junior Mike Lacey, sophomore Sean Vernaglia, freshman Jeff Lucero 

and junior Jon Rotolo all seeing playing time. 

The team was rounded out by alternates juniors Jon Franke, Tim Callahan, P.J. 

Mawn and sophomore Rebecca Gulati. With Steve Lucero, who shot a round of 78, the 

second best individual score of 102 golfers in the state tourney, the only golfer leaving, the 

team should have a good chance of repeating last years success with a host of experienced 

seniors occupying the lineup as coach Dave Miller returns for his ninth season. 

- Mike Lacey 

Make 

That 

Mike Lacey shows such good torm! 

Putt! 
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A New Challenge In 

The Leaeue! 

Iheri Frost needs lots of concentration on the beam. 

Alyssa Berman shows her stuff on the uneven bars. 

For the first time in over four years the girls gymnastics team posed a threat to the 

Middlesex League. With their new routines on the floor exercise, uneven bars, balance beam, and 

vault, the gymnasts left the judges in complete awe. Many received scores above an 8, but more 

importantly all scores improved from the past year. 

Led by Coach Mim Quine and captains Sr. Alyssa Berman and Jr. Rachel Gallery, the team 

won three meets in a row after a tough 2 point loss to Belmont. Later in the season they met against 

the leagues top teams, and were still able to offer a challenge. The gymnasts stayed tough after being 

beaten twice and were able to beat Burlington, giving them a final four win, four loss record. 

The team was young, with Alyssa Berman being the only senior. J uniors consisted of Cheri 

Frost, Rachel Gallery, Andrea Destefano, Lindsay Schlorff, and Jeanette Gross. Margaret Boettcher 

was the lone sophomore, followed by newcomers Katie Fiood and Megan Foley. Lauren Wolfson 

was the trusty score keeper for the team. 

An important feature that helped the teams’ success was their all-around skill. Unlike 

other years where the beam proved their enemy, the team was able to keep up with other teams on 

each event, and many times able to beat them. 

With only one person graduating from the team, the girls gymnastics team should be a 

good candidate for a winning 1992 season. If the team keeps up its continuous hard work and 

motivation, it will continue to improve with each practice. 

- Alyssa Berman 

Rachel Gallery looks up with determination. Gymnastics 55 



Bill Branley seems to have won this match. 

Campbell Foster seems to be in sort of a bind. 

Wrestling 



Hungry For Power! 

The Sachem captains and Coach Tremblay. 

I^ongratulations to JefFEdmands for his win. 

Chris Ebanks is just inflicting a little pain. 

Wrestling has long been known as a sport that requires total fitness of the body and mind. 

Grueling practices incorporated with straight diets and tremendous dedication keeps the Winchester 

wrestlers in top shape. It can best be put into head coach Larry Tremblay’s words, “Sacrifice is the key 

to success.” 

And the Sachem grapplers have had success. They are three time Middlesex League champs, 

Division 2 state runner-ups, and have won many tournaments such as the prestigious Lowell holiday 

tournament. They have also managed to place many individual grapplers in the state and New England 

tournaments. 

The Sachems have been winning for the past three years led by captains Chris Ebanks, Chuck 

Held, Hugh Turcotte and Bill Branley. The Sachems strong core of seniors are made up of Jeff Do, Ken 

Yamamura, Karl Munroe, Will Thilly, Javier Ovalles, Paul Rowe and Campbell Foster. The only junior 

on the squad is JefFEdmands who has improved greatly over the past year. The remainder of the team 

is comprised of freshman; although they might not share in the same individual success they work equally 

hard and will soon share in the spoils of victory. Next year, Nat Haskell, John Worthern, and Dave Carr 

will be a force to be reckoned with. 

This year sadly marks the end of an era. This will be coach Larry T remblay’s final year coaching. 

He is highly regarded as one of the finest coaches in New England and is credited for creating the winning 

tradition in Winchester wrestling. He will finish his career with his championship caliber seniors who 

will battle for a state and New England championship for their coach. Thanks Coach T. 

- Bill Branley 

Wrestling 
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Cheerleaders! 

Achieve 

Goals! I 

Our cheering captains Leanne Perrone and Patti Boyle pose with their coach, Ms. Sullivan. Cheerleaders holler out their S-A-C-H-E-M spirit. 

- \ 

The cheerleading squad looks like their having their usual tun. 
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"Go to it, Sachem Team..." These are the words to just 

one of the many new cheers performed by the 1991 

Cheerleading Squad. This year, the squad was dedicated to 

N changing their reputation as lame cheerleaders. 

'I This years squad differed from past squads in that there 

were only a few seasoned veterans returning among many new 

rookies. The squad was led by veteran co-captains Patti Boyle 

and Leanne Perrone (The Bobsy Twins). The new seniors 

were Nicole "Muscles" Buckley and Sarah "Stretch" O'Grady. 

■ Tara Schlener joined the ranks of returning juniors Kristen 

Colozzi and Lisa Holwell. The squad had a majority of 

sophomores including veteran Denise Slater, Jackie "Butch" 

Carr, Janine DiFronzo, Kristen Robbat, Josephine Theuer, 

: and Suzy Bankson (Fric and Frac). The three new freshman 

■ were Shannon Slater, Becky "Flyweight" Scott and Beth 

■ Chute. It was also a different squad this year due to the variety 

' of people on it. We had a lot of fun cheering together and 

becoming friends over the season. At first, it seemed as though 

i we'd never get our act together, but in the end, we were one! 

Even though we faced many new restrictions concerning 

decorating for the teams, we decided to make the best of it with 

a positive attitude and school spirit. Every Friday night we 

decorated the cafeteria with posters for the football dinners 

and made the dummy for the burning. For home games, we 

let the town know about our spirit by toilet papering, cups at 

the entrance to Knowlton Stadium and a large banner above 

the locker room. Unfortunately, this year the last of the 

original "Rambettes" and "Bus Drivers" are graduating, but 

hopefully the tradition will live on forever. 

Despite the virtually brand new squad, we had a lot of 

talent with a great deal of potential. Throughout the summer 

the cheerleaders practiced and attended a camp to learn new 

techniques. The squad was determined to blow the crowd 

away with new cheers, chants, dances and stunts. The practices 

were long and hard but it all paid off at the Thanksgiving Pep 

Rally. This year, the crowd of fans actually responded to our 

cheers with enthusiasm, making all of our efforts worthwhile. 

- Patti Boyle 

Cheerleading 



The team looks like they've found themselves in a crunch. 

Adam Piandes sneaks away with the ball. 



Sachem 

Football: 

Always A 

Good 

Show! 
What team spirit!! 

Alex Maninelli shows us how it's done! 

The 1991 edition of Sachem football gas been a successful one thus far. Though not the 

Superbowl champions of a year ago, and despite our early season letdown to the hapless Red 

Raiders of Watertown, the Sachems are arguably the leagues finest. With only the Thanks¬ 

giving game to play, it appears that a league champion will emerge from the gridiron of 

Knowlton Stadium before the turkey is carved on Thanksgiving Day. Hopefully for our 

Sachems, the Woburn Tanners will become a succulent appetizer. 

Back at the helm this season is quarterback Dan McGrath. It seems as though teams are 

keying in on him to run the option, thus leaving plenty of holes open in the middle for 

halfbacks Adam Piandes and Alex Martinelli, while Todd Rotondi handles the fullback 

position. 

Also seeing their fair share of the ball carrying are Brian Byrne and Mark Donellan. When 

its time to go to the air, McGrath looks to senior tight end Rob Bourque and senior split ends 

Jeremy Teahan and Pat Savicki. 

And let's not forget the Sachem linemen. They are led by center Bill Branley, guards Jesse 

Ford and Lonny Fidalgo, and the tackles are Chris Parks and Roy MacMillan. Also helping 

out on the line are underclassmen Chris Turco and Girard Fidalgo. 

On the other side of the football, the defense is possibly the leagues best. The noseguard 

is speedy Hugh Turcotte while the tackle positions are filled by Bill Branley and Chris Parks. 

The defensive end chores are taken care of by Todd Rotondi, Chris Dowling and junior Rob 

Celiberti. The linebackers are Mike Szczepanski and Alex Martinelli. 

The Sachems defensive backfield is made up of seniors Jeremy Teahan, Adam Piandes 

and Matt Fantasia, along with junior John Rauseo. The Sachem kicking game is split three 

ways. The punter is junior Ed Russo. The place kicker is junior Mike Szczepanski while Mark 

Donellan kicks off and handles the longer field goals. 

No matter what happens for the Sachems on Thanksgiving, this years club has given us 

much enjoyment over the course of the season. Sachem football '91, thanks for the memories 

and good luck the rest of the way! 

Len Nolan 

Football 



The Winchester Softball Team's record of 3-15 does not 

reflect the enormous spirit of the team. Graduating one senior 

from the 1990 team, Captain Pam Taylor, who happened to be 

the sense of humor of the team, the players continued their great 

winning attitudes throughout the season. They always kept their 

heads and hearts in every game no matter what the statistics 

showed. Every individual played to their fullest potential, 

coming to practice each day with the determination to improve 

their game. 

Coach Linda Silvestri always took time out to instill self 

discipline, positive thinking, and belief in oneself for each player. 

She is always there to keep the team going when the score leans 

in favor of the opponent. With their set plays, the Sachemettes 

defense improved with every game. Quotes Amy Provenzano: 

"The team is young, but there is plenty of time for improvement. 

We work well together as a team, and that has always brought us 

success." 

The Sachemettes persistantly set goals that they strive to 

accomplish from start to finish of the season. Softball may not 

be taken seriously by many bystanders and spectators, but you 

can bet that the Sachemette softball players themselves take to 

heart their team pride! 

-Jenn Russo 

Softball 

Jenn Russo looks as determined as ever. 

On The 

Ball! 

The team's seniors pose with Coach Sylvestri. 



Chris Oliver is safe at second. 

Ed Russo talks to Jason Capodanno about the next play. 

Some team members discuss strategies. 

Last year, the boy's baseball team was supposed to go to the state 

tournament. However, due to a lackluster start and despite a strong finish 

the team ended up at 10-10. 

This year the Sachems hope things will be different and with a strong 

team the state tournament can't be far behind. At catcher will be three-time 

starter Jason Capodanno. At first base will be Mark Donnellan, while 

splitting time at second will be Kris Oliver and Eddie Russo. Adam Piandes 

is a stellar shortstop with a lot of experience. At third is Jeremy Teahan who 

also started last year. The outfield is composed of Chuck Keefe in left, Scott 

Imperatore in center, and junior Josh Carroll in right field. The pitching staff 

is composed of senior E.J. Grant, junior Ed Russo, and senior Mark 

Donnellan. 

One of the team's problems last year was that they didn't have much 

experience with seven or eight juniors starting every game. With more 

experience and a lot more depth the Sachems are sure to have a successful 

season. 

- Tom Gosnell 

Baseball 

Shows Bright 

Future! 
63 Ba.seball 



Net 

Results 
The Winchester High School Girls Varsity Tennis 

Team enjoyed another prosperous season. Headed by 

coach Mary Whelan, the team finished with an impressive 

11-2 record. The Sachemettes had yet another good 

showing at the state tournament this year, reaching the 

semi-finals with a tough loss against Concord-Carlisle. 

Although the team lost the Middlesex League for the 

first time in thirteen years, their performance throughout 

the season was remarkable. The team consisted of many 

talented players. At singles co-captain Katie Fuller, juniors 

Carrie Tozza, and Leanne Intravia demonstrated amazing 

athletic ability and handled tough matches with ease. 

Doubles players Catherine Doherty, Shauna Colozzi, Kelly 

Smith, and Heather Hughes displayed consistency and 

endurance throughout the season. 

The 1990 Girls Tennis Tearn will be remembered not 

only for its outstanding performances on the court, but also 

for its spirit, unity, and sportsmanship shown by each of its 

players. 

- Leanne Intravia 

Shauna Colozzi keeps the game moving. 

Girls & Boys Tennis 

Heather Hughes' strength is unbelievable! 



David Fiorentino smashes the ball to the other side of the court. 

! 

Double trouble with Heather Hughes and Klara Provaan. The boys keep their team ahead of the game. 

The Winchester High School Boys Varsity Tennis Team had 

what coach Sean Laughlin called, "...a successful season. With a few 

lucky punches we could have won a league championship." 

However, the boys tennis team did compile an impressive 11-2 

record, good for second place in the Middlesex League. The Sachems 

only two losses were at the hands of eventual Middlesex League 

champion Burlington, who claimed their championship on a very 

questionable call. 

The team was led by senior captain Mike Bosco who teamed up 

with Peter French to make a deadly first doubles duo. Sophomore Matt 

Fuller was virtually unbeatable at number one singles. Junior Steve 

Lucero found a home at number two singles while freshman David 

Fiorentino handled the duties at third singles. The team was rounded 

out by the second doubles tandem of Tony Celia and Binh Nguyen. 

The JV standouts who saw varsity action were Cliff Swap, Tim 

Malcolm, Todd Miles, Arup "tell the truth" De and Mike Vanderven. 

After an opening match loss to Burlington, the Sachems compiled 

eleven straight victories and appeared to be ready for Burlington in the 

League Championships match. But in an extremely hard fought 

match, the Sachems fell questionable inches short and lost 3-2. 

The Sachems fell to second seeded Brookline in the State Tour¬ 

nament. However, the Sachems lost only one starter. This year the 

Sachems will tolerate no less than a Middlesex League Title and a State 

Tennis Championship in Winchester. 

- David Fiorentino 

Girls &C Boys Tennis 



Running 

Wild! 
The girls spring track team had 

a successful season with a final record of 

five wins and four losses. They were led 

by the expert coaching of Joe Cantillon 

and Judd Hill. There were several high¬ 

lights throughout the season, starting 

with the consistant top performances of 

captains Lisa Kenerson, Meghan 

McKenna, and Kelly Campbell. Senior 

Brittany Boulanger dominated the triple 

jump and 400m. Juniors Kristina 

Szczepanski and Nicole Giambro were 

threats in the 300m hurdles while Sara 

Bonnell and Deirdre Murdock had out¬ 

standing performances in the mile and 

the two mile. The 4 X 100 relay had 

many crucial wins resulting from the 

efforts of Colleen and Kelly Campbell, 

Charleene O’Connor, and Kathryn 

Wilson. These are only a few stars from 

this young, but talented team. 

The pride, determination, and 

team spirit of the Sachemettes really 

showed strong at their meets and prac¬ 

tices, and paid off with a successful sea¬ 

son. 

- Megan O’Neill 

Atiyeh Legault just flies over those hurdles! 

Just a leisurely jog through the woods IS running 

Girls Spring Track 
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Can't Catch 

Them! 
I ^ 

Just climb over the bar if you have to! 

I wouldn't get near Jeff Tahnk if I were you! Brian Lindmark can catch up if he wants to! 

The 1991 season was a very successful one for the Winchester High 

School boys spring track squad. Their final record stood at seven and two, good 

enough for a third place ranking in the league. They finished behind Lexington 

and national powerhouse Reading. Many individuals contributed to the squads 

competitive finish. Tom Russo dominated the league in the 100 and 200 meter 

races, while Chris Parks and Bill Porter were equally successful in the field events. 

Captains Chris Powers, Didi Chen, and Mike Aleo helped the team spiritually 

with frequent seances and freshman sacrifices. Traditionally Coach Kline drove 

his runners to the point of utter exhaustion when he uttered those now famous 

words, “O.K. hit the weight room.” For the most part the wins came very easily, 

only two of the seven wins were close. Stoneham and Woburn were the only hard 

fought wins, both coming down to a dramatic final relay win. 

The team is a young one and like a fine wine will only get better with 

age. Admittedly, there are seniors that will be missed not only for their talent but 

their personality, but with the amount of talent and abundance of personality 

(Oliver) in the younger runners, the years to come will be as successful as the 

previous ones. Don’t forget- Run to live. Live to Run!!! 

- David Ficociello 

That's what brothers are for, isn't it? 



Go Lax-men! 

Matt Fantasia looks to pass the ball to a teammate. 

If anything, the 1991 Lax-men had a very successful year. The team, 

under Coach John Pirani, ended with a record of fourteen wins and only three 

losses. The Sachems began their schedule with absolute domination of their 

opponents. In the first seven games they scored almost 70 goals while only 

allowing about 30. Credit the defensive squad for that remarkably low 

number of goals allowed. 

The defensemen were led by the “brothers” Lonny Fidalgo and Leroy 

Hoskins and were supported with stellar performances by Darin Clemente, 

Scott Lundin, Zach Gaumer, and later in the year Paul Albiani. The 

netminding was the job of Steve (where’s my contact lens) Mueller who 

would give way to Jason Lombard when the time was right. Much of the 

workload during gametime was put on the shoulders of the middies and they 

would get the job done. Senior captains, Rob Meehan and Jamie Mabardy 

were two of the vital parts of this workforce. Some of the standouts in this 

position were: Chris Dowling, Brian Byrne, Campbell Foster, Jeff Do, and 

Mike Szczepanski. 

After a disappointing loss to Billerica that ended the undefeated streak, 

the Lacrosse team seemed to not just pick up their level of play and intensity 

one notch but many notches. Another win streak formed as opponents fell 

and could not get up after meeting the mighty Sachems. Once again the 

opposition was practically shut out as the team rolled along and scored close 

to 90 points and only allowed 40. II your keeping track, that means during 

the entire season the difference in goals scored was for every goal allowed the 

Sachems scored more than two. 

Lastly, major contributors to the goal scoring were the attackmen. Pat 

Mulvaneyand Kevin Queenan were constantson the scoring sheets after each 

game. The trio of Matt Fantasia, Andy Knouse, and Mike Shannon could do 

some damage during their senior year. At the conclusion of the regular season, 

the state tournament was set to begin. 

d'he match in the first round was league rival Lexington. Winchester 

and Lexington had previously split the decisions of two games that had been 

played within the last two weeks of the regular season. Both teams put those 

games behind them and got ready for a true grudge-match. In what many 

believe was the greatest game that whole year, the Sachems came out the 

victors by beating the Minutemen 11-9. The quest for the State Champion¬ 

ship was crushed by powerful Lincoln-Sudbury, the team that would even¬ 

tually go on to win in the State Finals. 

-Jason Lombard 

68 lacrosse 

Jason Lombard does a great job blocking the net. 

The 1991-1992 I.acrosse team captains: Lonny Fidalgo and Chris Dowling. 

(Missing from photo: Matt Fantasia) 





Latin vs. Italian 
Latin is not required 

Although it certainly helps 

To learn of ancient Greeks and Romans 

Interesting activities is how we do this 

Not by reading books. 

Consuls encourage everyone; for 

Latin remains a dead language 

Unless you can make it fun. 

Become a Latin club member. 

From Halloween to Saturnalia to the Latin 

Convention we host activities for everyone! 

- Michelle Massiglia & Alison Otis 
The Latin club always sticks together. 

Ciao bello, come stai? Although not all members of the 

Italian Club speak Italian, there is still a great tie to the culture 

in their activities. There is an annual tradition of pizza and bocce 

at Somerville's Bertucci's and going to the North End for some 

real Italian pasta. 

With cheerful Mrs. Innes as advisor, the club is a very active 

and diverse organization. Made attractive by its originality and 

reputation, it has over fifty members. It's the kids that give it 

such a great reputation by planning such events as a winter sleigh 

ride and a holiday feast. Don't worry ifyou're not Italian, you're 

always welcome with a big smile! 

l.atin/ltalian Clubs 
These three Italian Club members are dressed for the occasion. (The Foreign Languagt 

Club Halloween Dance) 



French vs. German 
Traditionally, the French Club has an outlet for students inter¬ 

ested in extending their knowledge of French culture beyond the 

classroom. This year, le club de Francais organized a variety of 

activities designed to give members a taste of French culture and all 

that is French. 

The club's tradition includes annual trips to French restaurants 

such as "Du Barry", the spring barbecue given by the newly elected 

president, and the yearly Halloween and holiday parties in which all 

the language clubs play games and feast on candy, doughnuts, and 

other delicacies. 

In addition, club members gathered to watch French movies, go 

shopping, or share their love of French with the community, volun¬ 

teering at functions given by the Jumelage committee. 

The club, successful in bringing some of the excitement of 

France to Winchester High School, remains the chic-est of all the 

language clubs. 

- Laura Johnson 
"■Would you do this for your club?" 

The German Club is made up of several German fanatics. 

Our advisor is Ms. Austin, who takes time out of her busy 

schedule to make our club what it is. Along with Ellen Sayre, our 

president, the two plan exciting activities relating to German, like 

a German film festival. 

We also have many experiences outside of the school, such 

as going into Boston for dinner. Our German club is one that 

would put up a great Fight with any other foreign language club, 

and we feel that we would win. 

What language do you think these people speak? 

"Foreign language clubs 

are the best!" 

French/German Clubs 



The hoe-down was a great success! 

Amigos 

Nuevos! 
Our kids from Spain. 

In early September, twenty-five American families awaited 

the arrival of their new Spanish friends. We were greeted with 

open arms and kisses on both cheeks. Over the three weeks, 

the Spanish students were swept up in a whirlwind tour of the 

Boston area. They visited the Museum of Science, Tower 

Records, Faneuil Hall, the John Hancock Building, the 

Aquarium, and an exclusive tour of McDonald's. 

Day trips to Rockport, Salem, Plymouth, and New York 

City were included in their jam-packed itinerary. The mall 

was a big hit and they made sure to stock up on CD's, CD 

players, and Levi's. After all this, any time they had left they 

spent with the Nintendo, looking for a party, or at the Maher's 

house. Our amigos were amazed at how fast the three weeks 

seemed to pass. 

On the last night of their stay, we had a combination 

Thanksgiving dinner and hoe-down. Mel Dixon helped us 

dance the night away. The next morning we arrived at school 

for a sleepy 5:00 am send off and promises to meet again in 

April. 

- Heather Murphy 

72 Spanish Exchange 

The Spanish students get down! 

Two of the Spanish students pose for a smile! 

I 



^ By Jessica Capone and Wendy Beth Russo 

Of all the various problems that plague our school, the issue of drinking and driving is one of most importance. We 

are very fortunate here at Winchester High School to have a SADD chapter with such devoted members. Each member 

represents the growing percentage of young adolescents around the country who are becoming more aware of this very serious 

problem. 

Drinking and driving is something that should not be taken lightly, but taken very seriously because each year it claims 

the lives of thousands of young adolescents in the prime of their lives. The SADD chapter at our school works together as 

a whole to save the lives of our fellow classmates by strongly supporting the use of a designated driver when drinking. 

Nothing can stop people from drinking and driving except for themselves! So please, remember that the next time 

you decide to get behind the wheel of a car under the influence of alcohol, this is not a joke, it is a killer. 

Love, 

SADD 

SADD officers Jen Esposito, Daphne Oliver, Marlies Spanjaard, Heather Hughes and Rebecca Mawn. 

Students Against 

D r unk D riving 

S.A.D.D. 



No one can deny that science —that extremely broad field of knowledge intrigued by facts and held 

together by principles— is a crucial aspect of everyone’s life, whether we realize it or not. 

Science, in the true sense of the word, not as something to be studied for a test, is important and 

valuable to everyone, since it has truly altered our lives. It has made life easier, revolutionized agriculture, 

and provided both automation and mass production. Advances in medicine have enabled people to live 

longer, healthier lives. 

The simple beliefs that science and math are important in everyday life are held by two extremely 

devoted teachers, who have both professional and personal interests in their extracurricular clubs. 

Everyone has heard of the Mighty Sachem Science club, advised by Mr. Larry Smith, even if it only 

was hearing about a meeting in the morning announcements. The interest and enthusiasm of the dozen 

or so members certainly makes up for their deficiency in numbers. Science Club activities include tinkering 

with electronics, attending lectures at the Museum of Science, hooking things up to computers, building 

bridges of paper, and the celebrated annual egg-races. 

Mr. John Kelly heads the Math Team which consists of high school students deeply interested in 

Mathematics. Their activities range from solving practical problems, mathematical puzzles and tricks; to 

participating in local math meets. 

Overall, both teacher-advisors do a superb job, and many students look forward to their guidance 

for years to come. 

- Wendy Beth Russo 

The Winchester High School Math Team. 

Super Sachem Clubs! 

Math and Science Clubs 



Sachem Trading Post 
The Sachem Trading Post is 

one of Winchester High’s greatest 

assets. It is open during both lunch 

periods. The enthusiastic volun¬ 

teer staff encourages students to 

come in and browse. Its merchan¬ 

dise includes the famous Winches¬ 

ter High Sportswear, as well as 

other interesting items in school 

colors such as scrunchies, pencils, 

and locker shelves. The store ex¬ 

panded its merchandise with large 

umbrellas and earth bags that 

quickly became popular items. The 

School Store had a profitable year 

and everyone wishes them luck in 

the future. 

Sachem Trading Post 



Academic Decathlon 

The Academic Decathlon is a very 

well-respected group of individuals. Their advi¬ 

sor is Mrs. Jean Johnson, who does a terrific job 

with this special group. What the Academic 

Decathlon does is go to meets to discuss and 

debate about topics from certain academic 

courses. This group of people does a fine job 

representing Winchester High School at these 

meets, which were held many times on Satur¬ 

days. This year’s Academic Decathlon consisted 

of eleven individuals who did a terrific job. 

Congratulations to these people and good luck 

to next year’s group! 

Academic Decathlon advisor Mrs. Johnson, 

The team takes a break during their meet. 

Academic Decathlon 



Now what proot is this Vodka? This is what group you are assigned to. 

This year the Drug and Alcohol Program has worked very hard to combine 

an educational, productive and enjoyable method of helping middle school students. 

Within the Thursday night meetings, the junior and senior participants learn to tell the 

difference between drugs such as heroine and crack or the different alcoholic abuses. The 

program is also designed so that the students are learning things about themselves while 

they are trying to find the best methods of transpiring the setious messages about drugs 

and alcohol to younger students. 

A much debated subject in the program is the actual reason or meaning for 

the program. Are the high school students supposed to preach to the younger students 

about how not to do either drugs and alcohol, or are they to simply make these sixth and 

eighth graders aware of what lies in front of them? Once the high school students are 

encountered with the middle school students, many questions are asked which have not 

even been touched upon in the weekly meetings. No matter which way you go about 

trying to educate these younger students, this ptogtam is very significant and worthwhile. 

- Heidi Reinfeld 

Drug & Alcohol advisors Mr. Cantillon, Ms. Sullivan and Mr. Donohue. 

One Generation Teaching 

Another... 
Drug & Alcohol Program 77 



And Outs 
The ABC Program 

The A Better Chance program is an organization that benefits 

young adults from disadvantaged school systems. These teenagers 

come to various affluent communities in order to pursue a better 

education and an excellent high school experience. Many exceptional 

students from urban communities apply to the program, but only a 

fraction of the candidates are accepted. Those who are enrolled attend 

highly rank private and public schools across the nation. 

An A Better Chance chapter is located in Winchester, MA and 

it consists of two resident directors, a tutor, and 8 students from various 

cities, such as New York. In the ABC house all the members live as a 

family. Every student is required to make a grade point average of a B 

or higher in order to stay in the program. 

Each young man participates in various extracurricular activity 

of the community or school. In the Winchester ABC program are 

currently 3 seniors, 2 sophomores and 3 freshman. Of the powerful 

seniors there is Kihara Kiarie, nicknamed Key. Key is vice president of 

the senior class, a varsity football player, and the ABC house leader. 

Another well known senior is Ashburt (Chris) Ebanks who is a 

co-captain of the Sachem wrestling squad, and a state champ at the 145 

pound weight class. As well as Kihara and Chris, there is Javier Ovalles 

who is also a senior and a force of the Winchester wrestling team. Of 

the sophomores there is Archeem Mosley who participates in Sachem 

sports such as football and basketball. 

The other member of the sophomore sensation is Binh Nguyen 

who is a member of the Winchester tennis and basketball team. As well 

as the strong veterans of the ABC program there are three rookies, who 

are Ron Hall, Jamall Johnson and Cordell Hall. Ron is on the track 

team and Cordell is a member of the freshman football team and is 

freshman class president. 

Jamall, who is also a freshman, plays Sachem basketball and like 

the rest plan to make a potent impact in Winchester. The ABC 

students are a strong part of the Winchester school system and its 

people. 

The A Better Chance program in Winchester is a great experi¬ 

ence for inner city students. The students are strong members of the 

community and are given the opportunity to serve their high school 

careers in an exceptional environment. This program has benefitted 

many young men and the Winchester community and school system. 

- Kihara (Key) Kiarie 

The 1991-1992 ABC gang. 

Kihara Kiarie is one rough and tough guy. Cordell Hall dances his way to class. 

F‘ ABC Program 
The seniors of the ABC program. 
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A Change For 

The Better! 

1 hese representatives 

J 

These three reps take time to smile for the camera. 

The Student Union has undergone many drastic changes. 

The first big change was that they were only allowed to elect 

two officers this year, president and vice president. Our elected 

officials are Mike Cramer and Jen Gilpatric. This dedicated 

duo are doing a great job. 

They have taken control over the members of the Union. 

Mike and Jen came up with an effective way to represent the 

entire school. There are two representatives from each English 

class. These two representatives attend every exciting meeting. 

Then, the next day, they report to their English class what was 

accomplished at Student Union. 

The advisor to the Student Union is Eran Lanouette. 

She helps to oversee each meeting and is there to make sure 

everything runs smoothly. The Student Union deals with 

issues of fairness, school funds and elections. They also host a 

school dance at some point during the year. 

Student Union is made up of several committees, such 

as Balloon Day committee. Carnation Day committee, RSAC 

and SAC. Student Union is a major part of our school. Our 

school couldn't survive without it! 

Student Union president Mike Cramer and vice president Jen Gilpatric. 

Student Union ?79 
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Jeffrey E. Andriesse 
Taso Angelakis 
Michael Arian 
Elizabeth A. Armstrong 
Mark C. Baldwin 
Emily Banks 
Mauri Anthe Barlas 

Ann Marie Bartol 
Christina Battinelli 
David Bauman 
Margaret Behnke 
Sarah Bergquist 
Alyssa Berman 
Ashley Black 

Heather M. Blaine 
Gregg Boudreau 
Robert Bourque 
Lisa Boutwell 
Annie Boyamian 
Patricia Boyle 
Megan Brady 

William Branley 
Anne-Marie Brophy 
Nicole Buckley 
David Oaks Burke 
Brian Byrne 
David Byrne 
Meredith Caci 



Jason Capodanno 

Jessica Capone 

Andrew J. Cassanos 

Scott A. Cassidy 

Monica Cataldo 

Julie Chamberlain 

John Chen 

Alexis Christopher 

Mark Cloherty 

Sarah M. Colella 

Philip Colonna 

Shauna Colozzi 

Thomas Conlin 

Jennifer Copas 

Danielle T. Cote 

Michael Cramer 

Erin E. Curley 

Melissa Delaney 

Ellen Demeris 

Michele L. DiFuria 

Christine DiPietro 

Jeffrey Do 

Erika Dodson 

Mark Donnellan 

Melanie Doto 

Christian Dowling 

Sean Ducey 

Ashburt Ebanks 







Anna Melissa Ehlert 

Daniel S. Elio 

Jennifer Esposito 

James Falcione 

Matthew R. Fantasia 

Jennifer Farquharson 

David Ficociello 

Lawrence Fidalgo 

Brooke Foley 

Jesse A. Ford 

Campbell Foster 

Marianne E. Gangi 

Zachary R. Gaumer 

Nicole Giambro 

Jennine M. Giaquinto 

Jennifer H. Gilpatric 

Craig J. Gilreath 

Michael Grande 

Edward J. Grant 

Deborah Hamblett 

John B. Hamilton 

Kevin F. Harrington 

Daniel M. Hartigan 

Benjamin B. Haskell 

Charles Held 

Amy E. Higbie 

Alice Hofmann 

Courtenay Howard 



Heather Hughes 

Leanne Intravia 

Natalie Itrato 

Laura Johnson 

Peter C. Jones 

Martine L. Kaiser 

Charles J. Keefe 

Kihara R. Kiarie 

Clare Krebs 

Matthew W. Krumme 

Anthony LaCascia 

Christopher Landry 

Jessica L. Lanzo 

Frank A. Lasley IV 

Jeanne E. LaTorella 

Edward Leahy 

Rhonda Lee 

Sean Lee 

Meredith Lepore 

Joseph Letteri 

Guy Lev 

Daisy J. Lewis 

Jason Lombard 

Patricia Looney 

Stephen Lucero 

Scott Lundin 

Alison Lynch 

Natasha Lynch 







Gary MacDonald 

Michael C. Maher 

Danielle Malloy 

Scott Manahan 

Melissa Mandracchia 

Jeffrey Maney 

Justinian O. Marina 

Ovidiu Marina 

Brian Mark 

Timothy Marquardt 

Alexander Martinelli 

Michelle Massiglia 

Austin W. Matthews 

Evan Matza 

Marilyn Mawn 

Rebecca Mawn 

Leah McClintock 

In Memoriam 

Daniel McGrath 

Joanna McLucas 

Derek Meehan 

Julie A. Millerick 

Kelly A. Mitrano 

Christopher Moisan 

Jamie Morrison 

David Monroe 

Karl Monroe 

David Murphy 

Heather A. Murphy 



Jessica Murphy 

Patrick D. Murphy 

Janice Nelson 

Leonard F. Nolan 

Sara K. Noonan 

Dauren C. Nowell 

Philip Obbard 

Charleene B. O'Connor 

Sarah E. O’Grady 

Daphne Oliver 

Kristopher L. Oliver 

Megan O’Neill 

John P. Osborne 

Alison Otis 

Javier Ovalles 

Christopher Parks 

Joanna Pasciuto 

Elisa Patrick 

Michael Pavao 

Lee-Anne K. Perrone 

Adam Piandes 

Kristen Picariello 

Rhon Porter 

Klara Provaan 

Amy Provenzano 

Erin Pullen 

Heidi Reinfeld 

Andrew G. Reuland 







Maura Riley 

William D. Riley 

Alexis Roche 

Jessica Romer 

Michelle Ronayne 

Lauren E. Rotondi 

Todd M. Rotondi 

Paul Rowe 

Cynthia Ruisi 

Theresa Russo 

Wendy Russo 

Frank Santosuosso 

Patrick T. Savicki 

Sydney Kathryn Sawyer 

Ellen Sayre 

Julie Scarfo 

Mary Catherine Segota 

Michael Shannon 

Marlies Spanjaard 

John W. Stone III 

Julieanne Struthers 

Rosemary Sullivan 

Nicole Sweeny 

Kristina M. Szczepanski 

Lauren Tavares 

Jarueba J. Taylor 

Jeremy Teahan 

Michael Terzakis 



Elias Tiliakos 

Victoria Tobakis 

Carrie A. Tozza 

Hugh M. Turcotte 

Phillip Vultaggio 

Katherine Walther 

SENIORS NOT PHOTOGRAPHED 

Christian Castaldo 

Melissa Davis 

Michelle Flynn 

Keyra Green 

William Kenneally 

Andrew Knouse 

Alex Kusnirsky 

William Thilly 

Kensuke Yamamura 

Memories 

As we walked these brilliant halls, 

through four winters, springs, and falls, 

we questioned parents, teachers, and peers, 

often pushing away doubts and fears. 

We laughed and cried as a whole, 

sometimes reaching deep within our soul. 

Four special years have set us apart, 

and we must carry this forever in our heart. 

As we walked these brilliant halls, 

many of us tried to catch our falls. 

Sometimes, inevitably, a mistake was made, 

but as closeness and time progressed, these began to fade. 

There is an accomplishment that exceeds the rest, 

that we as a class have passed the test; 

the goal of caring and sharing that we've always tried to send. 

To everyone's hearts, may they never let the memories end. 

/is we walked these brilliant halls, 

we've often pondered the many calls, 

which have beckoned us to feelings unmarked, 

where we see ourselves reliant and attached. 

These are not bad thing which have happened through the years, 

and must be remembered within every drop of tears. 

This is a tribute to the class, 

whose unbroken chain will always surpass. 

As we left that brilliant hall 

the happiness and sadness seemed strong and tall. 

The most important thing it seems, 

is that you remember the past and cherish your dreams. 

Take with you everything you care about, 

for then you will never have a doubt. 

You will never not know what to say 

as you memories are unforgettable from far away. 

Good luck and always remember the class of1992. 



Junior class officers Robert Donlon, Roy MacMillan, Jenn Russo and Chuck Keefe. 



SATurday 
You made it through being the lowest of the school, and even the second level, but now you are finally juniors. This is the year to 

show your academic qualities, and it is probably one of the most important years of your life. This is the year to pull your hair out, get one 

hour of sleep per night, have a lack of appetite, muscle fatigue, circles under your eyes, and the celebrated SAT’s. 

This is the year for it all. Can you imagine waking up at seven in the morning, on a Saturday nonetheless, to realize that in less than 

two hours, you will be taking a test which will determine the course of your future?! Pretty stressful, huh? Your junior year is probably the 

most stressful year of your academic record. 

But, there is a way to beat this. If you are able to pace yourself properly, maintain a healthy diet and get the proper amount of sleep, 

combined with a good head on your shoulders, this year will be a breeze. Good luck! 

- Jessica Capone and Wendy Beth Russo 

Adanalian, Sevan 
Albiani, Paul C 

Allston, Richard M 
Amico, Angelo N 

Armstrong, Amanda 
Arnott, Jennifer 
Arsenalt, Jon M 

Aufiero, Diane M 
Baldwin, Michael 

Banks, Catherine S 
Barrile, Robert 

Barry, Alecia 
Barta, Atillah 

Beals, Tracy 

Berkhout, Lydia 
Bernazzani, Brian 
Betcher, William 

Bittarelli, Catherine 
Bonfilio, Anthony 

Braga, Daniel P 
Branley, Katie 

Bross, Steven 
Browing, Carter 
Buchanan, Julie 

Callahan, Michael 
Callahan, Tim 

Campbell, Colleen 
Cannizzaro, Kim 

Carroll, Andrea 
Carroll 111, John J 

Celiberti, Robert S 
Celia, Anthony 

Celli, Maria 
Ciano, Kimberly A 

Clark, Kahlin 

unior Class 98 
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An asterisk (*) next to the Center Number indicates that you have been assigned 
to the nearest available center because your original choices were full. 

Report to the test center between 8:00 and 8:15 a.m. 

Collins, Michael 

Colozzi, Kristin A 

Cross, Jeanette 

Crowley, Michael L 

Cummings, Patricia 

Curreri, Adina M 

Davis, Kerry M 

Decologero, Paul J 

Deering, Jennifer A 

Dentremont, Emily B 

Destefano, Andrea 

Disilva, Charles 

Doherty, Catherine 

Doherty, William 

Donlon, Robert J 

Dooley, Jennifer 

Driscoll, Julie 
Duffy, David C 

Edmands, Jeffrey 
Elliott, Elizabeth 

Ewald, Alyssa A 

Feola, Stefanie 

Fischer, Christina B 

Franke, Jonathan L 

French, Peter 

Frost, Cheri 

Fuller, Matthew 

Galante, Matthew 

Gallery, Rachel E 

Gosnell, Thomas B 

Grande, Diana 
Granfield, Jacquie 

Green, Nora 

Hallisey, Karen 
Hare, Elizabeth 

Junior Class 



Do colors affect us? 
why are the inside colors of Winchester High the colors that they are? After being here for four years, this question 

has boggled our minds. We're proud to go to school here, but the colors clash and makes the appearance look dreary. School 

is a place where we come to lavish ourselves in the wonderful process of learning; the environment around us shoud be just 

as fulfilling. 

Don't take us wrong, the teachers and administration are fabulous, but W.H.S. needs a new interior designer. You 

would be surprised to find how much people do respond to colors. Hey, you never know, maybe a brightly colored hallway 

would enhance someone's learning ability. We wonder if colors affect our learning process. 

- Jessica Capone 

Harris, Peter M 

Hebert, Gilbert M 

Holwell, Lisa 

Hood, David P 

Hood, Eric 

Imperatore, Scott D 
Jervey, Allison A 

Johansen, Michael 

Joseph, Amie C 

Juwa, Tara 

Kariadakis, Francine 

Kayulu, Henry 

Kean, Elizabeth L 

Keefe, Charles J 

Keenan, Tara 

Kelley, Elizabeth H 

Kenny, Michael W 

Kirk, Minihane 

Knight, Alexa S 

Koenig, Karen 

Krajewski, Matthew 

Lacey, Michael 

Lapointe, Brian 

La tores, Jeffrey 

Lerman, Deborah 

Libera tore, Robert 

Lindmark, Brian D 

Lippman Nicholas J 

Lombardo, Kricket 

Mabardy, Tracey 

Macmillan, Roy 

Manahan, Heather 

Mannett, Brian G 

Marabella, Anthony 

Mark, Laura 
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Marquardt, Andrea 

Martinelli, Helen 

Matarese, John 

Mawn, Paul J 

McCaul, Rose Marie 

McGinty, Michael 

McGonagle, Christine 

Mclndoe, Anne 
McKay, Alison 

Minniti, John 

Misra, Palash 

Morris, Jesse P 

Mota, John D 

Munini, Karen 

Murdock, Deirdre 

Murdock, Prima 

Murphy, Christine E 
Murphy, Christopher 

Murray, Siobhan 

Nacamuli, Nicole 
Nolan, Andrew J 

Oakley, Iman 
OConnor, Paige 

Oliver, Shaun P 

ONeil, Jeffrey 

ONeil, Melissa 

Pavelle, Matthew 
Pesce, Stephanie 

Petersen, Kathryn 

Piazza, Robin 

Porter, Charles 

Potter, James 

Puma, Mark 
Pyro, Anthony 

Junior Class 101 



Rauseo, John P 

Regan, Raymond 

Rinaldi, Peter] 

Rolli, Anthony 

Rotolo, Jonathan 

Rotondi, Mary Beth 

Rucker, Christopher 

Russo, Edward 

Russo, Jennifer 

Russo, John 

Russo, Marisa 

Rutnam, William 

Schipani, Pamela 

Schlener, Tara E 

Sell lord, Lindsay E 

Schodek, Ned S 

Schoenegge, Anya L 

Shaughnessy, Kevin 

Shields, Kimberly M 

Simas Jr., John A 

Simeone, Jonathan 

Simeone, Justin 

Smith, Heather K 

Smith, Tysun B 

Sobkowicz, Anne 

Sritharan, Deepa 

Stocking, Brian 

Sundstrom, d'odd W 

Swap, CLidord 

Szczepanski, Michael 

’Eahnk, Jedrey A 

l avares, Matthew 

Taylor, Bryan 

Theuer, John H 

Toussaint, Jean-Charles 

umor 



Tsiaousopoulos, Basil 

Urzua, Paula 

Verma, Sonya 

Walsh, Erin E 

Wangerin, Adam E 

Waterbury, Mark A 

Weber, Kakalina K 

West, Justin 

White, Tobias 

Wild, Alex S 

Williams, Patricia 

Wilson, Kathryn 

Yamamura, Ken 

Zmiri, Adi 
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A Crowd With Nerve 
There is one crowd in the high school who I must say probably has the most nerve. High school 

is a time to expand and express your own personal self. In order to do this, you need a lot of initiative. 

Most students at Winchester High School have the initiative to do what seems fit to them. But through 

four years, my attention has focused on the "smoking" crowd. A couple of years ago, the students were 

able to smoke in the courtyard, but now that rule has been abolished. But does that stop Winchester 

High's smoking crowd? Of course not. Talk about determination. In the back of the school where the 

autoshop is, there are rocks that border the street and that seems to be the place to smoke. The kicker 

in this is that the rocks are about 3 feet away from school property, so legally, they are allowed to smoke 

there! The people who belong to this particular crowd are sometimes looked down upon, but they 

actually deserve some recognition for their determination!! 

- Jessica Capone 

Abatzis, Michael 

Albert, Amy 

Aldrich, Andrew 

Allen, Margaret B 

Allston, Jay 

Andriesse, Mark 

Andrus, Matthew 

Angelakis, Paula 

Arian, Christine 

Asefeadeh, Baharak 

Aufiero, Jessica 

Badiali, Amy 

Baker, Esme O 

Balesteri, Melanie 

Bankson, Susan 

Barlas, Demetra 

Barrett, Andrew 

Bartolucci, Joseph 

Beauchamp, Marie 

Bennos, Gary 

Benoit, Melissa K 

Betcher, Anna 

Bevington, Alden K 

Bloodwell, Benjamin 

Boettcher, Margaret 

BolTo, Teresa A 

Bonasera, Cara N 

Bonnell, Sara 

Boudreau, Monique 

Botitwell, Julie 

Bradford, Tucker 

Brandt, Gabriel S 

Brown, Andrew N 

Bush, William 

Butler, Geoffrey 
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Byrne, Darin 

Byrne, Elizabeth 

Cabral, Susan 

Caci, Chloe A 

Caci, Liane E 

Cannizzaro, Michael 

Carr, Jacqueline 

Carrigan, Ashley 

Carroll, Gregory J 

Celia, Teresa 

Cheng, Felix 

Clemente, Eric 

Cole, Amber M 

Coonley, Benjamin 

Corker)s Joseph 

Crowley, Shawn 

Cuhna, Karla A 

Cunnigham, Sean 

[i)akubu, Mahrya 

Desimone, Jenna 

Desmond, Matthew 

Dhingra, Vivek 

li)iCarlo, Carla 

Dieter, Scott 

DiFranco, Lia E 

Difronzo, Janine 

Dimarzo, Brett 

Dixon, Neil 

Doucette, Julie A 

Ducharme, Matthew 

Fippig, Kevin M 

Esposito, Eauren 

Fidalgo, Gerard 

Fiorentino, David 

Fisher, Brv’an W 
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Transportation Troubles 
Are you one of the many at 2:15 standing waiting for the "loser cruiser" or "the yellow bird"? Well, 

you all know that I'm referring to the bus. That word is abolished from the vocabulary of people who have 

licenses and a car. It is quite comical to drive by and see a herd of kids just standing there waiting and the 

best is the seniors who are out there hiding themselves so they won't be seen! Sorry guys and gals, we spotted 

you!! 

But, it is quite amazing though how much a bus driver is devoted to his or her "kids". They are there 

in sickness, bad weather, and even fatigue. Whether or not you enjoy taking the school bus, just stop to think 

that through good times and bad, your bus driver is always there to pick you up and on time also. So, you 

guys and gals who make fun of the bus, keep in mind that it is transportation home! I don't think that you 

would rather walk!! 

- Jessica Capone 

Flickinger, Sherri 

Fodera, Guy 

Francini, Simone 

Freeman, Kuisten 

Furey, Sean 

Galatis, Amy Joy 

Galluzzo, David J 

Garas, James 

Gatto, Nicholas A 

Giacalone Jr, John 

Gilbert, Jeremy 

Gilliam, Katherine 

Grano, Jill A 

Greene, William 

Grey, Mark 

Guarino, Carla 

Gulati, Rebecca 

Fiall, Andrew 

Hamilton, Katherine 

Held, Richard 

Hennessy, Kerry 

Hertel, Ryan 

Hill, Jeffrey A 

Hofmann, Karin 

Hougland, Amy 

Howard, Jonathan 

Interess, Lauren 

Jabre, Moune 

Johnian, Joshua 

Johnson, Brian 

Johnson, Kristen 

Kayulu, Elodie 

Keane, David 

Keefe, Brian 

Kett, Michael 
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Gym Time 
"Come on you guys, lift those feet off the ground! Pick up the pace!" This is something that most 

students at Winchester High School hear 2-3 times a week. Can you guess what I am talking about? Let 

me give you a little help: Mr. Kline, Mr. Berman, Mrs. Dolan, Ms. Rosazza. Give up? Well, I am talking 

about gym class! Gym is probably the most dreaded subject to those lazy people. But whether you are lazy 

or unfit, or in great shape, the six-minute run at the beginning of every gym class is the spark that lights your 

morning. It raises the heart rate, gets the blood pumping, and puts you on your toes! (Some of us really need 

it in the morning) If you are one of the unfortunate ones who for some reason cannot participate in physical 

education, you're really missing a great workout! Many complain of the six-minute jog, but if it was not 

beneficial, we wouldn't be doing it. So the next time you're in gym class, give a little thank you to your gym 

teacher! (And show some effort!!) 

- Jessica Capone 

Kilker, Emily S 

Killian, Bridget A 

Kozubal, Marek 

Krumme, Catherine 

Lacey, Courtney 

Lacroix, Alexander 

Lanigan, Heather M 

Lanzo, Jamie W 

Legault, Atiyeh 

Lindmark, Denise 

Livada, Allyson T 

Livada, Jessica 

Lynch, Jennifer 

Lynch, Timothy 

MaGee, John 

Maher, Patrick W 

Malcolm, Timothy 

Malone, Ulrika B 

Malouf, Nicole 

Mandhyan, Ruchika 

Manning, Peter C 

Margies, Samantha 

Markham, Heather 

Marotta, Caroline 

Matthews, Colleen 

Matza, Alexis R 

McAdoo, I'errance 

McCarter, Meredith 

McClearn, Dean W 

McKinley, I.auren 

McWilliams, Brendan 

Meyer, Brian S 

Miles, Lodd 

Moisan, Peter J 

Morrison, Mark J 
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Mosley, Archeem 

Mulvaney, Andrea 

Murphy, Daniel T 

Murphy, Kathleen 

Nealon, Kaitlin A 

Nolan, Kate 

Novak, Thomas M 

Oakes, Amy C 

Oyola, Rolando F 

Parks, Leslie 

Parsons, Thomas 

Pedulla, Gary 

Perenick, Andrew 

Petri, Adam 

Petrillo, Christian 

Phinney, Dennis 

Poonen, Zareen A 

Pywell, Andrew 

Quigley, Erica 

Quill, Patrick D 

Racek, Kristina 

Ratnet, Andrew B 

Rautenberg, Brett 

Reardon, Brendon 

Reuland, Philip 

Richardson, Ransom 

Richter, Mark 

Robbat, Kristen 

Rogers, Erin 

Rossi, Marc A 

Rotolo, Benjamin 

Rotondi, Jeffrey 

Sacco, Allison 

Setnik, Lon 

Shannon, Jennifer 
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The Forgotten Ones 
Of all the grades in Winchester High School, the sophomore class seems to 

be the "forgotten class". People are occupied with torturing the freshmen, 

juniors are worried about their class standings, while the seniors are busy with 

colleges. So where does the sophomore class fit in? They are too old to be 

freshmen, yet they are too young to be upperclassmen. But, even though they 

are forgotten, they are there. Sophomore year in high school is the transition 

grade. This is the grade where you start in your process of becoming an adult. 

This is the year of observation. You observe your fellow classmates and learn to 

be alive and vibrant like the upperclassmen, but yet are "petite" and "fragile" like 

the freshmen. But don't worry about it guys, you'll survive!! 

- Jessica Capone & Wendy Beth Russo 

Shinohara, Maya 

Shmidt, Laura 

Simeone, Benjamin 

Slater, Denise M 

Smith, Kelly B 

Snyder, Laura 

Swainbank, Jessica 

Swallow, David G 

Taslis, Anastasia 

Theuer, Josephine 

Toussaint, Alain 

Turco, Christopher 

Umscheid, Kathryn 

Vaccari, Joseph R 

Vernaglia, Sean 

Vita, Philip 

Vitale, Nicholas D 

Vonrsenvinge, Marta 

Ward, Alec P 

Witt, Andrea 

Wolfson, Lauren 
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Just The Freshmen 

The common theory that has been passed on from generation to generation is 

that freshmen should look up to their upperclassmen. However, being seniors 

ourselves, we really admire the freshman class. What! What's going on here! Really, 

we are not crazy! But, just think back to when you started high school. Winchester 

High seemed monumental in comparison to McCall. There were endless halls, 

stairways, classrooms, and doors, where did they all lead to? Only you know if you 

dared to go. Freshmen come to this school afraid of the changes and challenges ahead 

of them, but they are the ones who overcome their fears and succeed through the rest 

of their high school years! So next time you see a freshman in the hall, don't snub 

him, but smile and wish him good luck because he needs it! Good luck! 

- Wendy Beth Russo &C Jessica Capone_ 

Abbanat, Carolyn 

Aleo, Laura 

Alexander, Robert 

Allison, Melanie 

Allen, Jannine 

Barron, Barbara 

Barron, Melissa 

Beamis, Eileen 

Bittarelli, Elizabeth 

Boffo, Daniel 

Bonasera, Nicole 

Boyamian, Taline 

Brennan, Gerard 

Breuer, Matthew 

Brooks, Sparky 

Buchanan, Katie 

Bushnell, Maile 

Calvey, James 

Carpenteri, Michele 

Carr, David 

Casalinuovo, Lea 

Celia, Teresa 

Celli, Stefania 

Chanmugham, M. 

Christolellis, A. 

Chute, Elizabeth 

Ciulla, Natalie 

Clare, Michael 

Clark, Arielle 

Cook, Jeremy 

Coughlin, Kevin 

Cirowley, John 

Curley, Colleen 

Curry, Scan 

Daley, Kathryn 
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Davis, Emily 

Deering, Stephanie 

Deerman, Jeffrey 

Della Cioppa, Nicola 

Delpino, Emily 

D’Entremont, Chad 

Difonzo, Lisa 

Donaghey, Matthew 

Donovan, Christopher 

Doto, James 

Drazen, David 

Ducey, Eleather 

Duffy, Sean 

Elio, Matthew 

Fahlbeck, Paul 

Farrar, Celeste 

Feola, Anthony 

Fischer, Kimberly 

Fiumara, Deborah 

Foley, Cheryl 

Foley, Meaghan 

Fougere, Jessica 

Frisoli, Francis 

Gallante, Jarrod 

Germain, Christopher 

Gianci, Eric 

Giaquinto, Marissa 

Goeke, Elizabeth 

Guilderson, Richard 

Gupta, Atreyee 

Gustin, Peter 

Halchak, Alexandra 

Hall, Cordell 

Hall, Ronald 

Haskell, Nathaniel 
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Hintlian, Cheryl 

Hofhiagle, Anne 

Hood, Katherine 

Hughes, Tiffany 

HLippi, Benjamin 

Hurlbut, Amelia 

Jacobs, Clare 

Johnson, Meredith 

Johnson, Jamarall 

Ju, Peter 

Kariadakis, Roseanne 

Kassner, Trevor 

Katsiimi, Yasushi 

Keefe, Mary 

Kim, Jeanna 

King, Lindsay 

Krajewski, Thomas 

Kurata, Moto 

Landry, Katherine 

Lee, Allison 

Lenrine, Michelle 

Lindmark, Melissa 

l.izotte, Sarah 

Loelrter, Alexander 

Lucero, Jehrey 

Mabardy, Alison 

MacDonald, Daniel 

MacKenzie, Amy 

Maguire, Andrew 

Maher, Caitlin 

Maher, David 

Manzo, Michael 

Marder, Jessica 

Marina, Julie 

Marino, Michael 
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Finals! 
I Each and every year around the end of June many students become frazzled over finals. Finals are those 

tests we all dread. They test you on what knowledge you have learned from January to June. Though the 

Imajority of people dread these exams, just think, we are finished with school!! (That is probably the only 

rewarding thought that comes to mind when you think of finals.) But don't let us worry you. Finals, just 

Hike any other obstacle standing between you and the beach, can be overcome if you follow these three simple 

Irules: 

; 1) Study on a timed schedule. 

; 2) Take notes on subjects you have difficulty with and put aside more time for it for review later. 

' 3) The most important: get plenty of rest!! Your body will respond better to test taking if you are all 

I rested up! 

P.S. Afterwards, hit the beach!! 

1- Jessica Capone & Wendy Beth Russo 

Martell, Jeanne 

Matthews, Wesley 

McCarthy, Danielle 

McGeehan, Paul 

McGowen, Paul 

McHugh, Kerry 

Middleton, Kimberly 

Miles, Gregg 

Millerick, Michael 

Mirabito, Katherine 

Mooney, Allison 

Mosher, Scotry 

Mullen, Leah 

Murdock, James 

Murphy, Julieanne 

Nazzaro, Bethan 

Nowell, Kathleen 

Oliver, Karl 

Oyola, Ignacio 

Pacheco, Mark 

Pallotta, Julia 

Penna, Lahn 

Pepi, Vincent 

Phillips, Mark 

Piandes, Gary 

Plowman, Nathan 

Porter, Gemma 

Powers, Stephanie 

Rauseo, Jennifer 

Riley, Sean 

Roake, Melissa 

Robbat, Stephanie 

Rotondi, Sarah 

Russo, Julie 

Rutnam, Anita 
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Salter, Timothy 

Sawyer, John 

Scott, Rebecca 

Serrano, Rodrigo 

Sevigny, Megan 

Shanahan, Karen 

Shannon, Chris 

Shaughnessy, Erin 

Shia, Jen 

Slater, Shannon 

Smith, Brandon 

Smith, Tighe 

Squeglia, Ann Marie 

Stevens, Sarah 

Stoltzman, Peter 

Stone, Carolyn 

Storeygard, Matt 

Sullivan, Jeffrey 

Tarbell, Kristine 

Tarin, Nathaniel 

I rottier, Benjamin 

Tsiaousopoiilos, Evan 

Urzua, Carolina 

VanDerVen, Alex 

Voltero Jr., Ehomas 

Wallwork, Michael 

White, Emily 

White, Genevieve 

White, Rebecca 

Wierzbicki, Agnes 

Wile, Paul 

Worthen, John 

Wright, Allison 

Zuccola, Jessica 

Zue, Eimothy 
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DID YOU 
... "Only a mediocre person is always at his best." - Thomas 

Budrewicz 

... Frau Smith climbs rocks in summer and ice in winter? 

... Mrs. Johnson was an English teacher in Nebraska before she 

became a librarian! 

... "I collect Native American baskets and pottery?" - Jan Dolan 

... Mrs. Borsari's maiden name was Miss Nasti? (No comment 

from you Jasano!) 

... Mrs. Fixler once double dated with Elizabeth Taylor. 

Administration 

Charles Mitsakos 

John Ritchie 

Susan Austin 
German club advisor 

German teacher 

Thomas Budrewicz 
Sophomore class advisor 

William Colella 
Athletic director 

Social studies teacher 

Becky Jacques 

Louise Grueter 

Mia Gustin 

Susan Moynihan 

Constance James 

Aides 

Maureen D'Addario 

Catherine Kenney 

Eileen Moore 

Marta Sartori 

Art 

David Ardito 
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KNOW THAT... 
... Mrs. Innes married her high school sweetheart! 

... Mr. Fusco enjoys Dire Straits, quiche, Charles Dickens and 

polenta. 

... Miss Lanouette grew up in New Hampshire but didn't take 

up skiing until she moved to Massachusetts! 

... Mr. Oliviero has been to 44 ofthe U.S. states and 6 countries? 

He has published a book! 

... Ms. Alvarez did not speak English until age 12 and still 

counts in Spanish! 

... "Up is also down." - Dave Ardito 

Marguerite Maserian 

Mary Ott 
Art Director 

Business Education 

Donald Kozak 
School store advisor 

Helen Nagle 

Cafeteria Staff 

Pauline Brooks 

Grace Dellarocco 

Mary Doulette 

Dorothy McGann 

Jane McPhee 

William Miller 

Ruth Moxley 

Penny Olvadoti 

Rosalie Perrone 

Mary Tofuri 

Custodians 

Peter Antonuccio 
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The Mighty Sachem 

Science Man! 
While some consider Physics a sure cure for even the most hopeless of insomniacs, Lawrence Smith a 

does a great job of making the impossible-to-learn both fun and interesting. As Derek Meehan puts it, "Ifjj 

it wasn't for Larry Smith, I would be out of that class." He has succeeded in making a lasting impressioHtj 

on students both past and present. Recently he was awarded a Citation for excellence in Teaching by MITl j 

Each student admitted to MIT nominates a teacher from high school that they feel has particularly! 

influenced them. This Citation stated that he has been nominated by at least 5 students. 

Although 6,000 teachers have been cited through this program, only 20 have been nominated by more ;■ 

than five former students, so it's a great honor. Of this he has to say, in one of his rare serious moments, firstly^! 

that he wishes to thank the students who made it all possible, and secondly that the best thing about being j 

a teacher is when a student comes back to say that he really made a difference. ; 

He is also the advisor for the Science Club (unpaid, by the way), which shows his personal interest| 

and enthusiasm for the subject. The science club is comprised of students who are really interested in the .| 

subject, just like he. Congratulations to Mr. Smith for a super well-deserved honor! 

- Jenn Copas 

i 

Chet Curran 

Paul D'Elia 

John Docca 

Joe O'Brian 

Andy Odin 

Cornelius O'Sullivan 

Bob Reardon 

Bill Regan 

Dan Ryan 

English 

Theodore Benton 
Red and Black advisor 

Beverley Cronan 

Maureen Hanawalt 

Judith Hession 

Cheryl Howard 
Creative Writing advisor 

Elaine Kane 



Jane McIntosh 
Margaret Mulkerin 
Miriam Reid 
Gerald Skinder 
Junior class advisor 

Bette Tsoutsouras 

Foreign Language 
Lourdes Alvarez 
National Honor Society advisor 

Spanish club advisor 

Elvira Borsari 
Aberjona advisor 

Senior class advisor 

Phillip Day 
Alfred Duhamel 
French Club advisor 

Nancy Gelowtsky 
French Club advisor 

Leslie Hastings 
Roseann Innes 
Italian club advisor 

Senior class advisor 

Fran Lanouette 
Aberjona advisor 

Student Union advisor 

Latin club advisor 

Patricia Smith 
Guidance 
Janet Burchard 
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Anthony DeBiase 

Dorothy Mueller 

Athletic Department 
Alice Murray 

Carolyn Tiffany 

Constance Trickett 

Home Economics 

Virginia Laats 
School store advisor 

Jane Maloney 

Librarian 

Charlotte Fixler 

Jean Johnson 
Academic decathlon advisor 

Mathematics 

Richard Conway 

John Joyce 

John Kelly 
Math club advisor 

Mary Mirka 

George Oliviero 

James Smith 

Richard Thorne 

Lois Walsh-Thorne 

Music 

John McCann 

Priscilla Miller 
Marching Band advisor 

Orchestral advisor 

Lynne Rahmeier 
Choral advisor 

Nurse 

Kathleen Sullivan 

Physical Education 

Dave Berman 

Jan Dolan 

Donna Gildersleeve 

Thomas Kline 

Joan Rosazza 

Science 

Robert Boyd 

Jerome Burdulis 

William Chase 

John Limongiello 
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William Marks 

Katherine Paltsios 

Lawrence Smith 

Susan Smith 

Margaret Sullivan 

Social Studies 

Eleanor Agranat 

Joseph Cantillon 

Margaret Harvey 

Lorin Maloney 

William O'Connor 

Clarence Olson 

Lawrence Rinaldi 

Thomas Walsh 

Special Education 

Lynn Carlson 

Dorothy Casco 

Paula Grady 

Joanne Greenberg 

Karen Mandeville 

Irene Michelson 

Ellen Minihan 

Lorna Phillips 

John Pirani 

Deborah Powers 

Thomas Schmit 
SADD advisor 

Technology 

Ronald D'Addario 
Freshman class advisor 

John Fusco 
Stage crew advisor 

Thomas Grosvenor 
Fall play director 

Spring musical director 

David Miller 
Stage crew advisor 
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The thoughts of the Earth are my thoughts. 
The voice of the Earth is my voice. 
All that belongs to the Earth belongs to 
All that surrounds the Earth surrounds, m 
It is lovely indeed, it is lovely indeed. 

Navajo Song 

WE LOVE YOU. VOJJ'LL A^JEAYS B 
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JEFF ANDRIESSE 

I got to get out of this place, for many reasons. Certainly not because of my friends. Of course 

not. Music is your only friend...until the end. Duce-”Our next song’s called...” Ripken does 

bow to Ozzie...Chem Chums. Sean, you’re turning red... Butch- thanks for the nickname and 

the job. When you get back we’re gonna #! Helmet- Ned will haunt you for ever! You are the 

Lloyd Street wiffle ball king- you can do anything. Hack-magnificent 7-1-7.. Gerbert Vin- the 

basement lives on, screen or no screen. Thanks to all I’ve known, esp. Tom... I leave you with 

the two most important things in life courtesy of Mr. DeNiro: “ Never rat on your friends, and 

always keep your mouth shut.” Sincerely, Fife. 

TASO ANGELAKIS 

The motto that I live by is that life’s a bitch and then you die, so I have 
decided to try to live life to its fullest.”!’!! get all the sleep I need when I 
die.” “ My lifestyle will catch up to me sooner or later.” Great times at 
Dejaiz with Freddy, Joe, Katrina, Amy and all the rest. Hampton was a blast 
and the beach was memorable, 1986 Trans Am will kill me some day. 
Beeper all day long. Up all night and go to school all day. The ultimate: 6 
hours of sleep or more is my goal to hit; this has yet to be accomplished. 
Miller Lite is the only way to go. My life, my friends, and Katrina are the 
most important things. Paula, live it up now, because it doesn’t get any 
better.Party’s freshman year with Cramer and Piandes. Finn, get a job and 
some kind of life. Not a dealer. 

MIKE ARIAN 
PEEKABOOlIt’s almost over.One year from now 

high school will be over and all we will be left with 

is memories, and what memories they were. 

Sachem football was awesome, 1990 SUPERBOWL 

CHAMPS. Sachem Lax wasn’t that bad either. 

Nightly Moustafa sessions with the Boy’z will never 

be forgotten. Late night trips to the purple chicken, 

and hangin with the crew, AMJTCPHTBBEDABLP 

and all the rest of you were classic. Hey, where are 

the white women at anyway. It’s been great 

Winchester High. Thanks! 



ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG 
TO MY PAST: 

Gordon: Thank you... 

Busie: I’ve go the letter 

Shana: 8 yrs, and still in touch! 

Nira: Today BHS...2iTiorrow, 

the Louvre! 

Becky+Nduta: So many years, 

so many memories. KIT. 

Mr. P, Mrs. W: Thanks for 

the great teaching! 

LCM BHS, Burger Hut, Sarit C 

Bubbles!! 

Camping. “I will not chew 

gum.” Ssssebaduka. 

TO MY PRESENT: 

Leah-1 wish I knew what to say. 

I miss you. 

Jen, Alice, Megan, Jenn- It’s 

great knowing you guys. Thanks. 

RK- Thank you for listening. 

CW- ditto. Marry me! 

WL- it was me. 

Red jello, backrubs, -i- strange 

dreams! College-Aaargh! Violin 

AND THE FUTURE: Scoliosis. C-?!! Sophocles, 

Who can tell what will Woolf + Austen-Wow! GS, YF, 

happen? May you all be orchestra. I can’t believe I got 

there. I love you. “The this far. 

gloom of the world is but 

a shadow-behind it, yet 

within our reach, lies joy.” (Father Giovanni) 

j * > ' X V V J 

Mark Baldwin 

Emily Banks 

To All “Everyman’s life lies within 

the present; 

for the past is spent and done 

with, and the future is uncer¬ 

tain.” 

The present is ours, take it, 

keep it, don’t lose yourself 

in it. It has been an enlight¬ 

ening four years. I won’t 

forget any of it. 

To ME “Love can mend you life but 

love can break your heart. To To those I won t forget, be careful 

don’t lose what is important till 

later. 

Lots of good times with a 

lot of people!!! BB and the 

A...’s rule. SL watch out 

for golf courses. Keep 

your eye on the road Brian! 

JD learn how to play the 

blues - AL don’t get to big. 

Good times in Physics lab 

with KS. Had a “Eun 

Time” in Jazz band and 

bathroom dips - Bone and 

Mike. 

Thanks Mom, Dad and 

Jamie. Love ya all! 
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MAURIANTHE BARLAS 
“Time brings all things to pass” and leaves it all behind.The only 

things to remain are the memories stored in mind.So how do you 

capture four years you want to stay forever? Your simply live, 

laugh and every moment you don’t forget to treasure.POSSE 

parties were the best, out of control!AO,DM,JO, MN, NL, MK 

and restL! Deb (uh) u never told told me: was it M, J, “M” or 

“B”? “Just kidding?)Becks you rocklHow’s B/(D)uff?Great 

times chillin’IThanks for B’ in’ there guys, UR the 

best! Remember: 

“...perhaps at some 

times it will please us 

to remember these 

things also” (APVg 

921).Well open your 

eyes to the future cuz 

here it comes! ME AGAPE to all, your friend always 

MARIANTHE! 

CHRISTINA BATTINELLI 
“Always remember you’re not alone in this world.” Patti- Nobody ever died of laughter! Buck- 

A smile is a curve that sets things straight, or offsets things, depending on how big it is! 

YEARBOOK SUCKS!! Meri- We’ve been thru it all, and we’ll stick together till the end. 

Heidi- My life will 

never be the same. 

Sarah-1 love you just 

the way you are. 

AMB- The memories 

of yesterday will last 

a lifetime. Maura- 

Just walk beside me 

+ be my friend. 

Heather- To be a 

friend is to be a sister. Nicole- Keep 4 me that comer of your 

heart. Alex- I’ll always be a slave to your charms. Brian- You’re 

my inspiration. A1 N.: thanx 4 the advice. Mom, Dad, Meg -i- 

Klash: Keep me in your heart. I love you! I’d love to put it in rewind, but, I can’t wait for what 

is to come! 

‘ w'l 

DAVID BAUMAN 
Football, the bugle. Friday night dinners with food all over Josh. 
Sophmomore study hall with Dency, “Binky”. Sunday football, 

the real game of the week. DMM, Saturday Flicks, Risk, ping- 
pong, and Physics. Imperatore, battle for the least time during the 

week, you are starting where you don’t want to. Lax, that is pain 

train, not pain team. Humans Z,ZZzz. Lets play Hardball, I am 

the champion. WHS, good times, good friends, good memories. 
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MARGARET BEHNKE 

Down with DADALISM! 

T2 + B2 = Weirdness 

Hoopsa, boyaboy, hoopsa 

...So be it. 
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ALYSSA BERMAN 
Ladies, all the ladies, louder now...Heidi-now if we had a madrathon, I know 1 eat so much! All colors bleed to 

red. I’m your cowgirl.Krissy-it’s the bad in you that brings out the worst in me..but 1 love it! What a pair we 

are!Here’s to frogs, ducks and Doug!Football games wouldn’t have been the same w/out you, neither would 

my life. Jaim-listening to you I get the music, gazing at you I get the heat, following you I climb the 
mountain, I get excitement at your feet!ILY Ad-It may not be this month, or even this year, but it will 

be.Grady-”close your mouth and shut your eyes!”T-day ’90.Daur-hey freak, wait up!Melly-let’s clean rugs 
sometime soon!Thanks!Mega-Now we’re having fun!Chas-Ilove your bird!I said Sara, you are the poet in my 

heart.Never change, never start! Maybe we had too much too fast!Under the docks I’ll sail, over the seas of 

silence...ILY.Sometimes the lights are shining on me, sometimes I can barely see, lately it appears to me. 
what a long strange trip it’s been!T’ is not too late to seek a newer world.Push off, and sitting well inorder 

smite the osunding furrow;for my purpose hols to sail beyond the sunset and ghe baths of all the western stars, 

until I die.Kates-ILYJimmy’s herell will walk alone by the black muddy river, and sing me a song of my own. 
M,D,T,T.ILY PEACE 

ASHLEY BLACK 
Don’t you have anything better to do than steal 

a live bait sign? Juls-julsward bound,dogger jok 

WORD.whas 4 din?,Market!,PW fest 90-92,M 

of H,our song,haj,M&M’s,harpooner,galeria, 

Yoolie-what?,thanx Miss L. Heath-IT!,OHB/T, 

notes?,goldn ruls,whoa,adidas,leech,pcorngame 

Hstories,irishness,yellow pgs,sense of humor?, 

you’re no g.c.g.-more like h from hi,when’s the 

next m.org?...rattle!,my ever-changing feelings, 

heart 2 hrts,stipin’,eat n’ run,#’s,frndly sharer/ 

drty swine, who’s drivin?,health club?,men- 

PFC!, blrb picturs,summer,NH-add it up/wierd 

beach...SS sidekick,fmch,10th grd dates, MS- 

BBBBSLB,AP art,LN-my feelings count!(TW- 

it’s 91,not 81 !)LR-fryr-born in MA?,Te-Dogger 

GluckPaige,ster-o-mine:3grads’92,Thanx mom,MissT ILY all! 

1*^1 Ji 



HEATHER BLAINE 
Trust. Believe in the incredible power of friendship. Of doing 

something that makes you smile. Of laughing and hoping. Of lazy 

afternoons. Of lasting friends. Of all the wonderful memories we 

will take from these years. PB.NB,NS- “Mending our hearts, 

crying those tears, planning our futures, voicing our fears. Our 

memories together, may never end, always together, forever 

friends.” SO- “Warm cookies and cold milk are good for you.” 

Thanks. AMB- “A smile, a sunny day, ice-cold coke, and a good 

friend to share them with.” MC- “If there’s someone you can talk 

to, someone no one can replace. If there’s someone you can laugh 

with till the tears run down your face...” MR,CVB,HR,CT “How 

much good is in a day depends on how good you live ‘em. How 

much love is a friend depends on how much you give ’em.” 

“Don’t be dismayed at good-byes. A farewell is necessai7 before 

you can meet again. And meeting again, after moments of 

lifetimes, is certain for those who are friends.” “The start of 

something new brings the hope of something great. Anything is 

possible. There is only you. And you will pass this way only once. 

Do it right.” Thanks M,D,A,R,J- ILY. 

J 
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GREGG BOUDEAU 
I can’t believe that our high school “career” is almost over! It seems like yesterday that 

we were all touring around the school thinking that we had to deal with this place for the 

next four years! Most of us will make it, but some of us won’t. Remember the times 

when Mike, Dave and I would chase the “Raider Gang” around the Burlington Mall. 

[They always remained one step ahead of us. The best of luck to Mike and Elaina, you’ve 

Imade it this far. There is no telling what the future has in store for the two of you! Gun 

Iclub in Woburn with Dave. I’ll still outshoot you any day of the week! You know what 

lyou can do with your “Expert” card! Always remember the sumer of 1991, the last 

official summer vacation. The trips to Concord, N.H. in the 4 feet of snow! Don’t forget 

Ithe snow coming in the roof of Kevin’s car! I can’t forget, “143 M.W.A.’N.E.”! I told 

you that I would include it! Playing pool at the “cue” with the usual hand full of players. 

I’ll never forget the Belknap Mall! Especially the winter of 1990 with M.W.! You 

Iknow what I mean “Ralph”. We will have to re-live it sometime soon! Our wild and 

Icrazy youth, you’ve gotta love it! And finally to Mr. “D”, thanks for all of your help over| 

the last four years. I couldn’t have done it without you! 

ROB BOURQUE rW ■■ I ’ ■■ 

By the time you read this Capa will have] 

graduated much to our surprise. -Dan- 

What’s there to say? Remember your 

my brother. I’ll see you on TV. 

-Piandes- “Mrs. Bourque, your son’s a 

*!?!* lunatic! Watch out for the bush ^ 

-Mike- Flamer or song writer? -Branely- SCUBA diving, playing alligator, fighting 

Indians -Do- See you in college -Lon- WORD -Al- Go Big Green! 

-Len- you should have just thrown out the pizza, it would have kept you out of DEEP 

trouble -Kihara- Yarie Yarie from Framingham -Jeremy- Dynamic Duo -Mark- Where’s 

my $3 -Byrne- Chose one -Cam- Let’s hear some stories -Nonn- “The big man did it!” - 

Hugh- bring back a state title -Jesse- “You having a party” -Mer- great friend -Carrie- 

Can’t believe your leaving the ‘hood -Super Bowl 1990, hopefully 1991 too. Great time 

at P's Cape house, beach fights, spit fights, D.C., Thanks Mom and Dad. 

N 



She is destined to be the President of 

tie United States. Some people know her 

s the president of S.A.D.D. and others 

now her as the president of the Spanish 

^lub. But Jennifer Esposito is most often 

een sitting at the school's Steinway play¬ 

ing beautiful music. For the past two 

.[ ears, Jen has accompanied the W.H.S. 

horus and select octet's. She has played 

ijyith these talented singers in concerts 

verywhere from the W.H.S. auditorium 

o concert halls in France. Even though 

en has only been studying the piano for 

even years, it sounds like she has been 

)laying forever. 

Jen is devoted to her school activities 

md is respected by her teachers as well as 

ler peers. This was evident at academic 

wards night in the spring of 1991, where 

!ihe received two awards. 

School-related activities are not Jen's 

nly interests. For the past four years, she 

as volunteered in the Office of the Pa- 

ient Care Representatives at Massachu- 

;etts General Hospital. Jen talks with 

latients and staff members from all dif- 

'erent parts of the hospital and tries to 

nsure the patient's happiness and com- 

'ort. She has learned a lot from this 

experience. Working with people from 

many different cultures has nurtured her 

interest in foreign studies. 

Jen has decided that she would like to 

pursue a career in International Business. 

She already has a head start on this be¬ 

cause she is currently studying both Span¬ 

ish and Italian. She is a member of the 

Spanish and Italian National Honor Soci¬ 

eties, and is an officer of both clubs. In th 

future, she hopes to learn new languages 

to bridge the gap between American and 

European cultures. No matter what her 

future holds, Jennifer Esposito is sure to 

succeed because she is devoted to all that 

she does. 

-Patti Looney 

LISA BOUTWELL 
It all went by so fast-but what memories I have. Javier - You’ll always have a 

place in my heart. SC - We had some great times - Charles who? I’ll miss you. 

JM - Thanks for being there when I needed you most - you’re the greatest! 

Steph - my best friend - Craig ? The New Hampshire boys? Mike? Who to 

chose! You know I’m always right - someday you’ll listen. Thanks Mom and 

Dad -1 love you! 

PATTI BOYLE 
“A child will always remain behind the doors to our 

hearts waiting for something wonderful to happen.” 

Cheering, ME,NY, NH, 3L- 12PL, Chronic Litterbug, 

Perfectionism!, Nic- “Nothing can bring you peace but 

yourself.” Jr.A- Hold On- DK! Buck- “A true friend is 

the best possession.” Did you see me do that? Faker! 

Sarah- “It is rare that one finds a friendship that 

withstands the test of time.” wdwkr, SL! Maura- “It is 

only in the heart that one can see clearly.” Heath- “Why 

should I cry...?” CAB! Chris- “A friend is a smile.” M & 

L! Meri- “Ignorance was bliss.” LB, w/a c! Patti-”Call me 

up, b/c you know I’ll be there.” LIR! AMB- “A friend is a 

hand that holds your hair back!” Brnze, nkd brtndg! 

Heidi- “Let rivers flow...” NYE 90, your hair! To 

everyone. I’ll never forget these memories. 

Mom,Dad,John,Mare,Kath- Thanks for everything, I love 

you. “Well anyways, back to my story...” 

ANNIE BOYAMIAN 



BRIAN BYRNE 

ANNE-MARIE BROPHY 
“goes to show you don’t ever know, watch 

each card you play and play it slow.” 

Meri- let’s drive to VA this weekend- bring 

the wanker and the video camera. Buck- Can I 

sleep over? Let’s play ATARI! Nicole- He’s 

so cute! High school dances w/John Travolta. 

Carrie- wanna go to the library? What are you 

staring at? Maura- Y’all want some soda pop? 

Walks home- Stanley! Chrissy- Jr. Prom- 

Thanx- Soph, year double dates 

Patti- I’m so confused! Orth, office, 

Nkd. Brtndng. Sarah- It’s illegal to 

drive without shoes on! I’m GI Joe! 

Heidi- Comer Pocket. Vnyrd-1 can’t keep my bikini on! 

Heather- Sse Chit- Wanna trade pants? H.S. It’s ER! Lon- 

Food fights- u o me a baystater. Bri- Are you happy now? 

KJM- “Hopes can always go up, tears can only come 

down.” I love you M,D,N,E,K,L,B,B. 

'i-X 

NICOLE BUCKLEY 
“Friends are the stars in your happy memories. In 

your sad memories, they are the shoulders you 

leaned on and the hearts that listened. One of the 

best things about life is friends.” To my truest of 

friends: Thank you for everything. I will always 

cherish the memories that we have made together. 

“Remember, friends just love, as I do you.” Len: 

Thanks for all your help & advice. “A lifetime’s not 

too long to live as friends.” ME, NY, Buck’s Bahuave, LLL-12PL?, 

80’s women are the best!, “Smile a lot. It costs nothing and is 

beyond price.” Babs, Bob:you’re the only one for me!, Burgerfest, 

Mocha Almond Feasts, WSTC summers, chocolate milkshakes, 

dogcuckapoopoo, “Am I done yet?”, horoscopes, “Never deprive 

someone of hope; it may be all they have.” Mom & Dad: Thanks. I 

love you. “Understand that happiness is not based on possessions, 

power or prestige, but on relationships with people you love and 

respect.” 

Winchester Football Rules #27 (the real Punisher) BTW: LF, CD, JD, 

AL, MD, SL, MP, MB, AP, RB, AM, JT, BB, MC, DM, JC, HT, TR, PS, 

CG, JF, AK, JM, CF, JR’s. The Heartbreaker, FC-JO Fells, Stariway to 

Heaven, The Band(B, J, J, M, B), kick’n the Ballistics(A, M, D, B), Ride 

the Snake, Knights of the Round Table, CD-Colorado, whts in the pint? 

LpTms. JD-Exeter, Eggbeater. SL-Gt a RL Bike.PBR.-JrPrm.LF-play bk.. 

Over the Top Soph Sem. AL-Soap Opera!Wrstlng-Wbrn(5 sec) vs 

Wayland 0-1. MB-That girl waved to you! Whiplash!RB-(01d 

Faithful)Humanities, Shh! Sticky-scrubs, LX. HT-I didn’t 

see anything! Late nights, call your mother! JF-OD, Band, 

Base- ment Bashes.MC-Wht Labs? Wasteful 

Walrus.Scavenger hunt MP-B-ball w/Bridges!AP-Mdnght 

Dunking Noodles!JM-Don’t throw it to BleilV- 

ball.BRDGS.Alex-i-Bill-lunch w/Christy-i- NES.Oscilation. 

MD-Deutsh, we'll play?!DNCE.K-Rad times! 4th of July! 

M. D-(-D Thanx ILY Darin, Bush and Posse good luck 

don’t study too hard. “No woman no cry” See Ya! 

iJ 



In my opinion, love and friendship are the eighth wonder 

of the world. Without either, my life could never be 

successful. Both have guided me through the last 

seventeen and a half years of my life, and I know in my 

heart that they will always be by my side. Both are like a 

shadow following me through the steps of life as they 

help me overcome any obstacle that I may encounter. 

Thanks Mom, Dad, the 3J’s, Dolly, my other half, the 

Tiki Island chic, and my drive by buddy! I LOVE YOU 

“Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not 

bom until they arrive, and it is only by meeting that this new 

world is born.” “Friendship makes life worth living. In 

happiness, friends share and increase our joy; in saddness they 

help us bear our sorrows bravely. In today’s troubled 

world...friends are needed as never before. Without them life 

would be dreary indeed.” “I no doubt deserved my enemies, 

but I don’t believe I deserved my friends.” Thanks guys, I 

love you! 

Almond Fe«At*' 

CAPA 
#13 

“The times havebeen 
numerous and the 
memories are far from 
few. For me to pick out 
just one wold not be just 
to the others” -Capa #13; 
Rob I graduated. Thanx 

fot times(Braves)and being w/ me throughout. Merideth-lets go to the chapel-i-get married. Hey 
it’s only just begun w/ us. Lov/ ya. Jules how’s vac. Me, you;KS-i-TS. Nice talks. Never 4-get 
you or the times. Miss ya Lov/ ya. MOE-i-Chuck friends have come and gone but but you have 
never left me 4 a second. Through both good and bad.Thanks. Always toghether. Carrie, how’s 
winslow. Similar problems, thanks 4 helping me. I’ll miss you. I owe you. Dad-i-Paul thanks 4 
everything. W/out you, I could never make it. Pushing me to be the best always. Don’t worry I’ll 
make it. Love you. Kristina, you’ve always help me in times of need. Love 4 you will always be 
found in my heart. I love you always. Daisy, It’s almost over but for u-t-me it’s only beginning. I 
love you. Words can’t say what you have done for me. I owe you, love u 4-ever. Brian you have 
taught me so much about friendship. Always been behind me 100% of the time. Best friend we 
say forever. Miss ya. Hey Jamal, never 4-get you. Baseball Rules “92”. 

JESSICA ANN CAPONE 

MEREDITH A. CACI 
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SCOTT CASSIDY 
3 Man Formation; The Boat Crew; Sunday Football(Capt.Booba); The Basement 

Crew; FISH,BUTCH,DUCE,HELMET,HACKA,FIFE,ELLS,OB’s. Scooter’s House 

DUCE; Snowbank Jumpin’; Riding on the roof;climbing the shutter;Crusing the 

Parabola HELMET:Socialize w/ 

Coke+Bicardi;Jose vs Captain, fight of the 

century HACKA;How’s the rug;Scarfo at 

the realm;You are Gerbert MO:Read me 

some procedure EIFE;Look out for screen 

doors! PEACH'.Dock the boat;how are the 

old people? CAPA:Watch out for small 

rivers TEX;Cookie Time! AL;Free therapy 

KAZ;3 parents;spider plants. “We’re going 

to the roadhouse we’re gonna have a real, good time.’’ 

MONICA CATALDO 

Everyone always wants to write the perfect 

blurb making sure we don't forget anyone 

important or a special event but then when 

we look back we always wished we had 

written something different. So, in order 

for me not to do the same thing I just want 

to say that these last four years have defi¬ 

nitely been an experience which I will never 

forget. 

From all the good and bad times memories 

have evolved, forever. 

See ya! 

JULIE CHAMBERLAIN 

Remember Gully, 

that one buffalo and 

one clap of thunder 

can make the earth 

shake and tremble. 
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JOHN CHEN 
“Life’s a bitch-but you’ve only got one, so live it up’’ 

FINALLY!!! It’s over. College time boys. J - thanks for 

everything man>watch out for the “rents” (one of these 

Sundays); Big T - You never caught me!; ET - stop 

playing games will you?; Rinaldts - Broke the 

record! 136+); “Burning Desire”; JW - Staffroom blues; 

BB - You’ll get the amp man; NB - 

The Buckley Bus, Thanks!; Foxboro ’90,”16"; HH - 

The Big Red Chair; Boner the Trumpeteer; PJ - Lost 

at WPI, No luck w/cars! Brown summer ’91 - 24- 

25; FATE; midnight games; “Right here waiting”; 

July 4,1991/July 4, 1997, the Brearers; Junior Frat - 

“meltdown”; 

“The Palumbo Shot”; VL - Always my little sis. 

To Larry Smith; 

“It’s not over until the fat man sings!!” 

BEFORE 

ALEXIS CHRISTOPHER 
RISKING 

To laugh is to risk appearing the fool. To weep is to risk 

appearing sentimental. To reach out for another is to risk 

involvement. To expose your feelings is to risk exposing 

your true self. To place your ideas, your dreams before a 

crowd is to risk. To love is to risk not beig loved in 

return. To live is to risk dying. To hope is to risk despair. 

But, risks must be taken because the greatest hazard in 

life 

is to risk nothing at all. The person who risks nothing 

does nothing, has nothing, and is nothing. They may 

avoid suffering and sorrow but they cannot learn, feel, 

change, grow, love, live. Chained by their certitudes, 

they 

are a slave. They have forfeited their freedom. Only a 

person who risks is free. 

AFTER 

- Love Unlimited 

MARK J 
CLOHERTY 

C . < It’s not always easy being the youngest 

* - Thanks Sean and Maria for being there. 

Capt.S and his high command of Elias T. 

and Vann C. 1 couldn’t ask for 2 better 

friends. Forever sharing Led Zepplin and the Doors. Movies-BTTF,SW,IJ,NG. 

“You’re future is not yet written.” You’re a slacker McFlyl!” “Word!” Watching 

WC,Bob,RB. A.H. World Tour 1939-45. Wyld Stallion. I’ve got the pizza. B-head!” 

Testing the bounds of reality.” FW’s what a blast. “Way!” Watch a movie? S.S. Also 

in the N-party TN, DH, AO, MM, JH, JO, RM, MB,MK. Luftwaffe. “Some men see 

things as they are and say, why. I dream things that never where and say why not” 

Robert Kennedy. Thanks Mom and Dad for your support and love. I love you. “This 

is the END” 



SARAH COLELLA 
“You’re only here for a short visit so 

be sure to stop and smell the 

flowers.” 

Alexis, Monica, Joanna, Melissa, 

Megan, Heather: “The most useless 

day of all is one in which we have not laughed”: Alva / Full moon at 

McDonalds in N. Conway / The unditchable walking dread / Denby 

Street 

-1 love you guys. Remember - “Life moves pretty fast 

and if you don’t stop and look around - you might miss 

it.” 

It’s too late Alva! 

PHIL COLONNA 
FIEROS FOREVER 

SEATS 2 

Race the Best, Loose like the rest. 

It’s not what you have it’s how you 

use it. Had a great 4 years it went 

by 2 fast. My friends are great 

A# I Technology Department was 

the best. If you put your mind to it 

you can accomplish anything. 

The Legend Lives On. 

SHAUNA COLOZZI 
..I did it! The past 4 years have gone by 

fast - but not fast enough. Lauren - we’ve 

defmatly had some great times, but don’t 

think they’re gonna end when we graduate 

- our friendship is FOREVER! Jarueba - 

Well wat can I say...I defmatly won’t forget 

you.(how could I??) You’ve been great, and 

1 don’t think 1 would have made it with¬ 

out you. To all my other friends - Thank you for making these 

years so fun! & to someone who doesn’t know what “real friends” 

1 hope somebody explains it to you soon! Mom, Dad, and 

A 
BALANCED 
ACT 

are 

Kevin -Thanks for evervthine - I LOVE YOU!! 



It is easy to be a student-athlete. All 

igh school and college participants must be. 

lowever, it is sometimes hard for athletes to 

ind a balance between the practice field and 

omework. And it is a rare thing to find a 

erson that excells both in the classroom and 

n the field. 

Rob Bourque has achieved a balance 

at apparently works. Rob is the embodiment 

f the modern student-athlete. As a senior, 

ob carries a rigorous course load, and is in the 

onors tract in all of his courses. In these 

lasses he is no mediocre student. He has 

onsistently made the honor roll year in and 

ear out. Rob's scholastic efforts earned him 

he Suffolk Book award given to selected 

tudents who are viewed as an asset to the 

chool community. 

Aside from school work, Rob plays 

ootball. He has earned All-league honors for 

wo years in a row. Rob has started at tight-end 

ince his junior year when Rob was a key 

ilayer for the Division II Superbowl champs. 

»|n fact, Rob was so key that his catch in the 

*. 990 Woburn game (we all remember) gave 

le Sachems the green light to enter post sea- 

on play. For his efforts junior year Rob was 

lected as one of Winchester's quad-captains 

or the following year. 

Rob is also an outstanding basketball 

(layer. He has started on the varsity squad 

ince sophomore year as a power forward. In 

addition to playing for the Sachems, he also 

(lays for the G.C. Stars, the 12th ranked Jr. 

)lympic team in the country. 

Rob's outstanding scholastic and ath- 

etic accomplishments have attracted the at- 

ention of many of the nations finest institu- 

ions. Good luck to you Rob! 

-Billy Branley 

TOM CONLIN 
T-Bone chillin. What happened this summer? Cape was good 

untill the end. Loon, sorry about 

Hotel room. RAD, no not the 

cops. Hampton, WOW!! Never 

thought I would graduate in “92”. 

HaHa!! Hockey, ya OK. LAX, 

Rulen. Andy how is your kid? Now 

it is time to wrap up my 4 years at 

this fine institution of education. 

JENNIFER COPAS 
No pictures because I didn’t want any - Gods but a word holds a thousand images. 

All I can say is that I would like to look back on this 20 years from now and know 

that the self of now congratulates the self of the future, and that I wish I know now 

what I will know later (it would save a lot of anxiety). Anyway, here’s to all the guys 

I’ve been infatuated with -1 emphasize here not the leeches - even if they never knew 

I was alive. Also, here’s to all the aspects of my life that don’t exist in reality id est 

Charvi Tomriskalo, enchanted forests, FTL communications and supralight 

spacecruisers. If I ever have a breakdown / reality crisis I’ll know why. Sorry that 

I’m not mentioning any names, but I don’t go in for long lists of initials, and when I 

invent a code I’d like it to be more complex than just the English alphabet. Great 

memories with everyone anyway, if you’re enough of a friend of mine to stop and 

read this, you know who you are. See everyone later (reunions) and everyone have a 

great life. - Yani Brooks 

DANIELLE COTE 
89-92 

Remember the Best 

M.H.S. 89 - NEVA 4-get E.S.H. - E.M.B.S. w/Kel & Jay - 

skippin-n-trippin ’90 - skiing or should I say cliff diving? 

Party’in w/Pellioraja - Charlies - Norse St. - Ba-ha mobile - 

Captains the killer - Albion - cigz say it cigz! lean on me - 

Oldies w/D.D. - Runn’in shoeless - Florida w/ean ’91 - GO! - 

It’s a Boy! - Cruisin Revere - Study w/Deb - Pina Colada’s at 

Jen’s - G.Y. RENDZ. - Breakfast w/Nic - Sun. nite parties w/ 

Bakester, Hobie, & the devestatoe. Thanks, Mom, Dad, Jay, & 

A.B. for getting me thru the yrs. I LOVE U, GRANDPA! 



MIKE CRAMER 
“But now old friends are acting strange. They shake their heads 

and say I’ve changed. For something’s lost but something’s 

gained in living this way.’’ 

JC-Sachem Soccer, State Champs ’89-’91...Whoops!-Rock the 

Cradle of Love-Groovy-OY!-Was that a tree I hit?-To my friends: 

Thanks for all you’ve done for me and for always being there- 

CAM-12 years is a long time-”Aw, 

don’t pick on him’’-ADAM-Tucked 

in at Taco’s - D.C. weeping -ROB-D.C. songs-flamer-LONNY- 

CCD Retreat? What the Hell 7-CHUCK- The size of a man’s 

forehead is directly proportional to the size of a man’s #(§)*!?- 

LEN-D.C. and TP-JESS-Late Night Dartmouth Joumal- 

HEATHER-Law of Gravity -Beach Spark Lifesavers-HODGIE- 

Did you read for History? Me neither-CAPA-Massapequa- 

CHARL-No more hospital trips-NORM-’’It was the townies!!’’- 

DAN-Roar!-TACO-Relax-Parties-M, D, K, & C- Thanks for 

everything - ILY. 

Melissa Delaney 
Eriends are friends fova. Memoriesnever die. Jo- 

crusin in the stang top down would ya park 

somewhere.Jess-Nelli: fire-work,I’m deaf your my D- 

D. Mel-Copsout the window. No more transporting! 

Dan-Party woman neva forget Dowlings house-lush. 

Amy- lets get lost in Boston. Time to scoop! Myog’s- 

red sleed fova Cruise bound 

Tuesday.Cyn-monchichi. Betty boob forever. Scooping 

in Gloucester. I’m horned. Where’s my Snapple? Erin- 

Quincy market party on Henry Street. Hold that pk. 

in. Murph-youre the greatest. One wild and crazy girl! 

Elynn we made it! Thanx for listening to me. Skiing 

91' CD-JP-AK-. Sauna-top down. Deleo boy”s neva 

forget you AK. Good x’s Bren. SR Prom “92’’ 

Gloucester first dibs. Mr./Mrs.P thanx for room in 

Gloucester.Thanx Mom-Dad-B-D-S. I love you 

guys.Clam Clam will never die. 

ELLEN DEMERIS 
A friend is a friend forever no matter what changes happen. 

R.L -I- M.G. R.L. Thanks for everything. You have always been 

there for me. M.G. I will never forget you. You have always been 

there also. J.F. Thanks for all the things you have done for me. E.C. 

Your awesome. M.D, J.P., J.L., C.D., M.D., R.L., M.G., J.,F., E.C., 

C.R., Best times with. Don’t ever forget all the fun we 

have together.C.G., You are COOL! Keep in touch. 

P.D., Be careful have fun next year. 

Thanks Mom, Ken, 

Keira. 

I love you Guys. 

LOVE ALL OF YOU!! 
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ERIKA DODSON 
Thanx for all the good times you guys. Mer, I don’t know where to start. Oct. 

31st BALTIMORE POSTAR LEADS TO MUCH MORE. THE BLUE 

BOMB. I KNOW A SECRET. HM, I KNOW WHO TO CALL. WHAT A 

TUNA. SH P.I. and crowd. SUMMER 90. JS, we will go to Jamacia. AC, 

YOU’LL FIND WILLIAM SOMEDAY. CS PSSK, SHARPS, I know this 

movie, WHAT TIME IS IT? SC, ME, FAST FASHION. SB with EP. LP 

FOR CHEERLEADING ONLY. I’LL MISS ALL OF YOU! MOM, DAD, 

AND KY, I LUV YA. 

r*-‘, 

MICHELE 

CHRISTINE DIPIETRO 

DIEURIA 
PC, KM, AL, + core 

never forget NJ or EL. 

11/90-Police with KP, 

PS,DO,AC-i-BB. AL,SV,-i-AZ- thanks for listening. PC-”Priencls” 

PICKLES! SB-Spuds ’91 -i-DM Camp (Eyes with Pride!) DM-when I love someone -no 1 didn’t 

want the night JG-life is not hopless. Daph- it is forever. Em still ask- to end. BM-my adoptive 

you taught me there’s more to life ing why, but thanks for brother-you’re a true friend, than the 

past. See ya in Atlanta the eleven yrs. of mem- D, M, A -t-J 

Larson thanks ’96. Drink a sprite, ories. I’ll always consider for 

caring, you’re my you the best friend I ever second family. 

Mike- let’s had. “A thousand suns go someplace new, smile! 

will stream on thee, a Guess what-#5,#3,#6 A-i- thousand moons 

will F. Arthur, my first love, quiver, but not by thee my I’m 

your servant always steps shall be forever and and forever, 

forever.” ALT 

Myogs!! Neva forget; Pink Ladies, Clam Clan,Little D Possie, Carlsta, Bubba-Joe, 

Brooksy -i-Lianne, “Bo”, Red Sled, Woody, Mass Ave. 2:00am, Bicks, hook me up 

Marules, Dance Fever in Erins kitch, schmoo. Peach Beer w / a twist o lemon, H.D. and 

the Marlboro man, gettin’ hit by the yellow bird. Lady in Red, BBQ (La failin’ off / Jo- 

Jo setting my house on fire), “Oh my!” mia, Flynstone, “Cowgirl Killers”, being 

depants, phycological, hornballs. Penny ping, Ralphy, Neva forget you Chris, love u 

Suzanne, keep in touch. 

And it’s not what’s on the 

outside, it’s what’s on the 

inside. Love you guys, Stay 

cool. See yall! 



h:J MARK DONNELLAN 

Dan McGrath rules! Butt 

hair rocks, Thanx Led 

Zeppelin and the Doors - 

couldn’t have done it 

without you - THE END 

MELANIE DOTO 
“In order to have a friend-you must be one.” Jessica, Joanna, & Melissa 2 and a half Guinzos + 1 and a half 

niics. Nel, SB, RS, Woody, prixster & the ‘stang. Cruisn’ thru Gloucester-find somewhere to park! Nice 

firework Melis. Jess-J.M. & L.C. are spying. FC-you’re parties SCMW! Who threw the can-MD or EC? 

Study buddies CD,AF,& MC we’ll get you next year! RL & ED neva 4-get P.S. days w/J&P. Flynn thanx 4 

everything. CD-myogs lives. B&L-SB looney house. DM parties w JG in his TW! CR-mon-cooking buddy! 

LP-Pete/memorial wkend! KB memories of Loon-C&G! BP-1 miss ya! JC is awesome! VDP-I miss you, 

thanx 4 x-mas parties, proms, LIR, etc. Dad, Mom, & Jamie I love you. Jen Good Luck you’re the best 
sister in the world! Jess thanx again 4 everything. HN! The Clam Clan lives. 

JEFE DO(ness) 
School’s been cool, but I gotta leave, so...most outstanding times w; SL 

(the Runnin’man, scoot) MP (OSCO man) BB (byme hollywood Byrne) 

CD (bad Influence, Debustibus and dishes) LF (list’nin’ to LZ in the TC) 

KS (thanx for caring. Friend) JS (jules, lets play tennis in CA!) BB (and 

theA-hols) JF (ZIMBA, lift’n tins at O) AL (chillin’ w/the wea...sel) BF 

(say hi to Fran) CO (and muppet forever) AK (carvin’ at Canon) AC 

(aka Brendel fly) MR (gigglin’-Erin 

letters) JG (thanx for the pen) HB (je 

veut etre toi) ML (mega-kelly rocks 

calc) RB (big Head, little brain) MD 

(last, and ABSOLUTely the least) 

TU MI TEECHAIRS-A teacher 

affects eternity, he/she can never tell 

where his/her influence stops-h.a. 

Rock-n-Roll! class o’1992-smells 

like teen spirit-the youth gone Wild- 

on the rails of a crazy train-standing 

on top of the World... 

•J
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CHRISTIAN DOWLING 
“Bad Company”-New Hampshire, 7-11, 

jail birds, friends forever all the guys! Mike + 

“Ant”-loosing the stuff wayland girls, Quadding 

How’s Carrie, Turks and white sandy beaches. 

-Brian-get a girl! good times. Hot tub, basement 

football, skiing in the rockies! -Lon dog- wild 

times, getting lost, sailing, waterskiing, quad- 

ding how’s my head! -Scooter- Cross Country 

sucks! great kid, wild bike rides, don’t play with matches! Pool hopp¬ 

ing in marks pool. Clam Clan lives! Craig how’s the nose! -Cyn- 

-Jeff- Griter jams, swim club washing dishes, playing maniquine. 

Partying hard! -Andy- vino on the tracks. La! skiing, NH, Colorado 

party animal -Pavao- -Joanna, I love you, best friends, Gloucester 

beach, 4th of July, shadow. Sports Lax rules. Football pain in the 

ass Hockey we’re trying! Oops Football Gang Pat, Alex, Jeremy, 

Bill, Dan, Mark! BH, CBH, Bucky lives, California! 

SEAN DUCEY 
No concert time (Xept Peppers), Base Classics, I luvredsincelst 

grd, Escort-5iron, mirror, big puddle, muffler, roofrack (window) 

etc. Irish rule Uprdbstds (& Ital w/end in O), Thnx 2bsmnt (let’s do 

it again)-Helm: Collelas, 3m=50b, birth of Helm “Never again 

guys”; hey never say never, Ur room-Capt. came & went w/ 

Jamesbud=here kitty, slep in bk seat. Butch laugh @ mts; Doors, 

taks (u knew), headinoven, met U21ate, peace. Hack: 3man, “Hack 

broke it”, BK runs, Scarfo-realm, Ubelive in grls? nice rug, OhNo Cooler, Fife: Ufrog, 

wtch th screen, CC go platnum, St. L rules, what prom? Butch: run from stairway. I’ll 

take (bsmnt) anyday, Capt. Jose + Jamesbud, chewintops, hip w/brds (in comer), 

prmnite, BC & Sundance Kid ride on 1 nitestand & out 

of town, tsk, 4-mass. Thnx Peach & Mo: boat, Sunday 

ftball Fich: (Dom), 7, I’m biggest. Thnx 

D-i-M+HM+Peep. Gimps & Mikey-keep watching. “It 

hurts to set you free, but you’ll never follow me.” 

-J. Morrison 

ASHBURT EBANKS 

Peace to all classmates. Queervier 

it’s been a lot of fun, stay in touch. 

Sala cut out ba habits. G.P.O., 

Weaky, Weaky, Wong, Bricklayer 

and finger keep the fiendish 

tradition alive. Peace mio, you 

were an inspriation. I love you 

Host Family. Mom thanks for 

being there, I LOVE U. I love you Ben, Nick, and Jay. Peace to Boo-Boo, Cheesy-rat, 

Platehead, and Chicken. “Life goes by so quickly, that if you don’t stop and take a look 

around you, you might miss something,” Ferris Bueller. Psych w/Andi “The Cham¬ 

pion”. 



MELISSA EHLERT 

I ^ 
I 

“May you look back on the past 

with as much pleasure as you 

look forward to the future.” V 

Thanks goes to those I will never forget: Alva, Micheal - Pierre, Malinda 

Hughes, Denby Street and especially Joanna, Monica, Sarah, Alexis, Meg 

and Heather. Remember it’s not too late! “Life is like a maze of doors...just 

keep on pushing hard.” 

DANNY ELIO 
“Life is short; Play Hard”. “Be¬ 

lieve in Everything, Live the Best”. 

These past 4 years have been fun- 

filled and so enjoyable that they’ve 

flown by like the 4 seasons. Re¬ 

member 10-4-911 had a very good 

time. A.M. forever and good luck 
with Swim Team. I just want to 

thank my parents and everyone else 
for all their support threwout the 

years of my life. 

Friendships come and go, but 

one relationship which for me has re¬ 

mained anchored in the clay of loyalty 

since fifth grade is with Julie Cham¬ 

berlain. Beginning with the note-win¬ 

ning immaturity of elementary school, 

through the awkward insecurities of 

Junior High, and into the stressful pres¬ 

sures of High School, Julie has stayed 

a steady and unfaltering friend. 

An active member of the school 

community, Julie excells in all aspects, 

from the playing fields to the art pallet 

to the classroom. She demonstrates to 

the school what taking full advantage 

of life encorporates. She enjoys what 

she does, and does it all well. Art is 

Julie's main interest, and considering 

the natural talent she possesses it is ^ 

easy to understand. She also plays 

three seasons of sports; Field Hockey 

in the fall and track in the winter and 

spring. She has earned the respect and 

friendship of her teammmates demon¬ 

strated through her election to co-cap- 

tain of the Field Hockey team. 

Julie Chamberlain is unique. I 

have been one of the lucky ones in 

knowing such a caring and irreplace¬ 

able person. She has a respect foi 

herself and her fellow human beine 

that is rare. In a world where moralit) 

and playing by the rules are not valued 

Julie adheres to her conscience anc 

listens to her heart. Just think how the 

world might be if everyone lived as 

humbly, actively and consciously as 

Julie does. With a heart and smile 

sincere to the core, Julie has touchec 

and influenced many of us here a 

Winchester High School. 

-Margaret Behnke 



JIM FALCIONE 
“Life’s a one take movie and I don’t care what it means.’’ 

That’s right, no question without a doubt. abso-Iutely. 

Friar Jim, Mic, Pete2, Peeete, Drew, Vermont trips, 

fishfinder + Fishbone. It must be foreign. Get ndda this. 

Minirecordings. Real Movie. Thanx Mrs. L. Carrying 

Pete home, HAT NITE, 14 hrs @ UNION. Per se, 

verbatum.’’ Pete, pass this idiot.’’ Wiseman on the floor! 

If the Rams lose this one... Happy Easter. Snowstorm 

‘trip’. Run through the mill. Pete mobile; Myopia; walking home; 

Jay’s railing. T.P. keep Roxbury Clean. Alley lights. It was good. 

Subway phone calls. Boston curbs. ( ) pong. Pete2 and Pt of 

Rejection. I do. Call Kevin. Mic thought it was for free. ABT 

parties. Golf course. Mother Goose... she needed the $. I don’t 

even like pepperoni. Peter, Peter, ( ) eater. Zach’s 1/4 (7/17/91). 

I love you Jules. “Binding what you want is like trying to divide 

ice from snow.’’ Thanx Mom + Dad. 

MATT FANTASIA 
“Sachem Hockey-Garden Bound”... 

Whatever Len!! Good Times in 

NH, “Joey Firebug”, and at 

Hockey... HAOJ! Lenny- Nice try 

for 40pts...maybe next year! Good 

Times with Johnny R. aka “John 

Toenail”, “Rodrigo Rauseo” and 

“Ron”. “You’re such a John!!!” 

GT at Rauseo Gym-Summer ’90. 

SACHEM LAX-SHGOTP-LS ’91. SACHEM 

FOOTBALL... ES. SACHEM HOCKEY... 

STSOE! GT w/ KAC... TFTM Thanx M, D, and 

M. LY! MF-SOFSL! 

. 

DAVID FICOCIELLO 

“Everyone wants to be noticed, but no one wants 

to be watched” Thank Mike-Couldn’t have made 

it through it without you SS “If a man commit a 

crime against you, he must be paid back a thousand 

times”-NIN-Hey MO,AP,NB,GB-”Am I Done”- 

Sex, Lies, and Videotape Team Nipple ’91-Cape 

House-Thank Zach, Ben, Mer, and Andy for the 

Good times and knowledge-Heather thank for the ear- 

Det thank for the present-ABSOLUT-thanks for tha Great Time.-Never forget Chester- 

White Inclement Weather-Never Dies, just Multiplies. What, Another Party? Friendship 

is supposed to last forever. There is a fine line between Childhood and Adulthood, and I 

am about to cross it. This is the last time many of us will see each other so say your 

goodbyes now before its to late. Love you Mom, Dad, Lyn, and Mike. 

UNFALTERING 
FRIENDSHIP 



LONNY FIDALGO 
In the days of my 
youth I was told 

what it means to 
be a man, or 

maybe not. 
Kibble. Dowling- 
where are 
we?Water ski #1 

Byrne-Please don’t run me over. Do-Artful 
^ Dodger-all luck lllage crew Bourque-How 

you park!, Ivy Bound? Cramer-Taste Death 

live life. Mo sup Yo Live on Disciple for you are ready! Mark-Backwards donut? no problem 
Bill- People are Strange, word Lundin-Swamping. Char-spot me... OOPS sorry! Maine Posse- 
strip show. Sunshine, Forbes Foster-CaliGames champ-Lax God not Adam-Don’t make me kill 

you. Brofer-nice life olto Rockage, Craiga, Over the Top, Chris watch your head. Do, you 
animal. Brian dies soon. DB too. Fantasia’s Fone call’s Heidi-What did you want me to say? 
MM-crazy, Hue-Bozzzzzari Ubu sit, Chuckdown, Tundy Flex, ME-Who killed Sara Palmer?- 

who cares?YY rules.Jules Rules Not to forget M,D,L,C,-i-yes G too I love you. I’m hungry. 

BROOKE FOLEY 
“What did you do?” The Nomads live. Tina T. with Lee and Charl-(Mdna) you were 

great! Tacobell 2:1 (never forget the trio). AC-Great fun in the Mirada-”Let me out!” 

Mellie-Practice up, it’s so easy! Murp-lab buds forever-”Wipe it off!” Housemarie. In 

Cahoots! “What comes around 

goes around.” Where’d you 

leave your teys? D. Dives with 

Hellmeister-I need tower! BTW 

everyone! Lee, Stop losing your 

pearls! E-night: Hell and Back! 

Leanne, we’ve survived F-m and 

P-ster so far, let’s hang in there 

buddy! Oh yeah, I have to...! 

CAMPBELL FOSTER 
No corny quotes, no cheesy staged pictures, just 

the real (well, sort oO me. HR, AB-thanks for 

the smiles. Andy Panades-strange to see how 

such different guys can be such good friends. 

Nonnan-NH, Let me help you start that engine, 

son. Dogger-I’ll be surprised if you survive 

another one of my thrashings. Toong ’74-7 To 

everyone on the rafting trip, what do SN and 

McDonald’s have in common? Rob-how ‘bout 

that Joe chic, you horse. Mike-Let’s face it, 

there’s simply too much to be said or to be put 

in such a small space. Yors always, Campi “O 

che sciagura d’essere senza coglione”-Voltaire 
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ZACHARY GAUMER 

Well 4 years of hell are over but I had some fun along the way. Thanx to 

MC,DF,MS,MM,BH,DL,AR,JF,H]VI,MB and all the other Guys + Galls. Sweep Boy Shirley 

takes the cake. Sex. lies, and videotapes, Sumu man scamming, and minibashes at our various 

sites, MS,SS,JL. The quarter 7-17-91, Sundays with YPF and SBS p. 118, slow children and 

corn cob pipes. Swimming capt. Lax and Frisbee. MC and APT, Sting -i- Police, Blue Goose 

and Inclement weather. “Safe sex does not mean no sex, it just means use your imagination!” 

To Mogs and Jess, I love ya. Det and the slingshot. HHello to the worrld of independance. 3 

hoods from Chelsea. For all of you out there, I know-El Mundo en un Panvelo. 

NICOLE GIAMBRO 
There’s a miracle called friendship that dwells within the heart... To me all 
of you are miracles. Smeg-”A friend is someone who knows all about you 
and loves you just the same.” You’re the best! Luv, Nicky Genarous Mazz- 
Space Cadet, you’re great! Thanks for everything E.S. Tree! Jess drive bys, 

P.L., J.C., and everyone 
Friendships from the heart 
are forever true. It is 
through these friendships 
that we find happiness. 
Buffett 91 Jan+May 91 
Mom, Dad, Ttmia + Mike 
1 love you! + J.C. + D.Z. 
Thanks. 

MARIANNE GANGI 
A best friend is someone you can always count on, 
ED. Remember Tiki Island with Rhonda and Ellen, 
Rhonda knocking over the trash can. Pumpkins at 
Cam’s house, shhh! Blonde in the truck, “pull over”. 
“Who’s yard are we in, hope no one us home!” 

Rhonda leave my radio alone. Ellen “Can 
I drive. I’m too nervous!” Ellen you can 
make your Leprechaun now! Rhonda stay 
out of P’s bkroom. And to Paul, whom I’ll 
always love, thanks for being there for me 
with “Open Arms”, 03-01-89 I love you. 
Thanks Mom -i- Dad -i-Family Hove you all, 
I made it!!! 



JENNINE GIAQUINTO 
J. Rules! Color Guard 91/92 Florida 92! 

B.T.W. Everyone! you know who you are! 

MD-Good luck w/whoever you’re dating this 

week. CK-DWIGHT! EC Ruled Breakfast 

Break! DO-How’s you’re Bus! BT in ISS. DH- 

blonde, VH 1/18/91-1/20/91 Rm 244, orange 

slice! B.T.W. J-i-A in the escort! 2nd floor BR 

Peach Lingerie, Call 555 I’m not a VH! KP- 

Surnmer 91, J Mobile, going to MGM. Driving 

around E! Good Luck w/Frank! Hi to everyone 

at work! M-i-S-Good luck w/The baby! John- 

Purple Passion! Thanx 4 being there! Keep 

making music luv the Jellybean. Jenny-The 

cuz, SA Sister! can I drive the Beretta? Hey 

maybe he’s Gay! Thanx Mom, Dad, Nana, 

Marissa, Joey, Annie, Christine,-!- Jimmy ILY! 

■■ ■ 
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JEN GILPATRIC 
“It is good to have an end to jomey toward; but it is the journey that 
matters in the end.” Soccer-’89-’91-4 ‘Freshies-JM,SN,JS,-i-JG- team of 
Pride, Desire, Friendship, success-always straight from the HEART- 
good luck! “The difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that 
little extra.” Chari-many 
great memories as best 
friends. Jules-I’m lost w/out 
you-’our’ VW. Jess-a truly 

special person and friend-college visiting-”us, duds?” Mel- 
Delilah, you’re crazy, but I love you anyway. Krissy- 
”C’mon Bud!”-You need a nick-naame: Mitchell, Trudie- 
I’ll never forget the great times. Sara-game partners-#4 
and #14-you’re a champion! Mike C.-Friends since 
forever. Friends forever- to my friends, family, coach, 
teachers-thank you. mom,dad,Chris,Stephen-I ove you. “I 
want to go back and do it all over, but I can’t go back 1 
know.” ‘Don’t you know that I believe in you. I’ll be 
there when your dream comes true-and whenever you go 
always know my love is by your side...’ 

IT 

CRAIG GILREATH 
Well, it took me twelve long years to finally make it, but I DID IT, Thank God! Party 

year “92”. Best class ever. Best of Times with BKAMEGDRCFMWJTRBLFOMBB 

MOPSCRKOJFCCLCCHMPCLJTAPBBDSJC 

MCCKPVACAFCDPDTRJTPRCWBGJWMQ “Hey, Alex How’s DD? Nice throw 

Jeremy! “Hey,” DAN that’s gross! Rob, I think Dan’s a fag! Hey, Guy’s the stain still 

talk’s to me! CHUCK, 1 LOVE YOU! Well Guy’s, I take the blame I will see you 

when 1 am out of Jail! Bill thanx for party’s At Parkview Party Palace. Welcome to 

GILREATH HOTEL I hope you enjoy your stay! Hawaii/90 the sack thanks Mark! 

MATIGNON stinks Long Live WHS, Hey Mike, Party lOAM my house summer “91” 

Hey EJ, How’s about a shower! What the Frick! Alex let’s go spy! Todd watch out for 

the traps! CAPE COD “90”. I LOVE YOU CR forever! MOM + DAD Well I finally 

did it thanks for the patience. 1 love you, Brian Good Luck in PSC 1 know you will 

make it Luv ya. “Peter, I will never forget you as long as I live you inspired me in 

many ways 1 miss you ALOT” THANKS Family and Friends I appreciate it. 
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MICHAEL GRANDE 

“Nothing great was ever achieved without 

enthusiasm.’’Krumme: No, lost it, too slow!: 

I megged Jarrod ’91: Italian 87-92, bye 

Mrs. Innesl: Channel 7 ’89: AN- Good luck 

on shutouts!: CB: Polish Cereal Factory: 

MM-t-BR: JIM-track-man!: missed you 

LK-hLH: MR.L-Grande, 

screw!: Cam: All-League ’91: Lanzo 

-Italian -i- soccer: Murph -i- 1000 ’90, cut 

me off: Lis -i-Liz: long lunch ’90-’91 -f- 

beach: “Cramer: Iowa rules! “No one 

knows what it is that he can do till he tries.” 

KEYRA GREEN 
“WHEN YOUR DREAMS MAKE YOU UNHAPPY, 
THEY AREN’T WORTH DREAMING ANYMORE’’- 
LAURENCE CRAIG-GREEN. I AM TOUCHED BY THE 

MANY PEOPLE WHO HELPED ME GET BACK ON MY 
FEET. THANK YOU PAUL AUSTIN, JOHN TOBEY, 
MR.MCGEE. I LOVE YOU MOM AND CHANDRA. 
YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE IN MY DARKEST DAYS. I 
WANT TO THANK KELLY AND ALISSA FOR 

BELIEVING IN ME. TO EVERY-IN MAINE- 
COURTNEY, CHRIS, SHAWN, MARCIA, WAYNE, AN¬ 

THONY, BECKY, EGORE, BOBBY, MIKE-AND EVERYONE ELSE. I LOVE YOU. IN 
MASS. RICHY B., AARON W., SANDY, JANICE, THE SESTITOES. THANK YOU FOR 
BEING HERE FOR ME. FROM LIVING IN WINCHESTER FOR THIS SHORT PERIOD 
OF TIME I REALIZED THAT I MUST HAVE A LOT OF POWER OVER CERTAIN 
PEOPLE. YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE THREATENED OR INTIMIDATED BY MY 

APPEARENCE. I WANT NOTHING FROM YOU BUT RESPECT AND ACCEPTANCE. 

DEBORAH HAMBLETT 
Becks-the best friend anyone could ever have- 

I thanks for always being there-we’re in it ‘till 

» the end-U and me MN bound 93-1 miss U AL- 

Duff in the buff-Mauri U R the greatest-can I 

borrow your... The Posse-rockin’ parties: RM 

AOMMJGMBMKNLDMTBMCTN (PMH) APMKJOTLAL-core p. best times of my 

life with M, N, R-ski trip ’91-011.244-2 AM VH-nice frgn pj’s- JRU going to sleep with 

that slice all night? Lambada site-peach L. 2nd floor BR-Mark: Thanks for those really 

degrading compliments at lunch-Nick: Just mosh it up-BCK: What else can I say after 

all these years?-Matt: Um...baseball uni...hockey... 

um...dirt. Thanks for the great times chillin’. This 

is nuts. “I see me with you, and all the things we do, 

keep turning round and round in my mind. Forget the 

weather we should always be together.Any other 

thought is unkind.’’Thanks guys M,D,andC. 1 love you all ^ 



KEVIN HARRINGTON 

HACK A, N.D. Fighting Iris #1, The Outlaws 3man formation, 

basement=Vin, Butch, Duce, Helmet, Phieffe, Ish. 

Thursday=Scooters, Roadhouse Blues, Stones, Monkey Man, 

Goodfellas, Rhelm=Scarfo, Offroading Mo+Scooter, Cemetery, 

The Boat, Sunday Football, Jay, Tex, Peach, Maney, The Rocket, 

Bill+Bobs Running Scared, Suede Jacket, Ford Tiempo, OFF to 

Fraggle Rock U, J.V. Baseball with THE MICK, Bung Do The 

PeeWee, SNZK. 

BEN HASKELL 

“Actions speak louder than words and I’m a man of 

great experience.” Team Nipple. Sex, lies and 

videotape ’91.1 am not a pillow. ZG-Bert, Johnny, 

Francis and Wilhelm. Good old page 118. SS-I will 

win all my bets. MS-How is your hip? MC-Thanks 

for the waffles and the chance to meet your cat. 

Rembrandt is a dork. “Dave that freshman is 

staring at you.” RH-Thank you for all that you 

have ever given me. To everyone who has entered 

my life, I thank you and to all of my friends I love 

you. A new life awaits me just down the road. I 

love you Mom, Dad and Abby. “Sometimes the 

time to leave comes all too quickly and the past 

becomes a blurr.” 

CHUCK HELD 
It’s finally over... 4 yrs. of HELL behind us-where’s the 

party? Fluff-you got 2 more yrs! Willy-’otis’ s-s-s-s-s try 

and say it! Lets go to Iowa! Zimba at Steve Miller how 

many were there? Look out for the curb! Todd-who the, 

when the, f... did 1 say anything about you!? Cape was great. 

I can’t see so good.Where is he!? A1 ROOOOOOO-just 

remember who your right hand man was at Zimba’s during 

V 

the summer! Craig-what the frick! 

I love you! Yo goin down! Savicks-its 6th per. you got any? 

I’ll get the cups,’sticky’. Jeremy-’T-bone’ Ya gotta get off the 

drugs, son. Watch where you spit! 8th grade.Chuck K.- 

“Steve” Bite me! Staring. Cassanos-Grendel- you look tired! 

AdamP.’Duck’ my Batse-Nakia Cramer-6th per. Whos in the 

Hospital this time! Chari-Gotta ask you something let’s talk 

about ...things! Hugh-the bone dog “Boner” 20 pds? Fellow 

wrestles are you hungry? SEE YA! 

Five, ten, even twenty years fromfl 
now when we, the class of 1992,"^ 
look back upon our high school years f 
and the name Bill Branley comes up,’! 
the word hilarious will instantly pop j 
out. Throughout his four years at i 
W.H.S. not a day has passed that Bill I 
has failed to liven up the day of his 
fellow classmates. ! 

I 

Don't get the wrong impression i 
here though. In addition to being a j 

budding comic. Bill may well be the ‘ 
apparent heir to Jacques Cousteau. : 
For every year. Bill has been an : 
active volunteer at the New England ' 
Aquarium. Ifyou ever get the chance ' 
to stop in on a Sunday, just ask for ‘ 
Bill and you will get a behind the ! 
scenes look at the aquarium. As 
many of you know. Bill is not shy 
about sharing his knowledge of ma¬ 
rine biology. 

Bill takes pride in his performance 
on the atletic field, and has proven to 
be a valuable leader, serving as cap¬ 
tain of both the football and the wres¬ 
tling teams. On the gridiron as a 
junior center. Bill anchored the of¬ 
fensive line of the Superbowl Cham¬ 
pion Sachems. As a senior. Bill is 
one of the league top few lineman. 
On the mats, Bill has a real flair for 
the dramatic. 

As a heavyweight. Bill is always 
the last man to take to the mat. At the 
end of both his sophomore and jun¬ 
ior seasons. Bill's pin in the Woburn 
match clinched the Middlesex 
League title for the Sachems. 

Marine Biologist? Pro-Wrestler? 
Pro-Football player? Comedian? 
Who knows which direction Billy 
will go in, but the possibilities are 
limitless. No matter what he chooses, 
you can be assured of one thing, he 
will give it his all and wi 
LindoLibtably succeed. 

-Rob Bourque 
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AMY HIGBIE 

This is the winter of our disco¬ 

theque” Crime is a job. Sex is a job. 

Growing up is a job. School is a job. 
Going to parties is a job. Religion is 

a job. Being Creative is a job. 

Friends always remember; Look¬ 
ing up is just as scary as looking 
down. 

Peace and long life. 

ALICE HOEMANN 
Stress: the confusion created when 

the mind must override the bodies 

basic desire to choke the living day¬ 

lights out of someone who gives 
impossible homework and therefore 

desperatly deserves it! Just kidding. 
Thanks Ducky, Lizza, Gwynyth, 

Yani, and everyone else. Til miss 

you all. 

COURTENAY HOWARD 
To all of my friends on the 
Track Teams at WHS, I 

think that we have done a 
great job these four years. I 
want to thank the great 
coaches for their hard work. 

I am going to miss the 

freshman and sophomore 

girls.I am glad to be a senior. Good luck to all my senior friends. 

m 



HEATHER HUGHES 
“This is the time to remember because it will not 

last forever.” Ash & Jules (jewls?): thanx for some 

of the best times of my life N.H,:LIVE BAIT, add 

it up, ski bob champs! What’s your sign coppa?- 

WHOOAH O.H.B.let your fingers so the walking 

YOOLIE! (WHAT?) Golden Rules “I’m a good 

Catholic girl”, feeling irish, tinx siney 

RATTLE heather stories, IT! friendly leech, 

snuggles H FROM H skydiving! THENITE 

life is funky MC: wintergreen livesavers, 

stupid a— grin, dream of mee SSmursey 

babies,clucky MS:Hunter the Heather, 44,1 

am woman MD+T:ILY 

LEANNE INTRAVAIA 
“A life-time’s not too long to live as friends.” 

BTW everyone. Taco Bell. 2:1. The final 
huntdown, cght: agn. Nomads live on! Who 

me - 56 Wesley. Rds in Mirada - n’t! Get me 

to tecci’s - NOW! House Mare. Incahoots. 

Pecan Pie, fun at J.S. ’s, ditto, thanks. Brookie 

- thanks for everything, haven’t got caght 

lately? Teys at coats. Jr. Prm - ngt to rmbr. 
Hey, Hey Goodbye! Thanks Mom, Dad, Di, 

Trish “And may we all stay forever young” 

LAURA JOHNSON 
“All I really need to know about how to live and what to do and how to be I learned 
in kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate-school mountain, but 
there in the sandpile at Sunday School. These are the things I learned: Share 

everything. Play fair. Don’t hit people. 
Say you’re sorry when you hurt 
somebody... Warm cookies and cold 
milk are good for you. Live a balanced 
life- learn some and think some and 
draw and paint and sing and dance and 
play and work every day some. Take a 
nap every afternoon. When you go out 
into the world, watch out for traffic, hold 
hands, and stick together.” -Robert 
Fulghum 



“I want by understanding myself, to understand 

others, I want to be all that I am capable of 

becoming...This all sounds very strenuous and 

serious. But now that I have wrestled with it, 

it’s no longer so. I feel happy - deep down. 

All is well” - Katherine Mansfield. 

Thank you to everyone, if I forget anyone I’m sorry, it’s very late as I am writing this, 

but here goes...thanks MM, AO, RM, DM, JO, for just being you. MOS + RAJM for 

being in my mind. CSN + REM for getting me through anything. HS is over, is life just 

beginning? Well, see you all te next time round. 

peeete jones 

Time flies like an arrow. Lookin’ back - 1992? that’ RIGHT; Petemobile & Boston driving: 

“JIM THE -ING CURB!” “Keep Roxbury Clean”; subway phone calls? “Happy Easter!” 

Myopia *4+16; “pass this guy” Hatnites w/ Friar Drew etc “...to make other people interesting” 

(3tall=4) “The pizza is d- good,” Mic thought it was 4 free. + min recordings; 5 large pizzas? “I 

don’t even like green peppers!” Thanx Mrs. L; walking home and run thru the mill (Hein. 

Uncert. Prin.) Thanx 4 getting me home D&J; B- Pong; New Years 91: “If the Roms lose this 

one...” Pete + Pt of Reflection; dynamic RAM; Yawn: paper all nighter: “Procrastination is good 

because you never have to worry about having nothing to do.” Rockin’ w/ Nel Young & T.P. 

“It was good.” This life is a test; it is only a test. Had this been an actual life, we would have 

receivedfurther instructions as to what to Do and where to Go. Thanx to Mom, Dad, Chris, 

Kristen, & all my great teachers. Fruit flies like a banana. 

MARTINE KAISER 

CHUCK KEEFE 
“Is everybody in? The ceremony is about to 

begin.” Mo, what do you mean? Firewater 

Tanto, Phillycream, Karl J., Moons, Thnx. 

Capa, don’t fall in the quarry. Shouldn’t use 

sign language in Lancaster. Brian, 1 shot at 

the Forest, nerf hoops, wiffle ball. The T w/ 

Len, BCH that’s where all the - go. Peach 

drives the boat. Basement lives! Thnx Fish. 

Butch, VH, PS, stoned immaculate. Duce, 

dare to dream. Where’s Pecker? Fife is a - 

knocker. Terzak is a Rebel. Amy, trip to 

Boston. Deth, wife, you are so cool. Cramer, 

my boy, directly proportional. Week w/T- 

Bone in Vermont. David, still staring, front 

door open. “It’s better to burn out than fade 

away.” 

';V’" 
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WILLIAM KENNEALLY 

KIHARA KIARIE 

The boy is back in town and he is here to stay, 

for you Liane. Great to be hangin with the 

fellas, Craig and EJ. Best of times with CC, LC, 

CR, CG, EG, KO. PM & JE Thanx for dissn 

me. Craig & EJ not in my shower. Parkview 

Party Palace. CR, CC, & MC Thanx for being 

there when needed a sister. Knockin on Heavens Door “91” not in “92”. ES is the man. 

My other family Chris, Mike, Eric, Dave, Joe, Carrol and Ralph Thanx, I love ya’s. 

Mom, Dad, Caryn and Lori, oh she’ll go. Love ya’s. Caryn: JT. you’ve got a friend. 

Liane lets get married and have some kids CTK + MPK. Love ya the most. I need a 

prom date oo. FGP, The coolest broads I know. Oh They’ll go! 

Yo! What up! This is Key your trusty senior V.P. Winchester HS and the people who support 
ABC have been great. Peace to all the guys in the house- Archeem, Binh, Ron, Jamall and 
Cordell. To Jav and Chris, it has been a great 4 years toghether, good luck and stay cool and 
don’t FIEND so much you salamanders. My love goes out to my mother, my two brothers, the 
rest of my family, the Miles, and the Petesons. Yo, Mohammed thanks for all the good memo¬ 
ries and relationships. Rob, Dan, and the rest of the team stay cool and thanks for being good 
friends. The Dork and The Snake live on. To all the ladies of the school, keep looking good. 
KEY is straight out of THE BRONX. Class of ’92 is DOPE. KIHARA HIGH SCHOOL lives 
on, and it will always be the same. I’ll always remember all the parties and all the fun we had 
together. I lived high school to the fullest and I enjoyed every minute of it. Winchester, Thanks 
for a great 4 years. Peace and Love, Kihara (Key) 

ANDREW KNOUSE 
Zig & Shabba, Zep, Doors, Dead & J’s=Ez- 

in-Ez-out, II min. till, mid., Byokjb. Pink 

Floyd Escape. Kate Bush chant, 2 faced/w 

key’s. Flojos/Birks. Ride the snake to the 

ancient lake to break on through to the 

other side. GTW; JD, SC, Wis, V, GW, 

DRY- STONE & Elephant. Where’s the 

tap? MMl here I come, - 

sport. Life a beach, Sal & 

Ray, Holy Kaw Katana/ 

2x-7. Surf, Snow, skat to some major grindinge, 12-pack-Boy’s II Men, 

See-ya class & picture. Flip CJ-7, Rip it up A-Basin, YZ/ KX Nights, 

Come, run with me to the epic peacness place on the other side of the 

dark moon, come follow my sweet leaf. There must be some way out of 

here/Spark it! GTW; everyone. 



ANTHONY LACASCIA 
I DID IT! ON A WING AND A PRAY, 

AND A LITTLE HELP FROM B-MAN. 

CHRIS, FUN IN THE SUN AT T.K+ 

NIGHTS AT GOOD HARBOR. J.D. SO- 

CO. OH NO! C.D.+J.L. POOL HOPPIN- 

^ BUSTED! WHAT A BUMMER. N.H. WITH 

C.D.,J.D.,M.P.,B.B.,J.L.+FINALLY C.T. IT’S ABOUT TIME! A.K. SWEET LEAF/ 

P.F. SPUCCIANI? MIKE DON’T WORK TO HARD. WHO’S CAR’S BETTER? 

MINE! ROLLIN IN MY 5.0. HOT TUB MADNESS, THAX’S B.B. SCOTT’S BIG, 

ANT’S BIGGER! SPARKING MY BABE’ C.T. 

WILDTHING. CARRIE, WHO LOVES YA 

BABE’? ME! THANKS MOM + DAD FOR YOUR 

“TIME, LOVE + TENDERNESS.’’ LATER DATES 

BABY! I’M OUTTA HERE. 

MATT KRUMME 

Sean /Mike G. /Mark /Cam /Mike M.- 5 other 

seniors who deserved to play. Grands - 

Thought so. Nick -Tag Team Partners, WHS 

Octets rule! Dave, its finally over. Debs and 

Becks -WOW. Leah -the world is missing out 

without you. As for high school, I have only 

to quote a remarkable history teacher. “So 

what, what does it all mean? I have no idea.” 

ALEX KUSHNIRSKY 



JESSICA LANZO 

“A lifetime is not to long to live as friends.” Mel, Melis, Joanna 2 1/2 Guinea’s 1 1/2 

Mic’s w/AT’s. Woody, Nelli-rixter, SB & s’tang. Gloucester Center look kids big 

ben. Melis firework n’ Nelli blow my ear off. Mel prm purple pocketbook shuv it in, 

thanks. 1 made the right choice. Myog’s red sled lives. Cyn someday a big rumble. 

Flynn, Micky, Beatrice I’ll never 4 get Amy Freshman B-Ball bleachers, I still luv ya! 

Boon Parties w/JG (GS). MM your a great cous. w/a clammy at. Boof your Psycho¬ 

logical. Girls soccer “91” Thanks. EJ Love ya, DF miss you. Mel your the greatest. 
Thanks Mom, Dad, Jamie & Billy you too Nan. 1 LOVE YOU ALL! Sam the Clam 
Clan Lives! 

DREW LASLEY 
A dozen behind any many more to go. Thanks to all 
who have made a difference in my life. You all 
know who you are as do my friends. Many of us 

shall part yet some will continue on. Here’s to us!: 
“That’s Right”, UNION, “Let’s Go Windsurfing”, 
New Years 91, Boys night out. Meet my little 
brother. The Lake, The Desk, Vermont-Jim, Peter, 

Zach, etc. Hat Night, “You’re Painters were awfully loud,” “Chuck says”, 1/4 Chez Zach, 
birdfeeder, 2(3TALL=4) “...my tree”, VW, Landerviser/Dove H, “I’ll go in later,” “1 don’t 

care,” “Backrub-burnit now,” fishfinder, “It’s no big deal, “The Frog,” GL/LYS Hanscom, 
TB, “Let’s go swimming,” Snowmobiling SC, DH, ZG, PM, JF, “1 guess 1 wasn’t thinking”, 

“Keep Roxbury clean,” Sorry Alexis, “The Pizza was damn good. Hi my name is Drew 
and...,” “X-ray vision,” “Get rid of that,” “Sometimes you’ve just,” “Brewster-1 could 
be...You," “What wold happen if 1 took his gun and...,” 64in3(),” Captain,” NM-WR! 
(Through), “1 ave a blk of ice for you,” Memory JF,PM,ZG,1R,NM,PJ,RH,DH,MS. 
MOM,DAD,W'lNSTON-l love you all 

Class of “92”. What a year. Good times at te boat. Thanks to Butch for the long 

bombs, Haka for giving me his food. Chuck for asking me how was work with the old 

people. Mo for playing hoops. Shack #1, Duce for his crazy look. Great times crusing 

in the Marie. Thanks alot. Shooting hoops with Har. Mark, playing Celts vs Laks. 

“You boys been board, snap into a slim Jim.” Me for his stories at RR. Great times at 

the home. Never forget the times at Lynch. Playing floor hockey with. 

JC,ER,BK,MO,BBG,HT those times the best. Well 1 am sorry if I left you out but 

thats tuff. Wait a second good times with Micka at JV BB my theory is never beat 

around the bush and say what ever is on your mind. Thanks to my Mom and Dad. 

CHRIS LANDRY 
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JEANNE LATORELLA 

Always remember never 4-get the AWESOME times. Gatherings at 
the house. Just Kiddin’, Jr+Sr prom ’91, AC, Hockey N, Attitash 
bashes blomi, shreddn, Robin, Watch out 4 boats, Maine, 89-91, 
Skippin U no what, Iggy, summers of ’90-i-’91, In your eyes, 
Stoneham gang, we’re eatin’ eggs. Can-cun, Tequila, Woburn 
Horrors, Z’buca nite. Revere Beach, Medford boys’ NT, UR parties, 
MVP, SS, Amy, wanna go, RB, Get a room, Boone, parties UR a 

good psycho driver 2, Cote, SB Road, Balloons, Elorida ’91, There’s 
no paRty here, Nick, Remember the awesome times, Luv ya, 
Mom-i-Rico, Love ya 4-Eva Thanks 4 Everything. 

EDWARD LEAHY 

I can’t think of a blurb 
good enough to put in 

this beautiful yearbook. 

RHONDA LEE 
nevr 4-get gd tms. EC-i-GM.C U pty, 

whthrtens? ntme. ED dbl trb+ the cops. MG 

tiki, cam -i- th page gdtms. cruz sld, bult, wdy. 

Mel Bs till 5. J+P DZ. mud. rlmse? hov, El 

ECS. La Brks -i- Flv. 4 thr th shp. plovr. Erin 

bl + wt lites. Eg mob. tes wt th egg. migs Bch 

tr. ec Fri. ddnlvs. E BEE. V.O. Bst. Far Stp! 

J Idr B on 4 c + P Ford F. Wa, BGF. SD, S -f- 

2M. Fest u drv. Inite. John nevr 4-get smem 

mFI. Rush, th trs -i- sms -i- Frsh we md it. nevr 

4-get Li. I love u mom, dad, L + K. Thanx. 
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MEREDITH LEPORE 
ER- BOBO- OOPS! -MY ATTACKS, OW! “THE DOGS” 

STILL KILL. HALLOWEEN ’77 - 
TAUGHT ME WELL! LUV YA, ER! 
JULES- I’LL MISS THE BEAKER 
AND METAL CHATS- “NO YOU 
HAVEN’T GAINED WEIGHT.” 

METIS- LET’S GO SEE JUANITA- 
DAM YOU! YOU’RE MY FAVOR¬ 

ITE PESSIMIST, D—! KRISTINA- W.A.N.K. FEB. VAC. 91- 
PORCELAIN BOWLS- JOE,BOB,JON. OH YEAH! ALYSSA- 
BEEH MAHN? NOW WE’RE HAVING FUN! SOO BAD! DEEPS- 
DID I TALK YOUR EAR OFF? [BRAWNY] [VAN] ROB- 
THANKS FOR LISTENING. HEY BRI! HUGH- HOW ‘BOUT 
DINNER? DO- THANKS FOR THE HELP. CHUCK- HUSBAND. 
O MY GOD! JAY, JAME- MINI-GOLF? JEFF- ACTIVE SUMMER 
91- SWJ.PLAN? NOPE. EXACTLY. LUV YA! THANKS FOR 
PUTTING UP WITH ME, MUM + DAD YOU, TOO, RY! ILY! 

GUY LEV 
I built a little empire out of some crazy garbage called the 

blood of the exploited working class. Now they overcome 

their shyness, now their calling me you’re highness & the 

world screams “Kiss me! Son of God”. I destroyed the bonds 
of friendship & respect between the only people left who 

would even look me in the eye. Now I laugh & make a fortune 

off the same ones that I torture & the world screams “Kiss me! 
Son of God”. 



NEW 

PATTI LOONEY 

What we have once enjoyed we can never lose... All that we love deeply becomes a 

part of us. Friends are friends forever- JE kitchen chats see ya at Harvard. JS cookies 

breakdown your true colors shine. Juice my oldest buddy I’m crazy for you. Red Sox 

R. JM my ski buddy 1-4-3 everybody plays the fool. BE thanx for rides and chats. LI 

lunches and x-mas parties. PB summer 89 into the night BD 90 MH Lady in Red. 

Volcano Beach 91. Linds for ever young. BC Babe. J M K I love you M + D. Thanx 

guys-1 love you all class of 92 keep smiling xoxo! See ya at Tecci’s. DL Life is life. 

DAISY LEWIS 
“If your dreams have wings the 

sky’s the limit.’’ Dauren; Upon a 

pedestal above me I place our 

memories, upon my present step is 

placed the perfect senior year, 

beneath my feet I see our parallel 

paths of future friendship. 

Kindergarten ’79!... Mel: You’ll always have a bed, a glass of water & 

an aspirin waiting. Jason: If in the room a friend like you awaits, never 

shall I fear opening a new door. PL: Life is life... you know the rest. 

Soccer ’91: All I’ve gained from you out-measures any painful loss. In ’92 remember: “Think 

you can or think you can’t, either way you will be right.’’ Tom: I will always see you in my 

stars at night. What else can I say except thankyou, you already know I love you. Jeff: you’re 

the brother I never had. Em: “Duke” it out w/me anytime. I’ll still be your sister, truly. Ali: 

Sweet blissful dreams. Mom & kill: Thanks for everything. ILY To everyone else: “All that is 

worth cherishing in this world begins in the heart, not in the head.” LY ALL, Thanks. 

JASON ANTHONY LOMBARD 
“J” n’t Jay *Do Art* Mat Sues * EDVSR Human tees what? I LV LyNrahV. Not 

Lose My REM “S’cuse me. How do I get homefrom here? 

WLK MUCH J? Lax G. PCIT -90 Ult. Frisbee LCo-EdN 

Nice Lckr Daze! Knga in miatc. SwBySh! Whats Up Doc? 

I’ll miss you guys. Fine, Be that way! Mom, Dad, Walt, 

Ben,Mimi- thanks so much for all you have given to me. 



TASHA LYNCH 

SCOTT LUNDIN 
Great times with CD, AL, JD, BB, MB, MP, LF. 

Hey lets go swimming B won’t mind. Never take a 

2 mile walk in the Fells again. Fun times at VH, 

y j Beach, Fells + swimming. CD Monday night Lax 

sucks, one day we’ll have to get real. Haris, Ducks, 

Chipmunks! AL how’s your friend Spuccianni? 

Don’t worry. I’ll always dominate at CMK, Cows? 

JD x-c wasn’t a joke, wake up Lax practice, what 

was wrong? VH ruled, SOKO #1, MB, YNFOS, 

lets PG, can I have a ride? NDIYC Right, How’s 

your buddy Ed? BB the mechanic No where else to 

go, bash at your house? Enka Fair MP you might 

sell your car! LF I’ll teach you how to play D after 

I show you how to play 21. CS Lets go running 

some time. CT Good luck! Thanks Bud, Bro, Gent, 

Elaine + David. 

ALISON LYNCH 
MD, Bees, AO, DM + the rest, 

4 years of 6:30+ FB games are 

over. MD- you’re not crazy, 

honest, NL-Keep on moshing. 

Arthur and Star Trek. Bil- life 

is good. MCS- it can only get 

better. AD + LB- keep in touch. 

LM- gone but not forgotten. 

Thanks to Mom + Dad for 

^ your support and my brother 

for the insults. Bees- thanks 

for being there. To everyone- 

“Live long and prosper.” 

If nothing touches you how can you 

understand? You can’t. Remember that. 

Life is a constant thing, it won’t even 

notice when your non-existent, when 

your precious time is up. Life gets no 

sweeter that this. At least not for you 

anyways. You can only trust yourself 

and no-one else. F.T.W. + You. Squat or 

Rot. 

DUSK 
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92' rules! Aws x (2) Yawny’s cottge. Nvr frgt mad dog!! ru 

stupid? Mahdonah, shay shumpin’ LTU Burnin’ telephones in 

the fireplace ‘SETOC’ Night Mishes up in cem; wntr 89' DM 

BB & GO wll AB there Lee lacoker in BUS MNGMT ask 

Brdw HTSCGLY It’s been L w/out H... dream a little 

dream... Lahd Beggah, Beggah Lahd EK is too- ‘Be in by 

leven’? re you C’s sister Joann? Pills and B, Beto knows 

Nntndo MB #1 Baby/Daizy wL4eva ERO Z prsnl PBM 1:30 

am Bickfords WR Jr. Stack route on wy 2 Mickie Dee’s 1 

haym BatMane Ginny: NGR chicken 3m hlyng stns Marrc get 

in hre NVY Seals R WTG 45 ms HTL WHS but 161L so FO! 

Crds ovr Dave’s isn’t a J -h an Ace BJ? No! Pish m off.Lve 

CVNHbN w/ g’s shootin frogs 91' NMM period MAHGRIT!!! v,.;. 

Yah satisfied chief?! 2 Juve rpts please Alrm n’ 357Q is wk Ct 

B341 I’ll miss you WBR FTTE I mean it! TMX w Grrt Tnx M & 

D 10-4. 

MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER MAHER 

GARY MACDONALD 

“THERE ARE THREE TYPES OE ERIENDS: THOSE LIKE FOOD WITHOUT WHICH 

YOU CAN’T LIVE; THOSE LIKE MEDICINE WHICH YOU NEED OCCASIONALLY; 

AND THOSE LIKE AN ILLNESS WHICH YOU NEVER WANT’ - S.G. LOOPY IS MY 

BUDDY, A. BATES IS MY KID SISTER, SEX, LIES, AND VIDEOTAPE 91', TWO 

AMIGOS AND I WANT TO BE, F.L.A., CAPE COD 91', EL MJNDO ES 

UN PANUELO CON MIDRA, BLUE GOOSE AND WHITE INCLEMENT 

WEATHER, TRUE FRIENDS AND TRUE FRIENDS THAT USED TO BE, 

“ONE MUST LEARN TO LOVE, AND GO THROUGH A GOOD DEAL 

OF SUFFERING TO GET TO IT AND THE JOURNEY IS ALWAYS 

TOWARDS THE OTHER SOUL” - D.H.L IT IS ALWAYS BETTER 

TO BE A HAS BEEN THAN ONE WHO NEVER WAS. HIGH SCHOOL 

ALMOST GOT BETTER, NOW IT IS TIME TO CHANGE. THANKS TO 

ALL MY FRIENDS AND MY ACQUAINTANCES. YOU HAVE HELPED 

ME IN A WAY THAT CAN NOT BE MEASURED NOR EXPRESSED. IF 

IT WAS NEVER SAID BEFORE, I LOVE YOU. MOM, DAD, CAITLIN, 

AND TOM. 
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DANIELLE MALLOY 
“To desire the same things and reject the same 

things constitutes true friendship.” Amy: Great x’s 

Bridgewater, us lost never. Which way to Tecce’s? 

Hows the prek? 1 want... your so gay! Chem home¬ 

work. LaLa 1 got your hair. Run Chester! bidding at 

Dowling. Run it’s tighty whity Jhova Glouster the 

4th & 5th of July Basketball Trotts my berp. 

How many shells? The carrads Guns & 

Bullets. Miss ya Jen. Alexis Beach thanx for 

the present in my car. You crazy... Who need 

money? not you. Heather Say hi to Jon Doe. 

Ground hog. Is it empty? Pretzel man. Jean 

Hiii Hooow are yooou Wow nelly Aesome. 



SCOTT MANAHAN & EVAN MATZA 
Well campers. Don’t drink, don’t smoke, don’t do drugs (ha,ha,ha). I think that these 

past four years with this great group 

of kids can best be summed up by the 

words of the extreme skier Glen 

Flake, when he said, “We’re not out 

there to hurt anyone, we’re just out 

there to have fun!” If you’re ever 

looking for us, you can find us by 

looking to the nearest double-black 

diamond, or at the closest beach 

volleyball game. 

mm 

MELISSA MANDRACCHIA 
‘We are all travelers in the wilderness of this world, and the best that we find in our travels is an honest 

friend.” Sara- Windsor + Nanie- soph, yr- JD’s party- 
J+M- Lyss- lush 1 + 2- legless, paper, rugcleaning- “It’s 
weird but I like it”. Daur- Eug + Fred, summer 91, 
handshake- Julie- Jr. Prom- Soph yr- Penn, Maria’s car, 
2 cans- Jen- weekend nites- Deliles- mad psych, partner 
Mer- DAM, Feb. vac. @ Jules- Kristina- Feb. vac. @ 
Jules, taco dinner, fireplace objects- Chari- AP partner, 
Eng. lists Heidi- your house many x’s, “Mary” (all down 
and one to go), Lanz- your car, Glen Rd. SB- you’re my 

fav cousin as always. Murph- craziness, fun x’s @ soccer -i- 
weekends. Ograds- walk -i- puke, fr semi- Jacq- SwSt. memo¬ 
ries LY, thanxs! Thank you guys for the memories, I love you! 
Soccer- “The reward of a thing well done is to have done it.” 
Never forget you! CW- Great times and many more to come, 
thanks! Mom -i- Dad: I love you, thanks for all the support 
through good -i- bad times, your the best. M -f J- Thanks, ILY! 
Thanks Nan! 

JUSTINIAN " JUSTY" 
MARINA 

Life is a fast ride- so strap yourself 

i:*; » to your seat, flip on your afterbum- 
ers, release the brakes, and feel the 

96s and shockwave as you jump off 
the deck and break the sound bar¬ 

rier. The sky is always blue above 

the clouds. Don’t slow down. 

Thanks for the good times at WHS. 

Friendships last for a lifetime. 

.‘-it TVt-" 



TIM MARQUARDT 
The time has come when I must say good bye to everyone and everything. To AM 

I love you and always will and your number one. Thank you MP for all the fun 

nights when I had nothing to do. Never will forget getting stopped for speeding 

and you hanging out the window. POC good luck in your last year and make sure 

you keep in touch. MM I’ll never 

forget all the fun classes and 

especially you. Bye, bye to AM, 

LW, DE, PC, CM, JP, MM, 

MP, CD, MS and JS. Thank you 

to anyone else who helped me 

through school and life. Love 

you Mom + Dad thanks for all 

the help. 

fV/; :r. 

ALEX MARTINELLI 
Dano what can I say M & M still runnin. Hey 

wanna steal a boat. L.B. #17 L.T. 2 yrs. Bill 

Chew & the Stones should have listened, you 

could have saved me an accident. Thanks Buddy. 

Mark fight the power “Myth” Chunk (R.H.M) 

Jeremy (T.D.) Viking STICKY. Kodi. B & R the 

STULS wait no points!!! Rob ring, ring “Big 

Green”. Adam who’s on the cord for tonight 

F.N.F. Norm wanna play, under the gun for 1 H 

45 M. Hey, hey, hey, your NUTS (J.T., P.V.) 

DAN, Oscilitory Christy. Thanks Mom, Dad, 

Catherine, and Andrew. 

* 
ri pi’ • 

MICHELLE MASSIGLIA 
“I could have searched forever and never 

realized, the treasure of a lifetime was the 

love inside your eyes.” AO, DM, MK, JO, 

JM, RM, DH, ET, BR & DS. “When I reach 

for inspiration, in your touch it’s always 

there- giving me faith every step of the way, 

giving me all I ever needed.” Alison and 

Derek, I love you both. Leah, you inspired us 

all. Good luck to the underclassmen- JM, 

AB, TN, TB. Mike- Good luck in high 

school... you’ll make it sooner or later. Mom 

and Dad, I love you! 



AUSTIN MATTHEWS 

As my final action in high school I leave my friends presents. For Danny 

I leave an apology. A set of leather whips for Emily. A big time out for 

Chucky. Chris I leave a new girl friend. For Jarueba a nice fat juicy plate 

of steaming- you know what I mean. To Kevin a brand new pair of 

running shoes. Leslie, too bad I leave you nothing, this ain’t the prom 

baby. I leave Butch cookies and Ducey a new liver. BTW Mike and the 

others know who you are... oh almost forgot, I leave Wezee some 

steroids. 

MARILYN C MAWN 
“Happy times and bygone days are never 

lost... In truth they grow more wonderful 

within the heart that keeps them.” Friends- 

you made all the memories great- Mom + Dad 

I love you! K.L.A.R.S. + J- You’re wonder¬ 

ful. Remember: Stowe, Waterville, summers, 

road trips 91, weddings. Bro’s in laws -i- 

T.K.,J.M., M.K.- you’ve shared all my special 

moments. Thanks: Mr. Chase, Mr. Walsh, 

Ms. Tiffany, Mrs. Moore -f Mark- you made 

my time here even better. Sailing and F. 

Hockey- we had great times. 

REBECCA MAWN 
“... at first just a rustle of canvas and the gentlest 

breath on my face, but a galloping line of white horses 

said that soon we were in for a race...” We’ve done so 

much already, yet everything is possible... Debs- 

we’ll be friends until the ocean is folded up and hung 

to dry. the POSSE MartAliChelleDerekAlMarDave 

3T’s “I count myself in nothing else so happy as in a 

soul remembering my good friends” Matt- the world 

is waiting for you Nick- thanks for brightening up all 

my days Ozzy- mellow man! let your imagination run 

Alec- Oh the places you’ll go! (I’m sending you a 

smile) The Earn-1 love ya MBD & Ry. Everyone- I’ll 

miss you all so much. You’re the best friends anyone 

could have. “1 need to remember this so baby give me 

just one kiss and let me take a long last look before we 

say goodbye...” 



JOANNA MCLUCAS 
“Flatter me, and I may not believe you. ^ 

Criticize me, and I may not like you. Ignore 

me, and I may not forgive you. Encourage 

me, and I will not forget you.” W.A.W. 

Melissa a razor and a muffler/ Alexis- a 

white hat and a back-seat (sorry!)/ Monica- 

a comfortable bed/ Sarah- Denby Street in 

Allston/ Heather- A J. Crew catalog and a 

top 40./ Meg- a clue and a Bruin/ Every¬ 

body- A bathroom and ‘ Merry Christmas to 

all and to all a good night.’ 

DEREK MEEHAN 
“This is the end of the beginning, but the glass is still 

half full.” Michelle, I love you and keep laughing. 

Alison, I’ll always be here for you. J.O., M.M., 

M.K., A.O., S.L. + E.T. You’re all the best. Mom, 

Dad + Bill, thanks for everything, I love you all. 

M.C.S.- thank you. P.O., J.F., P.W. + P.C...(etc.) 

jazz band was the best. All good things must come 

to an end. “I believe that imagination is stronger than 

knowledge- that myth is more potent than history. I believe 

that dreams are more powerful than facts- that hope always 

triumphs over experience- that laughter is the only cure for 

grief- and I believe that love is stronger than death. Leah, I will 

never forget you. Good luck to everyone. We may have to say 

good bye, but we never have to forget. 

JULIE MILLERICK 
“Yet keep within your heart a place apart where little dreams may 
go, may thrive & grow...”- Good luck class ’92! Patti/ 
Jen- “She was in a class by herself. It is not often that 
someone comes along who is a true friend...” “I love you 
because you have done more than any to make me 
happy... by being yourself...” need directions? sockless! 
thankx for all my cakes! Lisa- “Friend, newly found, 
accept my full heart’s thanks.” frenchstress & studyhall 
gossip (forget who?!) J.C., M.B., E.S., M.M.- field 
hock, support in rain! Michelle- volunt. w/Ms. Woburn- 
Al, you missed her! Lau- let’s do a cartwheel! Lunch 
with the rest (K.P., L.R., L.J., S.C., & L.T.)*** To all 
who bothered to say ‘hi’ in the halls and everyone I 
haven’t mentioned (u know who u are!)- thanks!*** I 
love you Mom, Dad and Mike- thank you for all your 
love! P.S. “Don’t ever tell anybody anything. If you do, 
start missing everybody.” J.D. Salinger 



m 

KELLY MITRANO 
Class of 1992 rules!! Thank you to everybody who has helped me get through the last 

three years- Mr. Kozak, Ms. Rosazza, Mrs. Gallery, Mrs. Gustin- yearbook picture- 

Susan, and Joe!! Sachem Savings Bank/ open an account/ Ann- double gym/ 

Bumpbidibumpbump- Hello!!/ Typing/ Required- Katharine Gibbs- Oct. 5, 1992/ 

Keyra- We made it together; To friends that don’t last; to friends who do!! It’s been 

quite an experience at Winchester High- glad its over- Thanks again to everybody; I’ll 

miss ya; glad its over; Good luck to everybody!! 

CHRIS MOISAN 
“Y ep, life moves pretty fast. If you don’t 

stop and look around once in a while, 

you might miss it!” Come and fly with 

me. Camaroes rule. You can’t beat what 

you can’t catch! To Phil, Tim, Ed, Karl, 

and Dan: “See yahs later!” Saturday 

nights were awesome. Shmoe will for¬ 

ever roam the earth, later dudes! 

JAMIE MORRISON 
’ Chuck- You know what I mean. Keith and Philly 

Goocher best friends always. Capa- Hey whats up, next 

time I’ll drive. Don Nolan- JV baseball summer tape 

Lon- Whats up Julie- We have come a long way. Impa-1 

told you the speed limit was 20 for a reason. M Skip & 

Josh-1 thought it was the directional. Mook- your mother 

Peach- We’ve been friends and that’s all I can say K 

Skip-1 really did have fun at the soccer ball. Meredith- 

ril drive if you can’t. Brian- When did you move? Heidi- 

Pal, chum sure you ran out of gas by accident. JT & 

Duck. A special thanks to Mr. Keefe for years of advice. 

Larry- Where’s Curly? Irkel-1 had to say it. Terzakis- 

What’s the spread Chari- speech nuf said Cramer, EJ- 

Rock the cradle of love. Deepa, B. Byrne- Don’t throw it 

to Bly, V-Ball, Hacker- Sorry about ND. Thank you 

Mother and the rest of my family. 
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KARL MUNROE 
4 years of 

fun with 

great classes, 

meeting new 

friends. 

Wrestling for 

4 years 

working hard 

and cutting weight. Driving to school in my little 

white party mobile. Lot parties, crankin the bass and 

blasting the tunes with Shmoe and Phil and Sean. 

Lynn March 2nd 1991/8 months and more to come. Friends forever, having 

fun in the future years. Thank you guys for helping me out when 1 needed it, 

and keep crankin those tunes. 

DAVID MURPHY 
It is now the time to take that next step in 

life. As Churchill said, “This is not the 

end. It is not even the beginning of the end. 

But it is perhaps the end of the beginning.” 

I thank all the people who have been there 

for me through all these years, especially 

my friends Dave and Matt, and my family. 

Mom, Dad, and Andrew. 

HEATHER MURPHY 
[Beyond Ridiculous] trapped in sinking cinder, we 

somehow made it through, by the dizziness, the 

wilderness & friends or so, what we had to do. What 

it should have been it wasn’t & whatever might have 

made sense didn’t. But what it was & what we made it 

won’t be forgotten, better than average & more than the 

mind can hold. Will the laughter never cease? Watch 

out ‘cus it’ll haunt ya, forever a part of this palace. I 

don’t have the words to say thanks & I luv ya 

wouldn’t be enough [Celler dwellers, scrub, tu casa, 

trott trot, SD&R, & Who is John Doe] flash-back 



JESSICA MURPHY 
“Yesterday is but a dream, and tomorrow 

is only a vision; but these days, well 

lived, have made every yesterday a dream 

of happiness, and every tomorrow a 

vision of hope.” Charl-”Whenever 1 

review the good times I’ve had w/you, 

I wouldn't change a single page we've been thru.” Friends like you come around once in a 

lifetime -wild women always. Pat-''Friendships that have stood the test of time are surely best.” 

Kris-You’re a true friend in every meaning of the word. Don’t forget- believe in yourself! 

Jules-Tomorrow will start another day & if, by chance, it leads us different ways, trust that in 

my heart you’ll always stay! -simple pleasures are best. Jen-”It is good to have an end to 

journey towards, but it is the journey that matters in the end.” -us? duck?...No way! Lee-Who 

has directions to Tecci’s? Brooke-#! lab partner -drules. Cramer-What can I say? You’re 

simply the best. Heidi-Mr. Subliminal Sara-Mr. Telephone-man Adam-”Together we’ll stay 

while these moments are still called today.” Super-bad-man, you’re wrong, not everyone likes 

the sml. of their own fts. WHS Soccer team 1991-You guys are the best. To all my friends-1 

love you & thanks for such good memories. Mom, Dad, Jules & JoeyrWords can say so little 

when someone has done so much. I love you guys -i- thanks. 

PAT MURPHY 

I luv JL!! Who’s a pillow biter?! W.H.S. Binger team members 

(GB, AK, PA, JE, PH, BB, MJ, DD). Good times in New Hamp. 

snowboarding etc. I want to do the Pee-Wee. (SNWZK) sniff 
it!! Hot stuff man Jay-Jay! BTW GB, AK, DH, JE, BB, DH, 

PA. My dancing buddy DD. TM is looking good!! 

Snowboarding ’91-’92 

Drink some more TS, MM. 

JANICE NELSON 
It’s been a great four years. Swimming was a 

blast five am to early. TPW/ BF, HM, TJ, LJ, 

DC, AC Thanks Laura for always being there. 

Brooke remember the Rud at my house. Never 

could get my locker open. Never forget Mrs. 

Agranats class. Remember Leanne the notes. 

Good luck in the next three years AH, JP, JS, 

AR. Have fun with swimming it gets easier 

every year I promise, Charleene remember our 

‘I long phone talks ha ha. your the best. Thanks 

mom + dad 1 love you. Thanks to all my 

teachers for your support, especially Mrs. 

Carlson, I never forget WHS. 



LEN NOLAN 
With each new class that enters the 

high school, one will always find a tremen¬ 

dous diversity that exsists among the 

students. Each year the genius', jocks, and 

beauty queens become part of the student 

body. But how often does someone with 

such an eccentric personality like that of 

Lonny Fidalgo come on to the scene? I 

would have to say once every couple million 

years. 

I have been a friend of Lonny's for 

quite some time now. For all the years that I 

have known him, I have tried to figure out his 

unique behavior. For the most part, I have 

been unsuccessful. But what I do know is 

that he is the funniest kid I have ever met. 

He has the uncanny ability of turning a 

boring day or night into a good time. Or, if 

you're in a bad mood, he is always around to 

put in his two cents worth. Somehow, his 

remarks will make you feel worse, but at the 

same time, you find yourself laughing. No 

matter the situation, with Lonny, there is 

always a funny side to the story. 

What makes him so humorous is 

the fact that he is one of the weirdest 

characters around. Some of the actions that 

make up his everyday mannerisms are almost 

indescribable. He could be dancing, yelling, 

singing, or just walking. Whatever he may 

be doing, he does it in a way that only Lonny 

can. I think Mike Cramer put it best when he 

said, "The only way to describe Lonny's 

behavior is that he's just being Lonny." 

Aside from being the "class 

clown", the Lon-man is also an accomplished 

student-athlete too. In school, he achieves 

honor-roll credibility, while taking mostly 

honors courses. He is also involved in such 

groups as the Student Union and the Italian 

club. In sports is where Lonny truly shines. 

He has been a three year member of both the 

varsity football team, and the varsity lacrosse 

team. With these sports, Lonny has shown 

tremendous leadership. This is evident with 

his being elected to captain of the lacrosse 

team for his senior year. How he manages to 

do all these things and still find time to work 

at Yankee Yogurt is beyond me. 

I don't know if I'll ever meet 

anyone as different as Lonny Fidalgo, 

(Gerard doesn't count because he's in the 

same family). But I do know that a success¬ 

ful life lies ahead of him. His wide range of 

talents, along with his, well, ah...different 

personality will take him places. Where he 

will go and what he will do is yet to be 

known. With Lonny, anything can hapen. 

-Adam Piandes 

Thanks WHS, it was fun while it lasted. MATTY- “Sachem 

hockey. Garden bound”, “Are you from Woonsocket”, Joey 

Firebug, “Are there gonna be any girls at this mountain”. Eagle 

Hockey, maybe next year. In the trenches with Guy McDoc, 

“Thanks for the memories. Jack”. JOHN- Rodrigo, Toenail, 

“What’s for dinner, how about some chicken cutlets”, “That’s 

very John”, “Give back that note”. 8th grade to DC, “Get tough, 

Bourque”. ROB- In the bushes. ADAM- 2am pick up, late 

night ride to Nicks. MIKE- Petty and the happy ride home. 

BILL- Shaboom. NORM- Thanks Charlestown socials, “have 

another one, coach”, LUV-E. CHUCK- BC High, BC Low... 

DAN- Maybe you should just rent a movie, cheap thrills. 

JAMIE- Good times with Mikka. JASON- “I know who you 

like”. JESSE- hi. MARK- Slow down, way too crazy. Hi Em. BUCK- 

Tll find one for ya. AB- Your feelings matter. “Hey dad, strap em on”. 

Mom,Dad and kids- thanks for everything, Here’s Len Nolan signing 

off from Sachem land. Over and out. 

SARA NOONAN 
“These are the times to remember ‘cause they will not last forever, these are the days to hold 

on to ‘cause we won’t all though we’ll want to.” Lyss: “We must love these moments while 

they are still called today, take part in the pain of this passion play, stretching our youth as we 

must, until time makes history of us.” Daur: Don’t worry about a thing, because every little 

thing is gonna be all right. Melly: have you become comfortabley Numb? O’Grady: arrange¬ 

ment -I- manuever talks @ the B.C. Heidlers: Shine on you crazy diamond Tina-Marie (or 

Ted): causing trouble is our specialty, not remembering it! Gilly: game partners forever! 

Murph, Jules, Chari, Daisy: All of my love. “If your lost you can look and you will find me; 

if you fall I will catch you, I’ll ever be waiting.” Dreams are thunder, lightning is desire and 

life is the storm. Thanks M -i- D. ILY. 

PHILIP OBBARD 

“Life is too short 
to be little.” 

-Benjamin 

, Disraeli 
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SARAH O'GRADY 
“Memories are like a child walking along a seashore. You never can tell what small 

pebble it will pick up and store among its treasured things.” HR- “Don’t sell yourself 

short. You may never have proof of your importance, but you are more important than 

you think.” Always remember the tears and the laughter. CT- One is silver but the other 

is gold. AB- “Close your mouth and shut your eyes.” Endless days at the beach. SN- 

My personal Dr. Ruth. Watch out for creaky beds. NB- “Hotel Buckley”: 10/12/90 

Sorry! PB- Paaat! Got a weedwacker on ya! DN & MM- Run around the pool naked! 

Who wants to drive? NS,CB,MC,HB,MR,CS-1 love you guys and thanks for the 

memories: ME,NY,B.C.,March-90,skiing,who cares? Mom,Dad,Tom,Taylor,Cork: I 

love you! JC- M.T.W. “These are the days to hold on to because they will not last 

forever.” 

DAPHNE OLIVER 

“Deep inside we’re all somebody an’ it don’t matter who you wanna be” -PC, What 

joke did he tell you?!, CK- Dwight rules!, WR, JG, JC, RS, LE, KP, CM, EM, AM, 

MB, JD, SB, BM -what joke did you tell Patty?, all the guys on Middlesex St., Wob. - 

MS and BM (my big brother -thanx) -ur all unforgettable -Odie, my favorite. NS, Good 

luck! -MD, once again for old time’s sake (wanna split a Sprite and a pickle) -AC, the 

best friend ever, yesterday and today -Joey Gonzo, you’re truly one in a million, “all 

love is real”, it’s now and forever, 1 luv u -Thanx M -f- D! Eriends live forever in the 

hearts of those who remember them. 

CHARLEENE O’CONNOR 
JEN- w/strong bonds we have built, we’ll remain friends forever. Old friends 

are the best of friends. KRISSY- I feel the force of a friendship thats true. I 

don’t want to ever live w/out you. JESS-1 can only dream of a friendship so 

perfect and fun. We will always be attached by the hearts. LEE- Final 

Huntdown Crymuch? I'm touched by the kindness you show. JULIE- I’m 

fortunate knowing a person like you. DAUR- I treasure the topics we 

discussed & thankful. MEL- Your truly someone special LANA- Our long 

lasting friendship means a lot to me. NOMADS- BE + LI + CO. To the few 

boys that I have confided in most DM.AP.MD Thank you. LH- Your the best. 

AB- Never forget gymnastics. HR- I’ll do a favor for you any day. I’m glad 

our bond of friendship grew this summer. Who has a nice body? ALL- No 

matter how distant, we’ll always endeavor, to sense the full meaning of true 

friendship. M,D,H, ILVU!!! 

THE SPICE 
OF LIFE 

During the hu.stle and bustle of 

high school life, it often seems impossible 

to find enough time to do all of the things 

that one wants to do. There seems to be 

no way to fit academics, athletics, student 

goverment, and musical astivities into one 

busy schedule. Campbell Foster, how¬ 

ever, had that rare knack of being able to 

do all of these things, and do them all 

well. Whoever said that variety is the 

spice of life must have had Campbell in 

mind. While taking a rigorous course 

schedule that included all honors and AP 

classes, he managed to maintain a 4.0 

grade point average and be ranked in the 

top ten percent of his class. Campbell was 

the only senior this past year qualified 

enough to take the AP french literature 

course. He excelled in this, and it is no 

doubt why. He has always excelled in 

french. 

When the bell rang to signal the 

end of school, Campbell's day was just 

beginning. This year Campbell was a key 

contribute!- to three successful, tradition- 

rich varsity athletic programs. He 

terrorized the Middlesex League's best 

soccer players with his aggressive and 

hustling style of play. On the wrestling 

mat, Campbell instilled fear into young 

men all over the state. Wrestling at the 

171-pound weight class, he completed his 

third year as a varsity team member. Yet 

it was on the lacrosse field where 

Campbell made his strongest impact. He 

played a large roll in the teams very 

successful campaign in his junior year, 

and as a senior contributed his leadership 

and expertise to the younger members of 

the team. He also started for the Bay 

State Games lacrosse team last summer. 
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Campbell's talents extended 

even beyond here, though. This year he 

was selected to the prestigious Massachu¬ 

setts Senior District Music Festival's 

wind ensemble for his skill in playing the 

clarinet. He also participated in the 

Regional Student Advisory Committee 

for the past two years. Here he was able 

to discuss current important issues with 

high school students from neighboring 

towns. 

If it is true that "high school is 

the conception of the pregnancy of life," 

as one famous student once said, then 

Campbell's childhood looks very promis¬ 

ing. 

-Mike Cramer 

“The joy is in the journey and not at the 
destination.” SPAZ. Shotgun!!! Am I done 
yet? Flex-enka?? Track stretches in ’88 w/ 
MT. Track Nerd! 880 + highjump, soccer? 
Hot guys coming home from Springfield w/ 
Genarous. The girls- Flex, Monica, Joanna, 
Heather, Sa-rah, Melissa. HM’s house w/ Sp. 
Exc. kids. Anz- the Anzster. Attitude prob¬ 
lem?? Thanks for everything mum -i- dad. I 
miss you Maryann. TTFN! 

JOHN OSBORNE 
“The finished man of the world must eat of 

every apple.” mellow times w/ dm, aw, 
mm, mk, cclf, and xmen, 5-4, ao, rm, et, tn, 

me; hey cool, 4yrBand; cc91, i run there¬ 
fore i am, prof, browning, pus collins, dp 

kenney, continue...; ride the snake, at hack- 
beach-umagumma-livva-inna-gadda-da 

vida; love to mom, dad, chris, Steve; free¬ 

dom to youth; fight oppression- do i dare 

disturb the universe? I’d never sell a 
memory, even for what it’s worth- OZ 

KRIS OLIVER 
12 long years of prison are over. Class of 92 Rules! 

These are the times to remember: PARTY! Best of 

times with the Boyz and of course the Ladies. Craig 

It’s just that easy! Bitchin Parties Bill You’re right. 

I’m sure she’ll go! Retiring from Sunday Football? 

Drinkin Buddies SC SD BK CG EG. Soccer still 

rules. Baseball State Champs in 92 B-ball looks like a 

4-peak. Remember Joe “the Flash’’ Gordon yo whats 

up. Thank you all who made these dreams possible. 

Sarah I just called to say 45683968! Shaun try and fill 

you Big Bros shoes. The Legacy will continue. 

Remember dreams do come true whether you like it or 

not. “If you’re not wasted the boy was’’ I love you 

Mom -I- Dad. Thanx for all who made it possible. 

MEGAN O'NEILL 
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CHRIS PARKS 

I can remember when I was afraid 

to start high school. Then I could 
not wait for it to end. Now I want it 

to last forever. Best times with Joe, 

Mike, JS, Austy, and most of all 

Kristen and Phil. Friends are for¬ 

ever. My love to everyone, espe¬ 

cially my family and Kristen. 

ALISON OTIS 
“A friend is one who comes in when the whole world 

has gone out...” -MR -Thanks for everything! “As 

the fairytale comes to an end, do not cry. Instead 

remember the past and dream for the future!” It may 

be goodbye, but its never the end! 

Chelle- ten years! I love you! Derek, John, Martine, 

& Rebecca -4 year band geeks! Thanks- TM, JL, 

TN, MC, MB, DH -Friends are forever! Good luck 

Tim & Betsy! 1-4-3.1 love you Mom, Dad, & Brad! 

Never lose your presence 

of mind, and never get 

hurried” Emerson, Chris 

& Key our 4 years together 

have finally come to an end. To the ABC House Ginn Field victims, stop 

the fiending at the O.P.P. Establishment. Thanx to my host family for your 

support and tolerance. (No more rides to the mall!!!) Last but not least, 

Mami and Robert, I did it all for you. I love you!!! ITl see you when I see 

JAVIER OVALLES 
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To the clan: Nellie(firework) woody-sled- slang-Bullet- 

Prix-Beach July 30th + 4th Boone- How many shells? 

Amy- Class flirt 2 yrs BB what? Cowbell Chest + Mel 

2.5 1.5 Pauline Mel Lets fight + Pistols + Guns DanDan, 

Mags best friend since 8th gr -victims in cellar Glow B - 

Erin -i- Digs -i- Piccacca. -I’m Deaf Monchichi = Carrie 

wipeout (fells) My fav.Vod. Myogs 9th B-ball -Cruise 

Bobby? Pavao rules Alexis (you crazy) Ashbert, meet the 

clan at Bunker Hill Clam Clan never dies. Christian July 

5th 1st love through tears and smiles + 4 yrs away at coll 

it will never die. BH 4- CBH -i- Hg skiing dk? Gym -i- 

icecream 2 wks of pleasure Bucky lives wonderful 

tonight-1 eat ha ha I love you Thanks to Mrs. Delaney 

(Horn Dog) Mrs. Ruisi- Steph Mrs. Doto’s- Lucy R- 

Mrs. Dowling for the Advice my brothers -t- Dad. Mom- 

your the greatest. Butta -i- Truff- Icabod -i- oops. 

ELISA PATRICK 
To my mom who was the best. N/F Fri + Sat nites w/ my girl 

Domincga. F/F/W the “92” senior class N/F/A/R the ABC kids 

Kelly + Keyra y/r the best. To Chari & Melsi my s/s To Heidi m/ 

sister/ m/sister Thanx W.H.S. 4 everything. To Grandma B 

Thanx I luv ya big Sis. 

MIKE PAVAO 

“You might not beat me.” Good times with tight-ass, Jeff, Scott, 

Chris, Mark... The Clam Clan lives on. Jeff, your an alcho and 
you won’t get into Harvard. Lou, Fll see you in the Bakery. 

Chris, how’s the wife and kids. Make sure you invite me to the 
wedding. Scott, you better keep lifting. Bryan, remember 

Washington in the Jacuzzi. Carrie and Cynthia, guys suck. 

JOANNA PASCIUTO 



ADAM PIANDES 

LEE-ANNE PERRONE 
“I quit. I give up. Nothing’s 

good enough for anybody 

else, it seems. And being 

alone is the best way to be. 

When I’m by myself, it’s 

the best way to be. When 

I’m all alone it’s the best way 

to be. When I’m by myself, 

nobody else can say, GOOD-BYE!” Thank you for 

everything Brian I love you! You are my best friend. 

Our memories will last forever in my heart. Be 

strong Mom. I luv u M -i- D + F. Thanks for every¬ 

thing. 

RB- Ms. B, You’re son’s a-lunatic, Don’t cry Bobo, Dork, horse, stallion... MC- 

Backyard soccer champ- keep practicing. LN- 2:00am-1 owe you one. MD- Chrystal Fonz- nice 

voice. Jer- Fri aft f-ball- Bust a move in the Boston Harbor. Lon- WORD! Chrsssss. CHRIS- 

The River Guide. Bill- Larson lives! Alan + Simon? Dan- Got a good movie for you; CT. 

Nonn- What happen to your foot? Who me? grumpy, no. Al- Anyone got a quarter? Who’s the 

next victim? Cam- 20-I-, What a performance! Chuck- My Batse-Nakia. Sticky- Need an x-tra 

tin? Chari- 4:30 am- 6 hrs- Get off the phone! Alyss- Same school, classes, schedule next year? 

Julie- Will you go to the soccer ball w/me? Please. Jess- Get an opinion. Shiny Happy People. I 

want my cake! Thanks- Love ya. Mom -h Dad -t- Gary- couldn’t have done it w/out you-1 love 

you guys. Beach weekend, fight? Nonn’s boat. Chips of Maine. Wash DC- suck it up Bourque. 

Fri-night fights. Did you get all that? Doesn’t matter, no one listens to me anyway. Oh ya... 

BUTT-HAIR ROCKS! 

f rilTBlU 

KRISTEN PICARIELLO 
Always live life to the fullest. Bx’s w- MD 

JG AB WR CK DO etc. MD- Oct. night, 

Nov. dance, red car. Flag 90-92. Caps! Florida 

“92”. JG- Mall w F in E. The J.J. mobile. Do 

u have any gum? Flag 91-92. New Quest 

Where? W.R.- shorty in a tux. HaHa! How’s 

pool? Prom “91”. A.B.- Babysit- go ba¬ 

nanas. Double date w Dave. Frank- Smile, I 

love you. Prom was awesome!! Thanx Chris 

and Peter, fly forever!! Camps and Prayer 

Group 89-91. Peace. Thanx Mom and Dad. 

Good luck Brian. Enjoy!! 
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AMY PROVENZANO 
‘Be content with what you have but always strive for more. 

Dam lOU evthy? Wood I B thx 4 grt x tecces was it 

Howsextreme? yrcasa rls Npacky Murphys Bridgewawa hre 

wecome us lost? never chmstry Chk always keep you head up yr 

#1 9th what would have happened? don’t kill Bartlett clime figre 

it ot Jel- immature c’mon lem? to act jistkid I Iv u softball why 

bothere- good us- Die ball chest nelly drive me geek Jop-1 said 

Christian 21 don’t hat me Syracuse? cow bell obnxs nvr Jeal 

MVP yousux I wnt ot Nick awesome tritan- ? needs $ LaLa 10 | 

rules pre-k ambrose Brdn? Art 1 “Am I done yet?’’ Chem my 

homework Lex rich rules the samus 4:30 were awake are you? 

evryone Mom Dad Mike I f 

love you. World here I \ 

ERIN PULLEN 

Thank God I’m finally out of this hell¬ 
hole. I’ve been ready to leave this school 

for years now, and I won’t miss it a bit. 

KLARA PROVAAN 
as joe gould says in 

his terrifyingly hu 

man man 

ner the only reason every wo 

man 

should 

go to college is so 

that she never can(kno 

wledge is po ■K^jUS 

wer) say o 

] OH 

lygawntueco 

liege 

e.e. cummings 
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“The more things change the more they remain the same.”Lyss:”lf this 

world makes you crazy and you’ve taken all you can get, just call me up 

because you know I’ll be there.”NS-’Our doubts are traitors, and make us 

lose the good we oft might win by fearing to attempt."DN-TRUE friends 

are hard to find. LF- Thank you for a different and memorable friendship 

that is still crazy after all these years.SEO:’’Just about any dream grows 

stronger if you hold on a little longer.’’,A shrug is often better than a 

thought. Thanks. SN- A goal that has not been achieved has not been 

tried by you. KS- Trust and honesty mark a lasting friendship.DM-’’What 

lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters, compared to what 

lies within us.”CO- Favors, advice & laughs sis! JS- Don’t stop believin’. 

Katsticles-Keep your head high.AMB-’Never Regret’ words I live 

by.JD-’’If I could name a star after you 1 would; you carry the sunshine 

which brightens up my days.MM: ’Smell’, Thanks for the eloquent 

words. JM- Anyway... I’m still here.JA:Keep them guessing.AP,CF 

MC:”I seem to rely on old familiar ways.’’MD & Dotis! 

JM,JG;In.spirational.CB,HB,MR,PB(Path),MC,CT,NB,BB:Maine,4 

Rangeley.Hard Rock!ED,ML &BF: Thanks Guys. ILY L & L/B & D. 

Live for the present; but remember your past. 

ANDREW REULAND 
#1. ALL PEOPLE IN BATHROOMS WILL EVENTUALLY MEET. 

#2. IF YOU HUM A SONG LONG ENOUGH THE RADIO WILL PLAY 

IT. 

#3. REAL ART IS NEVER HAVING TO SAY YOU’RE SORRY. 

THANKS GOMEZ. 

BILL RILEY 
“You can tell by the way I walk 

I’m a woman’s man, no time to talk...” 

Me + Snow = Crutches- Hodge is #1/ the B’s lost 

because... 

Trackmeister (II Spd wkouts) - “A dirty Jeep is a 

happy Jeep.” 

Lunch (5) JA- MB,SH,SB- Been a blast guys, see ya! 

“To go wrong in one’s own way is better than 

to go right in someone elses.” F.D. 



MAURA RILEY 
“Can I sail thru the changes, ocean tides, can I handle 

the seasons of my life?” “Each friend represents a 

world in us” Nicole: “Time is the true test of friend¬ 

ship” “Friendship endures all things” “Even children 

get older and I’m getting older too.” Anne-Marie: “The 

girl from Texas” “We strangers know each other now 

as a part of a whole design.” Patti: “And she will 

always carry on, something is lost, something is found” 

Buck: “A smile that reveals all” Meri: “Do you happen 

to know where the ducks go in the wintertime, by any 

chance?” Chrissy: “She’s a rainbow” Heather: “The 

differences btn. friends can not but reinforce their 

friendship” Sarah: “A friendship bound by laughs” 

Tim: “They are one person, they are two alone, they are 

three together, they are for each other” “For there is no 

friend like a sister (or Al). Thanks Mom and Dad. 

ALEXIS ROCHE 
You and I will meet again, when we’re least expecting it, One day in 

some far off place, I will recognize your face, I won’t say good-bye my 
friend, For you and I will meet again. -TP Melis- my driveway, 

seventeen magazine + fudge rounds, highway pervert. Jo- #8, revenge 

for Plan B, Mr. Rinaldi?!, a windshield. Sarah- a tattoo, a lock for your 

diary, “Do I have anything in my teeth?’’, Oreos. Monica- B-ball, “I’m 

the responsible one”, subtlety. Rock the Cradle. Heath- Need a wake up 

call?. Fidelity. Anz- Corruption, fudge rounds, “Where do you take 

them after you pick ‘em up?” Meg- Chinese food before a meet, thanks 

for shelter enka ’89, you know who!! MM- Call me?! Mer- The 

Walking Dread MB-toilet paper To all- Mi casa est su casa, you can use 

Chris’ room, Fat(3)?!, ski trips, loop trail. Thank you Family -i- Friends. 

JESSIE ROMER 
“In a morbid condition of the brain, dreams often 

have a singular activity, vividness and extraordi¬ 

nary semblance of reality. At times monstrous 

images are created, but the setting and the whole 

picture are to truthlike and filled with details so 

delicate, so unexpected, but so artistically consis¬ 

tent, that the dreamer could never have invented 

them in the waking state. Such sick dreams always 

remain long in the memory and make a powerful 

impression on the overwrought and deranged ner¬ 

vous system.” Being random is a very good thing 

in a very screwed up world. To my friends: 1 love 

you always. 

I 



MICHELLE RONAYNE 

“Aner a wniie you leam that even sunshine bums if 

you get too much so you plant your own garden and 

decorate your own soul and with every goodbye you 

grow.” Katie, Tony, + Sarah- Thanks for everything. 

It’s been tons of fun. I hope the King + Queen of 

Comfort are always “comfortable”. Movie at Sarahs? 

Typical. You guys are the best! Alison O.- What 

more can I say except... thanks for everything. Bye 

to all my friends. M + D ILY Thanks. 

LAUREN ROTONDI 

Escape! Klara 7 down and 43 to go. Don’t you 

hate it ahem... T.F. Ash Were you bom in MA? 

9m + 10m Dead Seagulls? Syd never a dull 

moment (10m Dance) or Dry I Maries mi amiga 

y N.D.B para vida Elena smile F.F. Todd we 

made it! c Huh? I.L.Y. -i- Gdlck- AR2, SR, JR, 

BR, Emy, LM, HH, JS I love you M -i- D. 

TODD ROTONDI 
To quit is to die! (Football motto “91”) Live minute 

by minute (Thanks for advice Uncle Bud). Chuck 

what the ? who the ? when the F— did I say 

anything about the Cape. Why is life’s test so 

difficult? That’s just the way it is, some things will 

never change. Memories of icecream with K.S. 

were great, though easily forgotten. Jeff, Jim-Joe, 

and To-Ro getting huge (summer “91”, Hot Stuff). 

Nov. 9 CT. Thanks for everything Mom, Bud, Dee, 

Beth, Matt, Andrew, and Huey. I love you! As Dan 

K. would say to Adam F. and I “See Ya”. Thanks 

Bud and Officer Covino. Dad, thanks for being an 

inspiration. 1 could not have done it without you! 
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CYNTHIA RUISI 
After all these years, we finally made it through, 

and I’ll neva forget the good and bad times. 

Carrie- How’s the bushes? Jo- feel free to come 

and eat anytime! Melis- cruise something never 

to forget! Chris- How’s your mada & fada? 

Alyss & Sara punj. will always live! Mike thanx 

for being an awesome friend! Anthony- I’ll 

always be your Dr. Ruth! Flagship Inn any¬ 

one??? Karlster? To my brother Bill, take care 

and tell mom I said Hi. Craigory, I’ll never 

forget the times we spent together. Love ya! LC, 

CC, DS be good!! Jeanne- We’ll go out? JP, CT, 

JL, MD, CD, CG, BK, MD, MP, MF, JL, AK, 

AL, never forget any of you! Mom, Dad, MJ, & 

D thanx for putting up with my crap! 

PAUL ROWE 

Wow! Fm finally outtahere! Thanks for everything Mom, Dad, 

Mark, & Cokes. What’s up Booba, Steiner, & Mike. Four 

Horsemen ride on. Bustin out w/ the 2 o’clock crew. Best times 

sittin on the benches with the downtown posse. Puttin ‘em 

down with the I.C. & Outlaws. Turcs lets go on a run. U crazy 

mutha. BXWCG, CP, CH, HM, AR, DB, LB, KF, EC, KM, PR, 

HB, CH, MT, TR, AB. See ya at Bill & Bobs SIP. Payback’s a 
Bitch. Meet you in hell Victor. J.C. your a man. NOT!! 

THERESA RUSSO 

WHS is full of great memories. I’ll miss my classes and my 
friends. Its been real. ATW NG, LM, Jess M, Jen G, JV, DL, 

MA, LM, FK, Jess M, Jen F, RL, MG, CM, LD, Jess L, Todd 
R, Pat S, Jessie F. I’ll always remember the fun times I had 

with my best friend, Henry. 

y 
\. 

* 
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WENDY BETH RUSSO 

*Memories are made of this!* 

“Friendship is a gift you give yourself.” Thanks Mom + Dad for everything 

you too Cinderella. Je three years + going, Kristen- Junior Prom 91 “shorty 

in the tux”, Paige- my fashion consultant, Adina- Italian rules “mia arnica”, 

Francene- law school chum, my 5th period study buddies, and I wish all my 

fellow classmates huge success as you make your way along the path of life. 

PAT SAVICKI 
Chuck see you 6th period for a dip. 

Craig, A1 wanted you to call him. 

Mrs. Borsari I love ya babe. Jon 

JV hockey ruled. Byrne we’re 

scrubs forever. Split end drills 

rocked. Stalk blocker extrodinaire. 

Norm I want to go to your boat 

sometime. Mom there are to many 

people here to have a party. John 

R. nice pass in jamboree. Jeremy 

great arm Stickum rules. Thanks 

Osco for your generosity. 

Plum-nip me 1 nice dig. Wanna route it? Gano st. Adiosie-wosie, SCORE... Ride, 

Sally, Ride. Walrus? Pass the binoculars. The Rocks were Rollin’ on the 9th! Just gotta 

love Lentil. A & H & J: Hiya copper, what’s your sign? Aquarium. Live Bait, Sawyer’s 

Point. Clucky, Bossie, Millie, Peppermint Patti. Cheshire smiles. Frookie: Summer St, 

a picnic in the park, Sydcream (a little dab will do ya) ILY, Thanx. BH: a.k.a. Mr. 

Driver, no problem... 1 know one bet 1 won’t mind losing! Mom, Dad, Jaybird-1 love 

you and I’ll miss you next year! Leah- you are in my heart always. 1 love you. 

“Others sang your life but now’s your 

chance to shine and have the pleasure 

of saying what you mean, the rare 

pleasure of meaning what you sing Oh, 

make no mistake, my friend, all of this 

will end so sing it now All the things 

that you love All the things that you 

loathe Oh sing your life’’ 



ELLEN SAYRE 
“...But if adventure has a final and all-embracing motive it 

surely is this: We go out because its in our nature to go out, 

to climb the mountains and sail the seas, to fly to the 

planets and plunge into the depths of the oceans... we 

extend our horizon... in a word we are human and when 

humans cease to do things, they are no longer human.” 

Thanx everyone for the laughs and 

good times. JM LR KW MS JC 

MM LT KN HH and all else, 

miss ya all next year. I love you 

Michael, M 4- D, Loco -i- PD. NG 

Tree!! JP Here’s to 12 years. LB- 

Peas!! EAR -i- AW thanx for all th( 

help! 

Ski the mountains and swim the shores and never stop 

fulfilling your dreams!! 

JULIE SCARFO 
AB, HH, SS- Good times NH ’91 -Add it up! 

Live Bait, What’s your sign copper? Head 

lamp. Weird Beach. He’s a nice lad- NOT! 

Try lass. Ash- CALI BOUND ’92! M & M 

sundaes, the market. “A good man is hard to 

find” -WORD! No Way! Shut up Ted. Strange 

things are afoot... That was a nasty spill you took... An hour? Get off me! Galle¬ 

ria-keychain. Ash-dogger. We’re gonna make it after all. Friends 4ever! Heath- ski- 

bobbing champs, Hermie!! Friendly leech- 

Skydivingfest ’92! Heath THINKS she’s a 

g.c. girl! You and Ash are too green. 

-Think I’ll join you -long talks -luv ya! 

Marl- Ch. diab., B.S.! Teo- Good times 

-BBB ’91! Money Pit rules! Italyfest ’92. 

Good luck to all. Carpe Diem. 

MARY-CATHERINE SEGOTA 

-I 

BAND is wndrful, Thnk-u Miller 

4 tchng me evrythng. People of 

insprtion: Em. C, LJ, KH, PO, 

DD, AR, TL, VT, EP, DM, SS 

TODAY IS THE TOMORROW WE WORRIED ABOUT YESTERDAY. 

DH, EF. Thnks all abve & belw, 

J,P,Mom & Dad. Elphnt shoes- 

JIM, JESSIE, LEAH I’ll hid u 

4ever. U let me live. We mght 

make it. Life’s nthng w/o HOPE 

&LOVE... 



MICHAEL SHANNON 

Zack: What else could we do at 5am, but swim? 

(1/4), Abt., lax, bumper skiing, N.Y.E., Buck’s; 

Fryer Jim: lamppost: walking home from Drew’s 

is always a blast w/ Pete; Meri: Thankyou, you 

are the best; Dave: Death ride, G.T. A. Y.H./Cape; 

M.M. (FLA)(BG); Drew: Your house d/talls, 

L.N. Talks (Thanks M.S.L); E-brake w/ Colson, 

180° much! Last day of school 11th N.Y.E.; Ben: 

slim M.V.P., golf. Jeep on lawn, “I thought it was 

for free!”. My true friends, I thank you for the 

experience! 

MARLIES SPANJAARD 
Plum, adiosywousy, nip me, ‘ 

yahtzee, Newbury Comics, 

Route it, nice dig, score, 

Gano St., lentil bean, clap2, 

pass the binoc’s, Rrrraar, “ride, 

Sally, ride”, Sunday River, 44, 

BBBBSLB, “I’m not a pillow”. 

Bucking Bronco, spiffy bottoms, 

Francine, F- you can stand next to 

my fire anytime... smurf song. 

Thank you Mom, Dad, Ing, Nell, 

Fred -I love you! 

Misery is when you 

have two peanut butter 

sandwiches and no milk 

to wash it down” -S.H. 

JOHN STONE 
For years I’ve been allowed to dream Felt hot 

tears stain my cheeks Smiled and laughed deep 

into even the frostiest nights Saw my visions 

swept away with the tide While others blos¬ 

somed and flourished beyond my most fantas¬ 

tic dreams. I owe these moments, these dreams, 

to my family and friends, especially those that 

have reminded me that “Into each life a little 

rain must fall” And to my Lauren, may our 

dreams never pass. Hey Bill, don’t let the disco 

die! 



JULIE STRUTHERS 
Adam Piandes is associated with outstand¬ 

ing athleticism; 2-year starter in football, 3- 

year starter, captain and court general in bas¬ 

ketball not to mention a fantastic baseball 

player. His play in these sports drain the book 

of superlatives. Despite being 5'8" and weigh¬ 

ing a scant one hundred and fifty pounds, he 

excels in any activity that he puts his mind to. 

He's even pretty good at ping-pong. He's a 

fierce competitor and settles for nothing but 

the best from himself or his teammates. 

These credentials make Adam stand 

out in a community known for its athletes, 

however his friendship is the reason for his 

popularity and strong standing among his 

peers. His generosity is uncommon; whether 

you need money for lunch or you need a ride 

to school, he'll help you out no matter what 

the sacrifice. If you are in the jungle and 

you get attacked by a pack of wild dogs, 

Adam is the guy you want beside you. 

Honesty, loyalty, and unselfishness, 

what else could you ask from a friend? I 

suppose a sense of humor would be nice too, 

but you can't have everything I guess. 

Actually, most of my time spent with Adam 

has been laughing at him, I mean with him, 

either that or losing to him in ping-pong. 

Over all, I think Adam Piandes is the 

greatest person ever to attend Winchester 

High School. I am proud to have been one 

of his teammates and honored to be one of 

his friends. 

- Lonny Fidalgo 

A friend is a friend. Nothing can change that. Arguments, squabbles can’t break the contact that each of u 

makes, to the death to the end. Deliver your future into the hands of your friend. To my friends-I love u for all 

the great memories we have shared they will never be forgotten. Krissy-my 5th sister. The door is always 

open. Whether it’s on the field, court, or track, you bring out the best in me. Together we can accomplish 

anything...even 26 miles! Mel-if this world makes u crazy + it’s taken all u got, then call me up becau.se u 

know I’ll be there. Meg-u are the one person in this world I can really talk to. Charl-”to strive, to seek, to find 

+ not to yield.” Heidi-You’ve got a real fine love. Jeff-u will never know how much I admire u. See u in Cali. 

Jen-if we hold on together, I know our dreams will never die. Patti-wherever you are, I am right beside u. 

Jamie-it takes a little more to make a champion (hoops- thanx for helping!) We’ve come a long way. Jay-just 
seeing u smile makes me feel better...Feb. vacation? Sund,strom-A friendship like ours is truely unique. It 

only comes along once in a lifetime, if your lucky enough to get one. Jess-The sweetest days I’ve found. I’ve 

found w/u. You show me the child inside, one that will remain “forever young”. Patrick-no words to say, no 

words to convey, these feelings inside I have for u. Soccer-Captain. 4 of the best years. Remember the game 

will never be over because we’re keeping the dream alive. Family- ILY. I’m glad I’m one of 9 but I’m even 

luckier to be the youngest. Mum -i- Dad-1 love you. You are my strength w/in -t- w/it I can do anything. 

ROSE SULLIVAN 
Friends Forever with: 

Chem Chum; You’ve saved me many 

times. 

Emily B: A most excellent gym part¬ 

ner. 

CAF + CAF: My connections at 

UMass. 

Daph: A physicist without equal. 

Sarah B: My Humanities idol. 

The Aimster: The nicest and most 

abnormal person I know. 

Vicki T: BBB champion. 

NICOLE SWEENY 
“Don’t go changing, to try and please me. You never 

let me down before.” Buck’s ME&MA- FLA. 12 

Porter Lane? LLL. STING. M- “The best mirror is 

an old friend.” P- You understand something which 

is completely misunderstood by most- Lriend of the 

Devil-SO’s. B- 80’s- Burgerfest- You’ve always 

been there when I needed you and thanks for always 

bringing out the best in me. H- “The best thing 

you’ve ever done for me is not help me take my life 

less seriously, it’s only life after all.” SO- ubes- 

someday you’ll find the answer to that question. CB- 

Copacobana AB- “Over the hills and far away”- 

Ginn? HB- Forever a Fool in the Rain- UNO’s? M- 

“Who did steal that cookie?” Friends & MDSML, 

“What would it mean to say that, T loved you in my 

fashion’ “? 
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KRISTINA SZCZEPANSKI 
“1 want that feeling back again so I can be young and innocent...when all that mattered was the moment.” 

Jules:You are not only a best friend, you are the sister I never had. I don’t know how I’ll survive without 

your encouragement and motivation everyday next year. Remember this is just the beginning. A lifetime isn’t 

too long to be friends, is it? Charls:”once in a while you find someone who’ll be a friend forever.” Times 

may change but there will always be another laugh, another hug, and another memory with you. I guess it’s 

almost time for us to .say goodbye, so let’s take our time and live our lives day to day. Jess:The truest of 

friends are the hardest to come by. We’ve had great times, but the best have yet to come. How do you ever 

put up with me? 1 guess somethings will never change. Bill(Noons):If ever there was a more troublesome 

pair I’m not yet aware of them. Melis:”oldest friends bring back the fondest memories.” LonnyT’ll always 

carry a smile for you. Thanks for the laughs. Heidi:You have enough heart for the entire world and more. I 

love your true colors! Jason;You have taught me to take life a little less seriously! RELAX! Jenny:”Some 

people are as reliable as sunri.se. You can see it in their smiles and feel it in their handshakes.” JeffiYou 

always tease the ones you love. Alyssa:Together we could fix this world. Old times at another football game. 

The truest fans. We’ll see what time brings but I have a hunch about...’’Remember to listen to your heart.” 

“Never say goodbye, because your a part of me. 0’Grady:Keep cheering and remember to smile. Laughs at 

F-ball games and the B-club. See you there. Meca:My dad says hi. You’ll never know about the pickup truck. 

I’ll always hold our memories close to my heart. Brian:Your a great listener. I’ll always talk too much. 1990- 

State Champs! 1991-So close yet so far away. You guys are the greatest! Mom,Dad:You have helped build a 

foundation for me and now its time I try to stand on my own. John:Your a great role model, and you have 

given me big shoes to fill. Mike:Hang in there kiddo, you only have one year left. I love you guys! Thanks! 

LAUREN TAVARES 
“There are places I remember, in my life, though some have changed, some 

forever not for better, some have gone and some remain. All these places 

have their moments, with lovers and friends 

I still recall, some are dead and some 

are living, in my life. I’ve loved them all.” 

We made it! There were times when I 

^ thought these days would never end, but 

then again, they went by so fast, too fast maybe- I’m not sure I’m ready to 

move on, but I guess the time has come... Good luck to everyone! Thanks 

to all those who stood by my side, no matter what, especially you, John-1 

don’t know what I would do without you. I love you and I always will... 

•j - 

THE 
PRESI¬ 
DE N 
DOE 
ALL! 

JARUEBA TAYLOR 
Wow! After 4 years I’m finally here! Special thanks to: My grandma, Harold, 

Sharon, Nick, Danielle, and Ben for helping and showing me so much! What’s up to 

Austin, Paul, Mike, Chris, and Shauna. God bless all of you guys and your families! 

Shouts to “The I.C.’’, “The Outlaws”, “The Party Crew”, “Key and the A.B.C. 

Hou.se”, “The Downtown Crew”, “The Sunday Afternoon Football League” We 

know who scored the most! “What up Jubes” -Mike T., “Yo Peace”. Chucky, “Just 

happy to see ya!” -Pete “I didn’t forget ya” -Johnny “I broke your record” -Craig 

“Booba Splash” -Rats “P.E. in the House” -Magint “Eddie Brock is calling” -Turks, 

Peace to: All those studly senior guys and sexy girls. Juniors- Its your school now 

take care of it. Rods and those crrraaaazzzy sophomores!, and those upcoming 

freshmen! No thanks to: Cynthia T., sellouts, backstabbers, losers, and that one punk 

kid who always talked about me but never did a thing! “Word to Bill + Bobs” burn 

Spring Court and “FILL UP THE HULK!” If I ain’t catch you sorry, I have to go 

race the Flash! Love you Gary and Tay and last but not least peace to California 

posse!! -Booba 

U 



Matt Fantasia is the all-Ameri¬ 

can kid, a parents dream. "Why 

can't you be more like Matt Fanta¬ 

sia," has become an all-to-familiar 

statement from some heated battles 

at my house. Matt is a three sport 

varsity letterman, a consistant 

honor roll student and he is in the 

top fifth of the graduating class. 

Fie is also a tri-captain of both 

the hockey team and the lacrosse 

team. He has lettered in football 

since his sophomore season and 

was a starter for this years squad. 

He has been a part of the illustrious 

Sachem hockey program since his 

freshman year and he is a two-year 

starter for the Sachem lax-men. 

Along with the above creden¬ 

tials, Matt is also the president of 

the Italian club and, more impor¬ 

tantly, the class of 1992. His quick 

wit and good-natured ribbing can 

always be heard around the halls at 

WHS. 

Matt walked in my front door 

one day with an unusually happy 

grin. "Why are you so happy?", I 

asked. "I just finished my ninth 

and final application, I dropped it 

in the mail box on the way over," 

he replied. 

A voice from the kitchen called 

out, "How many of those applica¬ 

tions have you done? Why can't 

you be a little more like Matt!" 

-Len Nolan 

WILL THILLY 

For a good time call me at 729-3695 

JEREMY TEAHAN 
I, Sir Drinkalot, declare that all chicks be gone! 

Summer Knights of the Roundtable. Savicks- 

Got a dipper? No, let’s go to Osco. Piny- Friday 

Night Fights, the Cape, rides in the orange 

Deathmobile. Al- Viking men is what we are. 

How about a game of speed quarters? Always 

keep two chicks, one’s a safety! Mark- Eat this 

here bird pooh for 2 dollars. Blowing chunks at 

Adam’s house on two sips of brew-ha. Norm- 

The Boat from Hell! Swearing at your father in 

a drunken daze, It ’ s already 4:00! Let ’ s go to the 

packy! Thanx guys for being a mess with me! 

Budman is my hero!... BUTTHAIR ROCKS!!! 

MICHAEL TERZAKIS 
0a r|GeXa va euxa.pi-crTr|(Jco toxjs 

yoveis |aou Kau oXt] Tr|v otKoyeveia 

|a,o\j TTOU |j,e Poi,©r|crave va leXicocroo 

TO cyoXeLO, ETncrr|S ©a r|©eXa va 

euyaptCTTricroo tov kov A A ttoxj |j,e 

Tiqv PouGeia tou ©a Traco ae KaXo 

TTaveTTlCTTri (0,1.0, 

Now to my shout outs, To my A.B.C. for 4 yrs. 

J.(every other name) T. We lived it up. Yo! KOETAE 

What’s UP. To B.R. or B.D.(Joke) Thanx for the lunch 

rides to your house. To P.R. and A.M. I’ll give u my 

phone# if you get in any trouble. To Mo my man from 

Vegas. To J.C. M.L. T.S. “I’ll t.t. 16/24 s.b. and R. 

“BDK/MT “To every one else’’ Can I kick it at CQ. 



Buck- Maine, remember frosting 

laughs! AMB- Flying high from 

behind the PL. What about LF? 

accident! JP- slipping in the woods, 

wipe out! RL’s room used much. CR- 

Want some squid? Give me a bosh. F- 

day. SO- 13 yrs. giggles. Where’s 

your secret lover? Hey Moe, where’s 

Curly? TR- Nov. 9 Yiasou N.E.! JC- 

What happened on the way home? 

Wonderland? Anthony- dream boy, 

NH, BB’s, Glstr bch. How about some 

pool? Love ya! Kristen T.- summer 

night Wnthp bch, talks. LT- K-stands 

in R.l. Where’s Diego? I love you Ma, 

Dad, & Laura. ZEL 

ELIAS TILIAKOS 
Cruizin’ with LC, MC, VK, JH, MM, 

OZ, AO, TN, KH, RM, JA, MW, SL 

LARRY RULES! GO PHYSICS! 

The last four years tested the bounds of 

reality... 

FREE AT LAST, FREE AT LAST, 

THANK GOD ALMIGHTY WE’RE 

FREE AT LAST! 

(Courtesy Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.) 

VICTORIA TOBAKIS 

SOME PEOPLE MARCH TO THE 

BEAT OF A DRUMMER - 

AND SOME PEOPLE POLKA. 

CARRIE TOZZA 

A 
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PHIL (NORM) 
VULTAGGIO 

Well, it’s finally over. Thank god for Bloob and 

Fridays. W.H.S. is only 4 years, but Pounding 

Buddies are forever. So many memories and 

such little space. JT, Bloob is King. AP, The 

House From Hell. MD, Dirty D is Hot. LN, 

Sachems H. #1. AM, Fatal Attraction. BB, 

Almost. AC, Wow! CF, 15 min. MK, Corrup¬ 

tion. PS, Seaconk? “But now my task is smoothly 

done: I can fly or I can run” -Milton, But I think 

I’ll walk. Thanks J.P. Mom, Dad + Miss!! 

KATIE WALTHER 
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BILLY BRANLEY 

Bran-Dog, I don’t know lets go to the woods. 

Good x’s with the knights: Phil’s boat, Cape, 

Maine. Miss hanging w/ Moukie the special 

one, Bourque the spitting alligator. Squeaky, 

T-Bone, Pianducka, Larson, Oggar, Lonny 

the weird, Byme-Z, Sticky, Lenny- shaboom, 

Stormin Norman, ZimbaM.L., the T.N.T., the 

Prime Finister, the Bone-Man, Lux 

(incontenance) and my good buddy Dan. Never 

forget the Band, ball players, wrestlers, the 

ABC house boyz. Miss you Sue, Thanks Mum 

-I- Dad. I love you. 

DAUREN NOWELL 
How you live, how high you fly, the smiles you give 

and the tears you cry, and all you touch and all you see, 

is what your life will always be... you only live life 

once but if you live it right, once is enough. To all of 

my friends, thank yous can’t describe how much you all 

mean to me. Don’t ever forget me cause I’ll never forget you. HR; Memories of 

Whipple Hill. Life long video taping partners. Lean on me, when your not strong, I’ll 

be your friend. I’ll help you carry on. MM: Long talks at Muraco School. You are the 

wind beneath my wings. SO: Jealous? No I’m not. Do you want to steal my brothers 

car? SN: Feb. vacation and many untold secrets. CO; Do opposites attract? Our 

friendship is very unique and much appreciated. AB: Fellow freaks forever. DL: Our 

friendship has withstood the test of time, and I hope it continues forever. DM: People 

like you for the person you are and who you are trying to become. MD: If the sun 

refused to shine I’d still be loving you, if mountains crumbled to the sea there would 

still be you and me- Thank you. M.D.B.G.D.K.K. ILY. 
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A 

Abatzis, Michael 105 
Abbanat, Carolyn 112 

Adanalian, Sevan 98 

Agranat, Eleanor 123 
Albert, Amy 105 
Albiani, Michael A. 112 

Albiani, Paul C. 98 
Aldrich, Andrew N. 105 

Aleo, Laura 112 
Alexander, Robert 112 

Alford, Robert F. 
Allen, Jannine E. 112 

Allen, Margaret B. 105 
Allison, Melanie E. 

Allston, Jay 105 
Allston, Richard M. 98 

Alvarez, Lourdes 121 
Amico, Angelo N. 98 

Andriesse, Jeffrey E. 83 

Andriesse, Mark 105 
Andrus, Matthew 105 

Angelakis, Paula 105 

Angelakis, Taso 83,191 
Antonucci, Peter 119 
Ardito, David 118 

Arian, Christine 105 

Arian, Michael 83,175 
Armstrong, Amanda 98 

Armstrong, Elizabeth A. 83 
Arnott, Jennifer 98 

Arsenault, Jon M. 27,98 

Asaro III, William 105 
Asefeadeh, Baharak 105 
Aufiero, Diane M. 98,106 

Aufiero, Jessica 105 
Austin, Susan 118 

B 

Badiali, Amy 105 
Bagnell, Tabitha F. 83 

Baker, Esme O. 49,105 
Baldwin, Mark C. 83 
Baldwin, Michael 98 

Balesteri, Melanie 105 
Banks, Catherine R. 98 
Banks, Emily 83 

Bankson, Susan 105 
Barlas, Demetra 105 
Barlas, Mauri Anthe 83 
Barrett, Andrew 105 
Barrile, Robert 98 
Barron, Barbara 112 

Barron, Mellissa A. 112 
Barry, Alecia 98 

Barta, Attilia H. 98 
Bartol, Ann Marie 83 

Bartolucci, Joseph A. 27,105 

Battinelli, Christina 16,30,31,80,83,189 
Bauman, David 83 
Beals, Tracey 98 

Beamis, Eileen K. 112 

Beauchamp, Marie 105 

Behnke, Margaret 10,40,83,191 
Belanger, Margaret 112 

Bennos, Gary 105 
Benoit, Melissa K. 22,105 
Benton, Theodore 120 

Bergquist, Sarah 83 
Berkhout, Lydia M. 98 

Berman, Alyssa 33,40,55,80,83,191 
Berman, David 122 
Bernazzani, Brian 98 

Betcher, Anna 105 
Betcher, William (Rufus) 98 
Bevington, AJden K. 105 

Bittarelli, Catherine S. 98 
Bittarelli, Elizabeth 112 

Black, Ashley 83,177 
Blaine, Heather M. 19,83 
Bloodwell, Benjamin S. 105 

Boettcher, Margaret S. 105 
Boffo, Daniel 112 

Boffo, Teresa A. 105 

Bogdan, Olivia 105 
Bonasera, Cara N. 105,126 

Bonasera, Nicole 112 
Bonfilio, Anthony 52,98 

Bonnell, Sara 41,105 
Borsari, Elvira 31,121 

Boudreau, Gregg 83 

Boudreau, Monique C. 105 

Bourque, Robert 18,47,80,83,190,191 

Boutwell, Julie 105 
Boutwell, Lisa 83,172 
Boyamian, Annie 83 
Boyamian, Taline 112 

Boyd, Robert 122 

Boyle, Patricia 19,58,59,83,179,191 
Bradford, Tucker 105 

Brady, Megan 83 
Braga, Daniel P. 98 

Brandt, Gabriel S. 105 
Branley, Katie 26,35,98 

Branley, William 
3,56,57,80,83,126,127,188 

Brennan, Gerard J. 112 
Breuer, Matthew 112 

Brooks, Pauline 119 
Brophy, Anne-Marie 3,10,83,174 
Bross, Steven 98 

Brown, Andrew N. 105 
Browning, Carter W. 98 

Buchanan, Julie 98 
Buchanan, Katie J. 112 

Buckley, Nicole 

30,31,59,70,80,83,172,177,191 
Budrewicz, Thomas 118 
Burchard, Janet 121 

Burdulis, Jerome 122 

Burke, David Oaks 83 

Bush, William 76,105,109 
Bushnell, Maile 112 

Butler, Geoffrey 105 

Byrne, Brian 2,6,10,76,83,173,191 
Byrne, Darin 106 

Byrne, David 83 

Byrne, Elizabeth 106,109 

C 

Cabral, Susan 106 

Caci, Chloe A. 106 

Cad, Liane E. 106 
Caci, Meredith 70,83,172 

Callahan Jr., Michael P. 98 
Callahan, Timothy 98 

Calvey, James J. 112 
Campbell, Colleen P. 12,35,98 

Cannizzaro, Kimberly 98 
Cannizzaro, Michael 106 

Cantillon, Joseph 77,122 
Capodanno, Jason 

3,13,27,39,63,84,180,189,190 
Capone, Jessica 31,84 

Carlson, Lynn 123 
Carpinteri, Michele 112 

Carr, David M. 112 
Carr, Jacqueline 106 

Carrigan, Ashley Jane 26,106 
Carroll, Andrea 27,98 

Carroll III, John J. 98 
Carroll, Gregory J. 106 

Casalinuovo, Lea M. 112 
Casco, Dorothea 123 

Cassanos, Andrew J. 84 

Cassidy, Scott A. 26,84,175 
Castaldo, Christian M. 84 

Cataldo, Monica 32,84 
Celiberti, Robert S. 98 

Celia, Anthony 98 
Celia, Teresa Laura 112 
Celia, Teresa Nora 106 
Celli, Maria 98 

Celli, Stephania A. 112 

Chamberlain, Julie 4,51,84,191 
Chanmugham, Muhunthan 112 
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V 

srmcDio Of 

OFFICIAL YEARBOOK PHOTOGRAPHER 

WEDDINGS & FAMILY GROUPS 

: 99 CAMBRIDGE STREET 
: BURLINGTON MA. 01803 
V 

272-4700 
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SAM BEJAKIAN 

MY CLEANERS 
PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING AND TAILORING 

WOBURN PLAZA 
NEXT TO STAR MARKET 

935-8125 

COUNTRYSIDE 
LEXINGTON 

863-0367 

372 CAMBRIDGE ST. 
BURLINGTON 

273-4440 

1077 LEXINGTON ST. 
WALTHAM 

647-0091 

Fully Computerized Prescription Department 

PRESCRIPTIONS - HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 

Cradock pharmacy 

44 High Street 
Medford Square 

396-1500 

22 Church Street 
Winchester Square 

729-1500 

TEL: 695-0040 

Daniel F. Long 
CONSTABLE & AUCTIONEER 

SERVING ALL OF BOSTON & CAMBRIDGE 

295 DEVONSHIRE STREET MOBILE PHONE 
BOSTON, MA. 02110 633-0818 

ROBERT D. RUSSO 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

(617) 542-7700 
542-7701 295 DEVONSHIRE ST. 

FAX 695-0855 BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02110 

LAW OFFICES OF 

RUSSO & SCOLNICK 

Stephen M. Scolnick, Esq Robert D. Russo, Esq. 

400 Washington St. Suite 408 295 Devonshire Street 
Braintree, MA 02184-5446 Boston, MA 02110 

(617) 843-1100 (617) 542-7700 
FAX (617) 848-4023 FAX (617) 695-0855 

ROBERT C. WILSON D.D.S. , P.C. 

617-729-8180 

15 Dix Street 
Winchester, Mass. 01890 

Specialist in Child and Adult Orthodontics 

Phone: (617) 721-2055 

l^onaido 

HAIR DESIGN 

922 Main Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 

PHONE 

729-1382 

32 WATERFIELD RD. 

WINCHESTER, MASS. 
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Chase, William 122 Day, Phil 121 E 

Chen, John 76,84 Dearman, Jeffrey 113 

Cheng, Felix 106 DeBiase, Anthony 122 Ebanks, Ashburt 5,57,78,84,189 

Christofellis, Antonios 112 Decologero, Paul J. 99 Edmands, Jeffrey 57,99 

Christopher, Alexis 84 Deering, Jennifer A. 99 Ehlert, Anna Melissa 2,32,51,87 

Chute, Elizabeth 112 Deering, Stephanie M. 113 Elio, Daniel S. 87,189 

Ciano, Kimberly A. 98 Delaney, Melissa M. 84,176,190 Elio, Matthew 113 

Ciulla, Natalie 112 DellaCioppa, Nicola 113 Elliott, Elizabeth 99 

Clare, Michael J. 112 Dellarocco, Grace 119 Eppig, Kevin M. 106 

Clark, Arielle 112 Delpino, Emily 113 Esposito, Jennifer 26,62,73,87 

Clark, Kahlin 98 Demeris, Ellen 84 Esposito, Lauren 106,127 

Clemente, Eric 104,106,109 Dentremont, Chad J. 113 Euga, Oliver G. 113 

Cloherty, Mark 84 Dentremont, Emily B. 77,99 Ewald, Alyssa A. 99 

Cole, Amber M. Desimone, Jenna 106 

Colella, Sarah M. 32,84 Desmond, Matthew 106 P 

Colella, William 118 Destefano, Andrea 99,106 

Collins, Michael 99 Dhingra, Vivek 106 Fahlbeck, Paul A. 113 

Colonna, Philip 84,189 DiCarlo, Carla 106,126 Falcione, James (Friar) 87 

Colozzi, Kristin A. 99,102 D’Elia, Paul 120 Fantasia, Matthew R. 

Colozzi, Shauna 64,84 Dieter, Scott 106 2,15,33,53,68,87,184 

Conlin, Thomas 84 DiPonzo, Lisa 113 Farquharson, Jennifer 75,87 

Conway, Richard 122 DiPranco, Lia E. 106 Farrar, Celeste Carolyn 113 

Cook, Amanda J. 106 DiPronzo, Janine 106 Feola, Anthony 113 

Cook, Christine). 112 DiPuria, Michele L. 22,84 Feola, Stefanie 99,106 

Cook, Jeremy C. 112 DiMarzo, Brett 106 Ficociello, David 50,70,87 

Coonley, Benjamin W. 106 DiPietro, Christine 84 Fidalgo, Gerard 106 

Copas, Jennifer L. 22,84 DiPietro, Daniel 113 Fidalgo, Lawrence (Lonny) 

Corkery, Joseph J. 106 Disilva, Charles 99 18,19,21,68,87,127,168 

Cote, Danielle T. 84 Dixon, Neil 106 Finn, Adam R. 80 

Coughlin, Kevin 112 Do, Jeffrey 4,41,56,84,173 Fiorentino, David 54,65,106 

Cramer, Michael 2,3,18,39,79,84,190 Docca, John 120 Fischer, Christina B. 99 

Cronan, Beverley 120 Dodson, Erika 84 Fischer, Kimberly D. 113 

Cross, Jeanette 99,102 Doherty, Catherine 6,99 Fisher, Bryan W. 106 

Crowley, John P. 112 Doherty, William 99 Fiumara, Deborah M. 113 

Crowley, Michael L. 99 Dolan, Jan 122 Fixler, Charlotte 122 

Crowley, Shawn M. 106 Donaghey, Matthew 113 Flickinger, Sherri 107 

Cummings, Patricia 22,99 Donlon, Robert). 97,99 Flynn, Michelle 87 

Cunha, Karla A. 106 Donnellan, Mark 13,60,84,126,178,190 Fodera, Gaetano (Guy) 107 

Cunningham, Sean B. 106 Donohue, John 77 Foley, Brooke 42,43,80,87 

Curley, Colleen M. 112 Donovan, Christopher 113 Foley, Cheryl 113 

Curley, Erin E. 84 Dooley, Jennifer 99 Foley, Megan B. 113 

Curran, Chet 120 Doto, James 113 Ford, Jesse A. 87,175 

Curreri, Adina M. 99 Doto, Melanie 84,190 Foster, Campbell 2,26,56,87,171 

Curry, Sean 112 Doucette, Julie A. 106 Fougere, Jessica 113 

Doulette, Mary 119 Francini, Simone 107 

D Dowling, Christian 4,52,68,84 Franke, Jonathan L. 99 

Drazen, David 113 Freeman, Kristen 107 

D’Addario, Maureen 118 Driscoll, Julie 99 French, Peter 39,77,99 

D’Addario, Ron 123 Ducey, Heather 113 Frisoli, Francis). 113 

Dakubu, Mahrya 106 Ducey, Sean 84 Frost, Cheri 2,35,55,99,103 

Daley, Kathryn Lee 112 Ducharme, Matthew R. 106 Fuller, Matthew 99 

Davis, Emily 113 Duffy, David C. 79,99 Furey, John 107 

Davis, Kerry M. 99 Duffy, Sean 113 Fusco, John 123 

Davis, Melissa 84 Duhamel, Alfred 121 
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RICHARD A. JOHNSON 

Certified Property Manager 
Apartment Development 

and Management 

3 Harris Circle 

Arlington, MA 02174 

648-2124 

R.A. Johnson Reality Inc. 

"BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS 
OF ’92" 

EBM, INCORPORATED 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

955 MAIN STREET 
WINCHESTER, MA 01890 

JUSTIN L. MAGEE 
G. ARTHUR W. EMENEAU 

Contact Lenses 
Eyewear 

729-8004 
729-2112 

Paul Dimos 
Registered Optician 

eye look optical 
26 Church Street 

Winchester, Mass. 01890 

Mon.-Fri. 9-5 
Thurs. 9-7 
Sat. 9-3 

Oa 
Winchester Ltd. 

Jewelers 

TEL. 729-3938 

RICHAF® MALCOLM 

534 MAIN STREET 

WINCHESTER, MA 02890 
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tfic daisy shops, inc. 

509 high street 
medford, ma 02155 

483-1687 

18 thompson street 
winchester, ma. 01890 

729-1077 

D. TAYLOR-SMITH 

GIFT BOUTIQUE 
7 THOMPSON STREET • WINCHESTER, MA 01890* 617-729-9644 

729-4911 

FREYA SURABIAN DESIGN ASSOCIATES 
Interior Design ASID Allied Member 

36 Church Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 

729-5724 

Jay M. Finn Insurance Agency 

600 Main Street 
Suite #5 

Winchester, Ma. 01890 

Jay Finn 
President 

A 

P 

E 

X 

Apex 
OneHourphoto 

• ENLARGEMENTS - COPY NEGATIVES 
• PHOTO GREETING CARDS - SLIDES 
• REPRINTS - INSTANT PASSPORT PHOTOS 
• CAMERAS - FRAMES - ALBUMS - ETC. 
• HELIUM BALLOONS - GIFTS AND MORE 

729-6786 
292 WASHINGTON SI .. WINCHESTER. MA 

A 
P 

E 

X 

ROBERT J. COSTELLO 
Funeral Director 

Costello Funeral Home 
177 Washington Street 
Winchester, MA 01890 617-729-1730 

Best Of Luck to 
Class of'92 

tmms II 
ARTIE BENNOS 

550 MAIN STREET 
WINCHESTER, MASS. 01890 729-6741 

Tampa-229-8433 • Si. I’etersburg-327-4426 • After Hours - 360-3635 

2626 5th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, PL TT713 
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Hallisey, Karen 99,102 Johansen, Michael 100 

G Hamblett, Deborah 87 Johnian, Joshua-Paul 107 

Hamilton, John B. 26,87 Johnson, Brian 107 
Galante, Dennis J. 99 Hamilton, Katherine 107 Johnson, Jamarll 114 

Galante, Jarrod P. 113 Hanawalt, Maureen 120 Johnson, Jean 76,122 

Galatis, Amy Joy 107 Hare, Elizabeth 6,99 Johnson, Kristen 107 

Gallery, Rachel E. 55,99 Harrington, Kevin F. 87 Johnson, Eaura 88,178 
Galluzzo, David]. 107 Harris, Peter M. 100 Johnson, Meredith A. 114 
Gangi, Marianne E. 87 Hartigan, Daniel M. 87 Jones, Peter C. 26,76,88 
Garas, James 107 Harvey, Margaret 123 Joseph, Amie C. 100 
Gatto, Nicholas A. 107 Haskell, Benjamin B. 2,44,87 Joyce, John 122 
Gaumer, Zachary R. 87 Haskell, Nathaniel H. 113 Ju, Peter 114 
Gelowtsky, Nancy 121 Hastings, Eeslie 121 Juwa, Tara 100,103 
Germain, Ghristopher F. 113 Hebert, Gilbert M. 100 
Gialcalone Jr., John B. 107 Held, Charles 57,87,190 K 

Giambro, Nicole 51,87,191 Held, Richard 107 
Gianci, Eric 113 Hennessy, Kerry 107 Kaiser, Martine L. 88 
Giaquinto, Jennine M. 22,87,179 Hennessy, Michael 107 Kane, Elaine 120 
Giaquinto, MarissaJ. 113 Hertel, Ryan Denny 107 Kariadakis, Francine 100 
Gilbert, Jeremy 107 Hession, Judith 120 Kariadakis, Rosanne 114 
Gilliam, Katherine 107 Higbie, Amy E. 87 Kassner, Trevor 114 
Gilpatric, Jennifer H. Hill, Jeffrey A. 107 Katsumi, Yasushi 114 
2,36,79,87127,186 Hintlian, Cheryl E. 114 Kayulu, Elodie 
Gilreath, GraigJ. 87 Hoffnagle, Anne 114 Kayulu, Henry 9,100 
Goeke, Elizabeth R. 113 Hofmann, Alice 87 Kean, Elizabeth E. 77,100 
Gosnell, Thomas B. 31,99 Hofmann, Karin Keane, David 107 
Grady, Paula 123 Holwell, Eisa 100,102 Keating, Christopher 88 
Grande, Diana 6,99,103 Hood, David P. 77,100 Keefe, Brian 46,107 
Grande, Michael 87,174 Hood, Eric 38,77,100 Keefe, Charles J.(Sr.) 9,47,88,190 
Granfield, Jacquie 99,102 Hood, Katherine 114 Keefe, Charles J.(Jr.) 16,97,100 
Grano, Jill A. 107 Hougland, Amy 107 Keefe, Mary M. 114 
Grant, Edward J. 87 Howard, Cheryl 120 Keenan, Tara 100 
Green, Keyra 0.87 Howard, Courtenay 87 Kelley, Elizabeth H. 100,103 
Green, Nora 99 Howard, Jonathan 107 Kelly, John 122 
Greenberg, Joanne 123 Hughes, Heather 64,65,73,88,191 Kenneally, William 88 
Greene, William 107 Hughes, Tiffany 114 Kenney, Catherine 118 
Grey, Eugene A. 113 Huppi, Benjamin 114 Kenny, Michael W. 100 
Grey, Mark Meiser 107 Huppi, Jonathan Kett, Michael 107 
Griffin, David G. 107 Hurlbut, Amelia G. 114 Kiarie, Kihara R. 2,7,78,88,190 
Grovenor, Tom 123 Kilker, Emily S. 108 
Grueter, Eouise 118 I Killian, Bridget A. 108 
Guarino, Carla 107 Kim, Jeana 114 
Guildersleeve, Donna 122 Imperatore, Scott D. 100 King, Eindsay 114 
Guilderson, Richard 113 Innes, Roseann 121 Kline, Thomas 122 
Gulati, Rebecca 107 Interess, Eauren 107 Knight, Alexa S. 77,100 
Gupta, Atreyee 113 Intravaia, Eeanne 88,188 Knouse, Andrew 79,88 
Gustin, Mia 118 Itrato, Natalie 88 Koenig, Karen 100 
Gustin, Peter J. 113 Kozak, Donald 119 

J Kozubal, Marek 108 
H Krajewski, Matthew D. 100 

Jabre, Moune 107 Krajewski, Thomas B. 114 
Halchak, Alexandra 113 Jacobs, Clare S. 114 Krebs, Clare 43,88 
Elall Jr., Cordell G. 25,113 Jacques, Becky 118 Krumme, Catherine A. 108 
Hall, Andrew 107 James, Constance 118 Krumme, Matthew W. 88 
Hall, Ronald C. 113 Jervey, Allison A. 100 Kurata, Moto 114 

Kushnirsky, Alex 88 
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Good luck to the 

Class of’92. 

Jim & Margaret 

Reuland 

Baseball Cards & Supplies 

Dugout Sports Collectables 
10 Thompson Street 

Winchester, MA 01890 

Shirts Posters 
Caps Pennants 

FELLS HARDWARE 

654 Main Street (617)729-0902 

Winchester, Massachusetts 01890 

Congratulations! 
We love you. 

Mom, Dad, & Shaun 

GOOD LUCK CLASS OF'92! MAY THE YEARS 
TO FOLLOW BRING YOU HAPPINESS AND 
SUCCESS! 

-THE BLACK FAMILY 

LONNY 
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Congratulations Chrissy! 

Here's to your future successes in life. May they be filled 

with as much happiness and pride as you have given us. 

Love, 

Mom, Dad, Andrea and Megan 

Congratulations Bear!! 

With love from 

Mom, Dad, Tom, 

Taylor & Corky. 

To Wendy Beth Russo, 

It is with great pride and much pleasure that we extend 

to you our congratulations on your achievement, de¬ 

spite the obstacles which have been placed along your 

path to success. 

Best wishes in your career. 

With love always. 

Mom and Dad 
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